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MARINE “DREAMWOLD.”

Mr. Lawson

OBITUARY.

to

Begin Operations on His
By invitation Harvest Moon Grange,
Islands in Penobscot Bay.
Thorndike, will visit Dingo Grunge, FreeHerbert A. Pendleton died at his home in
Everybody has heard of Thomas W. Lawdom, Dec. 3d.
son’s magnificent estate in Massachusetts, Kast Belfast, Nov. 25th, of cancer in the
Members of Penobscot View Grange of
He was born in Northport, the
“Dreamwold,” and now it looks as though stomach.
son of Wm. J. and Mary A. (Bird) PendleGlencove visited Megunticook Grange, Cam- he intends to
create another Dreamwold in
ton.
den, Wednesday evening.
Nearly all of his life was spent in
Penobscot Bay, which he visited three years
Last Saturday evening Union Harvest ago in his steam yacht Dreamer, lie then Belfast, living last with his parents on federal street. He then went to MassachuGrange, Centre Montville, entertained vis- made negotiations for Monroe’s Island, opitors from Danforth, Morrill, Camden and posite Owl’s Head, but the owner, Mrs. setts, but returned to Belfast about a year
Of his father’s family his mother,
South Montville.
A good program was Durea of Red Bank, N. J., declined to sell. ago.
given.
He then bought a group of four islands be- brothers George and Frank live in Lynn,
Mass., and Lycurgus in Portland, Maine.
Thursday evening, Nov. 17th, China tween Stonington and Isle au Haut. Camp
The remains of the infant child of Mr.
Grange turned out in force and went to Island, the largest of the group, contains
Branch Mills, tilled the chairs and furnish- about eight acres of picturesque land, as and Mrs. Fred
Pendleton, formerly of this
ed the program. A bountiful supper was yet untouched by the hand of man. Saddle city, but now of
Auburn, were brought to
served after the program by Branch Mills Island, another purchase at that time, is this
city Saturday, and were taken to
but
after
a
which
short
distance
to
and
the eastward,
Grange,
games were indulged
Islesboro in the afternoon by the steamer
in.
Gooseberry and McGlatherin are contigu- Silver Star, where the interment was
Last Saturday evening Seaside Grange ous. A missing link ill the Lawson chain made in the family lot. Mrs. Pendleton,
Belfast, conferred the 3d and 4th degrees of islands is Devil’s Island, which was gob- who was Susie liobertson of this city,
on a class of seven.
A turkey supper and bled up by W. VV. Frazier of Boston before has been very ill, but hopes are now ena tine program followed.
There were 135 Mr. Lawson could secure it. There were tertained for her recovery.
present. ( Next Saturday evening officers sensational stories printed at the time as to
Mrs. L. W. Benner died very suddenly at
will be elected for the ensuing year and all Mr. Lawson’s plans for a summer paradise
in the sea; but other matters claimed his her home in Northport yesterday morning.
members are requested to be present.
She had been in her usual health and was
At the meeting of China Grange, Nov. attention and nothing has been done in that
about as usual when at 8 o’clock she had a
lOtll, there was a roll call of officers, all re- direction. Now it is said preliminary operashock. A physician was telephoned for, but
sponding to their names except two, and tions are to be begun soon on Camp Island, she
died before he arrived.
where
a big gtanite wharf will be built.
were
on
the
sick
list.
There
was
a
they
Fred
of
Weed
is
to
look
Capt.
Stonington
short business session and then the grange
Wealtha Maria, widow of the late David
after the work.
i urtis, died .Nov. 18th at her home in Frankwas given into the hands of the lecturer.
fort,
aged 72 years. She was an invalid for
The program consisted of songs, declamahis island purchases has created no little the last six years of her life and for the
tions, readings, music, also question.
last three years was confined to the house
interest in Stonington, which is uow at the and unable to walk. She was born in MonChildren’s night was observed at a recent
height of its prosperity, owing to the enor- roe, March t), 1832, and at the age of 42 bemeeting of Troy Grange. A goodly numcame interested in religious things.
She
mous development of the granite business
ber ot the little ones was present and did
united with the Second Adventist church of
caused by the demand in New York, Phila- Frankfort and died in that faith.
Mrs.
themselves great credit in reciting and singdelphia and other places. Contracts amount- Curtis was an industrious woman and
ing. A treat of candy and peanuts was
ing to $3,000,000 are now being filled by the when cut off from more active employment
served. After recess the First and Second
busied herself with sewing and knitting.
firms of M. G. Ryan & Co., the Parker-Kyan Even in her
iast days she was considerate
degrees were conferred on Miss Maud
Construction Co., John L. Goss and others. and thoughtful for the comfort of those
Clark. Several names were proposed for
Laud values have increased, or rather rock who cared for her. She was a great sufferer
membership.
the last months of her life, and
has become as valuable as coal,for the avail- during
while longing for release expressed herself
The thirty-first annual session of the able lots for
building in the village are but as resigned to the will of God. Much symMaine State Grange, P. of H., will take
ledges. Thirty odd houses have been built pathy is felt for her bereaved family, especially for the daughter, Mrs. Herbert
place in Lew istou, December 20th, 21st and this year and next year twice as
many will Moore, who so tenderly cared for her during
22ud. The headquarters of the patrons will
are
and
there
is
aban
her long illness; also for the sons and the
go up. Wages
high,
be at the De Witt House in Lewiston and
grandchildren by whom she was greatly besence of labor discontent which is encourag
loved. The funeral occurred at the home
special rates will be made on boats and ing to the big granite operators.
Nov. 20, Rev. J. R. Wilson officiating.
trains and at the hotels in Lewiston and
Auburn. Each grange in the State is enAggie, oldest daughter of Mr. and Mrs
MEETING OF WALDO COUNTY GRANGE
C. F. Conner of East Liberty, died Novtitled to be represented by its master and
10th
after a long illness, during which she
his wife as delegates.
Waldo County Pomona Grange met Nov.
bore her sufferings without a murmur. She
22nd
with
The
Morrill.
was an earnest Christian girl, and although
The next meeting of North Waldo Pomona
Honesty Grange,
confined to her room for a long time set a
grange w ill be held in Winterport Wednes- day was pleasant and the attendance good.
good example to her many friends by her
day, Dec. 6th, with Sunrise grange. After Eleven granges were represented. The Brin faith in her Creator. She realized her
the business meeting in the morning, and officers were all present except the Over- condition and left little gifts to her many
the dinner, there will be an address of wel- seer, Ceres and Flora. After the opening friends to show her appreciation of their
and while the candidates were :houghtfulness to her during her long sickcome by Florence Cole, and W. H. Ginn exercises,
ness.
She will be long remembered by her
will make the response.
The discussion being prepared for the fifth degree, excel- many friends. Funeral services were held
will be: “Should the Grange advocate the lent remarks were made by the Lecturer from her home Nov. 18th, at 1 o’clock, Rev.
E. A. Diuslow officiating.
and Master. A class of hi was then duly
of the
?”

THE

CHURCHES.

There will be meetings at the
Gospel Mission, 58 High street, every Saturday, Sunday and Wednesday evenings, and Sunday
afternoon at 2.30 o’clock.

Mrs. Olive II. Cooper arrived home Tuesa visit in Newport.

PERSONAL.

day from

Mrs. S. A. Bakeman is visiting her daugh-

Leroy Brown left Friday for a visit in ter, Mrs. Smith, in Islesboro.
Lawrence, Mass.
Ross E. Patterson of Baltimore is visitLoris 1. Kainsey of this city is in
Augusta, ing his aunt, Mrs. C. A. Ross, in Rockport.

Services at the Uuitarian church next where he has
employment.
at 10.45 o'clock ; preaching by the
Miss Elizabeth M. Pond
spent ThanksgivPastor, Rev. Harry Lutz.
school
Sunday
ing with friends in Bucksport.
at 12 o’clock. All are cordially invited.
Renworth Rogers from the Kicker InstiChristian Science services are held at J.
tute spent Thanksgiving at home.
F. Fernald’s, No. 57 Cedar street,
every
Mrs. Eliza Harmon was the guest of Mrs.
Sunday morning at eleven o’clock, and
Wednesday evenings at 7.30, to which all J. A. Ross in Kockport, Nov. '.8th.

Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Pote and Mrs. Ann
returned yesterday from a visit in
New York.

Sunday

cordially welcome.
Morning sermon at the

are

Methodist church

Lothrop

Miss Carrie A. Flye of Winslow, Maine,
is the guest of Miss Ida S.
Burgess at 43
Church street.
Mr. and Mrs. F'rauk Jellison of
Bangor
guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Bowker
Friday, Nov. 25th.

Harlow Brown and Walter Ladd of Warren spent a few
days in Belfast recently.

were

next

Sunday at 10.45; Bible school at noon;
II. A. Driukwater played in Bucklin’s
young people’s meeting at 6.30 p. m.; peo- Orchestra in Camden
Thanksgiving night.
ple’s gospel service at 7.30 p. m. A cordial
Richard E. Shaw, Bowdoin, *05,
spent
welcome to all.
Thanksgiving with his parents in this city.

Auxiliary

Mission near the foot of Main
street, Rev. Mrs. Annie Johnsou in charge.
Meetings Tuesday, Friday and Sunday evenings at 7.30. The Mission will be open mornings to receive cast-off clothing of all kinds
for distribution. Please help in this good
work.
The monthly

covenant meeting of the
adll be held this, Thursday,
evening at 7:30. Next Sunday there will be
preaching services conducted by the pastor,
Rev. E. S. Philbrook, at 10:45 a. in. and
7:30 p. m. ; Sunday school at noon; men’s
meeting at 3:30; Y. P. S. C. E. at6:30. Seats
are free. All are welcome.

Baptist church

I

iajer meeting at the Congregational
church this, Thursday, evening at 7.30
topic, ‘‘The Vineyard,” Matt. 21:33-46. Sun-

Mrs. Katherine J. Hills is in Boston,
where she will spend the winter w ith her
daughter June and son Maine.
Mrs. Camilla A. llazeltine and Miss
Annette W. White left Monday for McKeesport, Pa., where they will spend the winter.

Dr. and Mrs. 3. W. Hutchins of Waterville passed Thanksgiving with friends in
Belfast.

Harry
students

L.

Edward Sibley returned Tuesday from a
visit to the St. Louis Exposition. Mrs. Sibley is still in Boston and will return home
next week.

Kilgore

at

and Frank 11. Condon,
Colby, were at home for

Thanksgiving.

R. Gardner Pendleton of Boston has been
ill this city this week for a few days, the
guest of Orrin J. Dickey. lie went to Bangor from here.

Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Turner of Waterville
spent Thanksgiving in Palermo with Mr.
Turner’s mother.
Mr. and Mrs. W. II. Quimby were in Portland Thanksgiving, the guests of.Dr. and
Mrs. 11. B. Foster.

Rev. and Mrs. D. L. Wilson entertained a
number of relatives and friends Thanksgiving, including students from Bowdoin
and the U. of M.

Mrs. Annie Canney of Dover has returned
home after a visit with her friend, Miss
Maude E. Barker.
Vluttn/W

Alluf/1

o

Mil

Mica

Afn.i.lsv

Mr. and Mrs. T.

Barker spent Thanksgiving with Mrs. Mary
day services, sermon at 10.45 a. ni. by the Edwards in Jackson.
pastor, Kev. D. L. Wilson; Sunday school
Miss Louise W. Richards, who is teachat noon; consecration
meeting of the C. E.
ing in the Farmington Normal school, came
society at 6.30 p. m.; address by the pastor
home for
at

regular service; preaching by the pastor, Rev. Ashley A. Smith ; subject of sermon, “The Limitations of Knowledge;”
Sunday school at 12 m; at 7.30 p. m. the first
in a series of Sunday evening addresses will
be given by the pastor; subject, “The Evil
of Gossip;” an address dealing with a preva. in.

alent evil. Music will be furnished by the
choir and other singers. All are cordiallyinvited.
There will be a missionary conference at
the Congregational church, Belfast, Thursday, Dec. 8th, with two sessions, beginning
at 2.30 and 7.30 p. m.
This conference will
be one of a series plauued by- the Congregational Missionary Societies, for the State of
Maine. It is to be held for the purpose of
considering and discussing the most modern
and approved methods for the development
of an interest in missions. That its object
may be achieved it is exceedingly important

Mr. and Mrs. Frank K. Prescott of North-

port were in this city Monday on their way
;o Norfolk, Va., where
tney wilt spend the
winter, returning in the spring.

Thanksgiving.

7.30 p. m.

The services at the Universalist church
next Sunday will be as follows: At 10.45

George Keyes, a student in the Colby
preparatory school in Waterville, spent

Thanksgiving

I). Jellison of Brooks

spent Thanksgiving week with their daughter, Mrs. E. S. Bowker, returning home
Monday morning.

IT

George C. Rose of Northport was in this
Jity Monday en route to Philadelphia where
re will visit relatives.
After a short stay
Hiere, Mr. Rose goes to Norfolk, Va., tor

in Belfast.

Mrs. B. F. Wells and Mr. and Mrs. F. G.
visited Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Bucklin in Camden last week.

Spinney

;he winter.
Ambrose J. Morrison and family returned Wednesday from visits in Brunswick,
ind Portland. Edward Fisk, who lias been
>n the train during his absence,has return
id to Portland.

Charles Godfrey and Mrs. Mary Leonard
of Auburn spent Thanksgiving with Mrs,
Hattie Godfrcj in Belfast.
Horace Chenery has closed his summer
home in Belfast and with his family will
spend the w inter in Boston.

Leslie 1). Ames of Lincolnviile w:i> in tins
Monday, returning from Islesboro
where he had been in the interests of
Masonic bodies. lie inspected the new Malonic hail there.

Jity

Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Brooks left Friday for
Lawrence, Mass., where Mr. Brooks will be
employed for about three weeks.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank
ami and Mr. and Mrs.
■ey of Lewiston spent
with their mother, Mrs.
hirtsmouth, N. 11.

Miss Alice 1’. Poor, a student at Wellesley, spent Thanksgiving with her sister,
Miss Nina F. Poor, in l’eacedale, R. 1.

Meservey of Port11.

Edward Meser-

Thanksgiving day
George Thomas, in

Capt. Edward 11. Colby has closed his
initiated into the degree of Pomona in full
Isaiah Harbour died at his home on Washcottage by the sea and moved his family
form.
hours
were
then
One and a half
ngton street Nov. 19th. Mr. Barbour was
Mr. Cheney, the drug clerk at A. A.
into his winter residence, both in Sunset.
taken for dinner, and the patrons were wel- me of Camden’s older and most respected
Howes A < o.’s, went to Portland T'. iiik-and Mrs. A. C. Wiswell of
citizens. lie was a man of high character
Judge
Ells-1
cared for by Honesty Grange. The after- md a most industrious
rione.
He had been that all members of young people's Mis- worth spent Thanksgiving in Bucksport, i 1 living day and is having a vacation.
noon session was opened with music by the
n failing health for sometime.
his absence J»r. Tibbetts is in ci
He leaves
_>• ,,t
of lion, and Mrs. Oscar F. Fellows. ! ng
Women’s
sionary
Committees,
guests
Missionary
t daughter, Mrs. John G. Trim of Jamaica
choir.
A fine address of welcome was
die prescription department.
of Unions and all other responsible workers
Plain, Mass., and one
M. M. Bickford of Augusta arrived Nov.
given by Olive Berry, and J. G. Harding Jamden.—Camden Herald.son, Osborne,
Orrin J. Dickey lias been o tiered il pOsiin Congregational churches shall be present
23d to spend Thanksgiving with his uncle
responded in his usual happy manner. The
ion as assistant editor mi the Balm B.\ud;
at each session.
The provisional list of and aunt, Charles is. and
A.
Bickford.
Mary
topic, “The Potato Crop," was thoroughly
Transfers in Real Estate.
>aily News and expects to leave Belfast
topics (subject to change) is as follows:
Miss Jane A. McLellan arrived Thanksdiscussed by 1). O. Bowen, William Elliot,
lext week for Balm Beach, Florida, where
Introduction and Registration of Delegates;
The following transfers in real estate
J. F. Wilson, Manley Wilson, J. Cunninggiving morning for a short visit with her | le will spend the winter, at '.east.
Missionary Committees, Their Organization
At the regular meeting Saturday of Harparents, lion, and Mrs. Wm. II. McLellan. j The
ham, Mark H. Ward, G. G. Abbott and E. were recorded in Waldo County Registry of and
The
The
Republicans of Atuu-tu have unanivest Moon Grange, Thorndike, the followDuties;
Missionary Meeting;
Evans. The literary entertainment was as Deeds for the week ending Nov. 29, 1904:
The marriage of Ibrook C. Cross of Rock-:
< havJ:
nominated
illcliing thanksgiving program
was
given: follows: Recitation by Maud Thompson; Isaac Robinson, Liberty to Kate N. Lane, Systematic Study of Missions ; The Mission- laud and Miss Helen Carver Tolman of mously
Mr.
jorn as their candidate for Mayor.
and Its Use; The Promotion of
ary
Library
“Origin of Thanksgiving Day,” by Mrs. music
by Mr. and Mrs. Shible3; a series of lo.; land in Liberty. George C. Sheldon- Christian
Vinalhaven will take place to-day, Dec. 1st, Ilichborn is cashier of tie* First National
Gowen; History of Thanksgiving Day, by
Stewardship; A Passion for Misby Gracie Bowen; recitation by Augusta, to Arthur E. Sheldon, Waldo;
questions
at
the
home.
bride’s
Rank of Avgusta and is a native oi Mock\V. Master, O. J. Parsons; reading, “My
sions ; The Sunday School and Missions;
J. G. Harding. Messrs. Shibles and
and and buildings in Waldo. George II.
The Training of Missionary Leaders; The
Best Thanksgiving,” by A. M. Higgins;
Mrs. Fendrich and her nephew, Charles .oii .springs, lit* is weii qui’iiied :?i every
ing responded to encores. It was pro- Erskine, Morrill, to Joseph 0. Whitcomb, j
reading, by Mrs. Coffin; “The Meaning of nounced one of the best
Adoption of a Missionary Policy for the Fendricli, who have been living in Union tvay for the position In* will be called upon
meetings for the N'ew York; land and building in Waldo. |
Present Year. Among interesting features the past year or two, have returned to Hal- ;o till.
Thanksgiving,” by Etta Harmon; reading, i
|
The
next
will
be
with Equity Jeorge Cole, Burnham, to Flora A. Cole,
meeting
year.
will be an exhibit of missionary literature, more, Md., their former place of residence.
“November,” by Addie Black ; song, Mrs. Grange, lielfast. The
;
regular date is the lo.; land in Burnham. Flora A. Cole, to
STOCKTON SPK1NGS.
Annie M. Ward. Brother Daniel Dolloff!
published by- the Six Congregational MisMiss Marguerite I). Pilsbury, Alphonse
We are glad to report l)r. 1. A. Piero** as
opening day of the State Grange, so it is Jeorge Cole: land and buildings in Burntreated the grange to some fine oranges.
Societies.
At
these
it
I
conferences
sionary
Wood, Albert W. Stevens, Frank W. Twom- more comfortable since his return, N.*v
necessary to hold this meeting one week liam. Charles C. Park, Stockton Springs,
is
that
the
American
Board
will bly, Percy Simmons and John B. Mclntire \
expected
Winterport Grange held an interesting later, which will be December 27tli. If ;o Peleg G. Griffin, do.; land in Stockton
from Bangor. The x-rays settled tl.e quesmeeting, Nov. 12th. The degree team, com-1 stormy that day it will be the first fair day springs. Melvin Willey, Clinton, to FJliza be represented by Mr. llarry Wade Hicks; came home from the U. of M. for Thanks- tion of whether or not the arm was broken
posed wholly of eider members, conferred I after. Program: Opening exercises; re- A. Bacon, Unity; land in Unity. Frank the Congregational Home Missionary So- giving.
m the negative; therefore only t.me can rethe third and fourth degrees in a manner ! port of granges; address of welcome by
P. Hunter, Burnham, to John II. liraley, ciety by Mr. Don O. Shelton; the Ameiicau
Mrs. E. A. Richardson returned last store the badly bruised and strained shoulwhich gave evidence of much training. A Ralph Hayford; response by Ed. Brewster; Jo.; land in Burnham. Charles S. Trask, Missionary Association by the Rev. George week. She has been to Philadelphia to vis- ler— Dr. Hern an G. IllchboMi, wife and
fine literary program was given by the remarks for the good of the order; appoint- Burnham, to Julia E. Reynolds, do.; land 11. Gutterson; the Church Building Society it her husband, aad accompanied him on to jhildren, Master Everett and Mis> Ruth,
Boston in his vessel, sell. Medford.—Deer ii rived Nov. 2;>rd, to spend a week with
n Burnham.
Almond L. Keller, Waldo, to by the Rev. G. A. llood. it is expected that Isle
younger members. This finished the liter- ment of committees; recess; music; topic,
Mr. and Mrs. Harry K. Ilichborn, and allow
Messenger.
the Education Society and the Sundaythe Dr a little hunting trip in i.» therm
ary contest between the young members “Is it advisable to increase the army and John S. Keller, Allston, Mass.; land and
At
a recent meeting of the Coburn Classiafter taking Thanks;..ving tinnier in
and the elder members and the judges de- navy of the United States,” to be opened by buildings in Waldo.
Benj. R. Tibbetts, school and Publication Society will also be cal Institute athletic council the letter “C” Maine,
liis
native town.
Friday, accompanied by
;
cided that the latter had won, although the A. Wadsworth; remainder of program to Palermo, to A. J. Tibbetts, do.; 2 deeds; represented; the Maine Missionary Society
liis
lie left for a few days' “shooting
'
•
host,
the Rev. Chas. llarbutt. Visitors from was awarded for good work in football this in the woods of
and in Palermo.
alter leav.c.g the
Mary A. Alley, Pros- by
program of both was better than was ex- be furnished by Equity Grange.
Maine,”
year to Bowdoin Pendleton of Islesboro, R. ; train at Katalidin Iron Works, and going
pect, to Henrietta B. Grant, Winterport; out of town are asked to bring basket lunch.
pected. The victors w ere entitled to a supof
L.
North
and
others.
into
a
ta Mr.
Dodge
Islesboro,
hunting
camp
Tea
and
belonging
coffee will be provided by the BelRESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT.
I and in Prospect. Sarah V. Downer, Paper, which was served by their opponents at
of i*ur
Dr.
Freeze, an
Dr. and Mrs. G. A. Phillips of Bar Har- How much acquaintancewill our genial
ermo, to Eliza J. Brawn, do.; land and fast church.
the next meeting.
two
Hich"big game”
bor arrived in Bucksport Thursday to spend borns bring to Stockton1.'
Georges River Grange, Liberty, lias adopt- puildings in Palermo. James D. Lamson,
At a meeting'
rk (MupuMiiuu lu insuLuie a, me insurance
of tlie school board last
it was deed the following resolutions:
Freedom, to Frank Flye, do.; land in Knox. THE PENOBSCOT STEAMBOAT WAR. Thanksgiving with Mr. and Mrs. Frederick cided to have the winter.Saturday
term of the town
department for members of the national
W hereas, lie, who controls the destiny of B. S.
II. Moses, who have returned from Bar schools
R.
to
Reuben
Webb,
Troy,
Webb,
December
12th—the
do.;
begin
second
has
been considered by the grange all, has seen fit to enter our order and take
The steamboat war continues and three
grange
Harbor and opened their house for the w in- Monday in the month.... Mi> Horace M.
j
convention at Portland, Ore., and after dis- therefrom one of our oldest members, and land and buildings in Troy. F. L. Chase, boats are running over practically the same
Grittin returned from Bangor last MCnrday
cussion was referred hack to the special whereas we desire to express our apprecia- 1Toy, to Alice C. Carr, Detroit; land in route.
Last Thursday the Mineola was
and, to the joy of her husband, family and
tion of his ability as a brother, be it
Troy and Thorndike. Charles H. Gatehell, withdrawn and Capt. Bennett
Miss Inez C. Hanson, formerly of Belfast, friends, enuured the exeitioii neo-'s.lry t<
committee for revision. The report of the
put on the
Resolved, That in the death of W illiam
to
leaving the hospital and coming d*
:.vet*
Charles O. Varney, Brooks; Golden
committee on transportation, which was Henderson Moody the order has lost one of Jackson,
ltod, a much less expensive boat to now of Stockton Springs, left Belfast Wed- j
and and buildings in Jackson.
well indeed. It is earnest:}
F. 11.
{»her
> very
its
ablest
members.
train
to
the
winmorning
nesday
by
found
run.
It
was
that
spend
the
could
favors
a mere effecunanimously adopted,
Sappho
not be retained
this
to Horace Chenery, do.;
Fowles,
improvement
may
Belfast,
That
the members of Georges
Resolved,
and and buildings in Belmont.
tive interstate commerce law. The report of River
not make the time called for in the schedule ter in Philadelphia with her aunt, Mrs. | change—Miss Flora tlardnei left SaturGrange extend to the sorrowing famw
Herbert
i
for
!:«*;*•
;
Miss
trnds
Hanson
in
Mass.,
arrived
Foxboro,
Staples.
day
the legislative committee, which was also ily, whose loss is much greater than
and she left Bucksport early Sunday mornours,
the
winter... .The si;.-, eying
juAiii n. ntws ire-ras.
for her Thanksgiving dinner. spending
adopted, recommended the extension of the our united sympathy.
ing for Bar Harbor where her officers and Philadelphia
;c wr at
v.
;k in
party of railroadmen
That
our charter be
Resolved,
in
draped
rural free delivery system, postal savings
Mrs.
were transferred to the Pemaquid and
Emma
J.
Marshall
crew
arrived
in
the trai." toward
Bel.inkProspect
“blazing
One
that
the
damgood authority figures
mourning for thirty days; that these reso> as
banks, direct election of United States lutions be made a part of our records, a tge done tlie telegraph and telephone com- returned to Bucksport that afternoon, start- fast Tuesday evening on business. Her fort. It looks from present :: d a
if
the
of
track
the
“Northern
M
>»*aSenators, governmental control of large copy sent to the bereaved family, also to panies in Maine by the big storm was fully ing on the route Monday morning. The daughter, Lillian Godfrey Marshall, has
Railroad"
would
be
bui't
-1
thu
the
port
corporations, construction of a ship canal The Belfast Journal, Hangor Commercial ft50,000.
Pemaquid is a steel vessel nearly double been ill with pleuro-pneumonia in the latter town to .Stockton springs avi ape
and Hangor Daily News for publication.
The late Mayor Robertson was the first of the net tonnage of the
but
from the Mississippi river to the great lakes
all
is
conjecture, on!;., among
Sappho, is driven by Massachusetts General Hospital. Miss Mar- Jellison;
Ai,bf.rt J. Skidmore, i Committee
our citizens.
Augusta’s 31 mayors to die during his term 750
The B. y* A. management
and from the great lakes to the Atlantic
John C. Carey,
>
on
horse-power engines and can steam 14 shall has been engaged for ten weeks in keeps its ow n secrets... One result
if office.
<<-.
the
Ruby M. Hour,
ocean and the construction of the isthmian
1 Resolutions.
knots. She is fitted with all the modern New York with the Henman Thompson proposal to run a genuin
raiiioad into
The annual report of the Commissioners
canal. At the session Nov. :!5th it was voted
town was seen last week, in the appearis
a good sea boat, and said
Old
Homestead
as
first
She
conveniences,
Co.,
soprano.
W'hereas, In the ordering of God’s provi- >f Inland Fisheries and Game w 11 show
ance of four strangers—a
a dentist,
to hold the next annual meeting in the State
dence, He has entered our order and called hat up to the first day of November there to be able to break through eight or ten will join the company in Philadelphia a barber and a teacher—iniawyei,
our village, two
lave been planted this year, in the public
of New Jersey, the selection of a c.ty to be to his last home one of our most beloved
inches of ice. She carries a crew of 13 men. Christmas week, if her health permits.
of whom are looking for rents already_
made by a committee at a later date. The members, and whereas we desire to express waters of the State, 1,084,45>4 linger! ngs and The cost per day of running the Sappho
Harrison I). Barrett of Canaan, who has ; Mr. Everett Staples, ,JrM is placing a telem that date the number still remaining in
our veneration of his jvorth as a brother,
in his residence—a great convenience,
was said to be $<>5, and the Pemaquid must
grange passed a measure advocating indus- be it
;lie hatcheries was 302,554.
been a frequent speaker at Temple Heights, phone
especially in winter weather_Mr. and
trial training in country schools.
cost as much or more, while the cost of run- has
Resolved, That in the death of Hazen U.
been
elected
to
of
the presidency
Mrs. Truman Lathrop moved Tuesda\ into
Levi M. Poor of Augusta was in command
just
Dennis the grange has lost one of its most if the
Granite Grange, North Searsport, held a
smallest company for the longest time ning the Merryconeag and Mineola is from the National Spiritual Society for the 12th a portion of Mrs. F.
Remleir> l.«.u*e for
cherished members.
if
the
in
winter. Mrs. R. will hoard w..h her
officer
the
lie
w’as in
civil
war.
any
to
The
Golden
Rod
$50
can
be
$40
per
day.
Nov.
regular meeting
22nd and by invitatime. This is a powerful organization, rep- |
Resolved, That the members of Georges Company 1), of the Nineteenth
nieces, the Misses Ilichborn, 111a'-. :.g tlie
Maine, and run for half that, and it is said that the M.
tion about (10 members of Morning Light River Grange unite in sending to the sorresenting a membership of more than one change, probably, next week_1 he Puror
had only one man—
relatives and friends heir heartfelt Johnforty-three days
White of Belfast—all the others being & M. can be run for $10 a day.
rent Events Club will meet Wednesday
million persons.
Grange, Monroe, were present. Worthy rowing
sympathies.
removed by sickness, death, wounds or reBeginning Monday the Merryconeag gave
afternoon, December 7th, with Mrs. Elvin
Master Harris opened the grange, and after
Resolved, That our charter he draped in novals. Ex-Gov.
Mrs. Frank Holmes and two children of \ F.
who
Connor
of
was
Staples. A cordial invitation i> extendMaine,
up the 25 cent fare to all landings and
1
reading and adopting the minutes of the mourning for thirty days; that these reso- lien in command of the
are in Belfast and will spend the
ed to all interested in the study of Ku-'dai*.
made
him
Bangor
regiment,
rates as follows:
to
adopted
last meeting he called for remarks. Worthy lutions be made a part of our records, a icting lieutenant of the
Bucksport
company.
winter with F. S. Holmes and family. Mr. history.
sent to Austin Crockett, also to The
Belfast, 50 cents; Belfast to Camden, 50
Master Jenkins of Morning Light and oth- copy
Belfast Journal, Hangor Commercial and
A Sargentville correspondent corrects a
Holmes, who has been employed for a few SANDY POINT.
and
to
75
ers spoke.
cents.
cents,
Bucksport
Camden,
statement made by an Ellsworth corresponSupper was then announced Hangor Daily News for publication.
years in the West, has a position on the stir- I
Walter lilack, who i> a student .r. the U
Albert
J.
Bennett
lias
no
made
ie.ut
in
in
Committee
to
his
the sargentville Library Capt.
and a recess was declared for refreshments.
Skidmore, )
change
regard
of the B. «fc A. in Stockton !
John L. Carey,
on
Association. This association, which was fares and says he will run all winteratthe veyiug force
[»f M.,came heie for the'1 h-suksgiv1
vaca}
After the inner man had been satisfied MasHe
Ruby M. Hoit,
will spend Sundays with his
Springs.
1 Resolutions.
irgatiized in 1875, recently decided to erect 26 cent rate to all
tion and left by boat Monday morning to
The I’emater Harris again called the meeting to order
landings.
and
has
B.
from
II.
llardbuilding
bought
family in Belfast.
resume his studies... MUs Mary 1'ici.ch of
and the following program carried out in a
quid’s fares are regular tariff rates on the
ng for that purpose a fine lot near the cenUnited States Deputy Marshal Bernes 0. I Milo is
;er of the village.
basis
of
to
from
Grand
$1
Camden.
visiting relatives here... .Miss
Bucksport
Army
very pleasing manner:
Appointments.
Singing by the
Norton of Portland was in Augusta Friday Jennie Homer has returned to he; home in
Arrangements have been made at the evening on business. Mr. Norton was ac- ! Buck
choir; address of welcome, Miss Carrie
after several weeks \ .>:i here
sport
Commander-in-Chief W’ilmon W. BlackSECRET SOCIETIES.
Maine Central station here for the transfer compauied by Duputy Sheriff Charles B. ! with Mrs. Holly Black and
Stinson; response, llro. 11. li. Dawson of mar, of the G. A. R., in General Orders No.
daughters....
Haskell
of
who
has
been
Pittsfield,
Mr.
O.
of
F.
and
appointfor
and
from
the
baggage
freight
Staples of New \ ork has been tint
Morning Light; song, M. M. Curtis; rec., 4, dated at headquarters Grand Army of
Tarratine Tribe of Redmen, whose masked to fill the vacancy on the staff of United Sliest <*1 nis
Mrs.
F.
A.
mother,
Maxim;*!, tlm
the
Republic, Boston, Nov. 11, 1904, makes id ball last
Pemaquid, which makes |her landings at States Marshal Mayo, caused by the
Nettie Littlefield ; dialogue, Brother Harris
year was so successful, is conap- past week.-Mrs. Frank Erskine and
the
from Maine:
of
Mr.
Lewis’
wharf.
Norton
pointment
to
the
office
of
and others; music, Hattie Nickerson; rec., For following appointments
who
have
daughter
been
in BucksFlora,
aide-de-camp on the staff of the Com- sidering the matter of a ball to be given in
warden at the Maine State prison at Thomasport during the fall, arrived home Monday.
Carrie Stinson ; stump speech, Leroy Nick- mander-in-Chief : At large, Charles 1’. Mat- ;he near future.
ton.—Kennebec Journal.
Mr. J. Edward Grant lias gone to SeTo be Launched at Camden.
tocks, of Portland; E. A. Butler, Post IK,
erson ; singing, F. L.
Trundy; stump speech,
Grand Secretary Russell G. Dyer of the
William A. Winter, Post20, HalThe Meriden, Ct., Morning Record says hoeis, where he has employment.... Mr.
Worthy Master Harris. Remarks were made Rockland;
Daniel
Stand
■Cousins has gone to Boston for the
of
Order
Lodge
Maine,
W.
Post
Independent
Joshua
SearsBlack,
30,
The handsome five-masted schooner, the that I ho feature of the November election winter
by many brothers and sisters, and at a late lowed;
if Odd Fellow, has returned from West
months—Mis. Jessie Young and
John B. Goucher, on the ways at II. M. & which created the
hour the grange closed. All seemed to en- port; J. F. Jefferds, Post 39, Livermore
son
A1
most
vah
where
he
went
to
assist
have returned to Somerville....
Brooksville
at
interest
was
the R. L.
locally
Falls; Calvin L. Hayes, Post 99, Kittery;
Bean’s yard, will launch at 11.30 a. m.
joy the meeting.
the contest for senator from the Thirteenth Miss Inez L. Barker, tlie trained nurse,
William R. Fairclough, Post 137, Rich- ustitution of Governor Brooks Lodge,
llecember
8.
This
is
the
five-master
largest
mond; William Fennelly, Post 105, Bar rhe lodge was instituted last Friday even- ever built in Camden and is designed for district between George E. Bicknell and who has beenat N. M. Gridin's the past two
The Journal Rooster.
H. H.
weeks, left Monday for Belfast
Harbor; Alexander B. Sumner, Post 138, ng with 36 charter members and gives the coal trade. She is Mr. Bean’s 73rd ves- Francis
Atwater, and that it was “the most Morin has been painting his house the past
Pascal P. Gilmore, Post 15(1, Ded- iromise of becoming one of ths prosperous
sel and was built for the Coastwise TransTothe Editok of The Journal: lam Lubec;
few
days... .There were a number of family
ham; Henry J. Hathaway, Post 159, Houl- odges of the State. Mr. Dyer says that
of which Captain John bitterly fought battle in the history of local
The largest
glad to see that our rooster was not ton. Assistant Inspector General, Charles ;here are prospects of organizing several portation isCompany, owner.
Mr. Bicknell won by a hand- parties Thanksgiving day.
Her dimen- politics.”
Crowley
managing
were at Mr. Chailes Heath’s and Mr. Edfew
ither
the
next
weeks
as
of
lodges
during
5.
Crowell
Assistant
Aide
in
Lewiston;
smothered by the great landslide (as we
sions
are
as
follows:
of
271
some
Length
keel,
ward
ward
but one.
majority, carrying every
Clifford's—Miss Lucia Slmte from
charge of Military Instruction and Eat- ieveral localities have been in correspond- feet; depth 27 feet, beam 48 feet, length over
were afraid he was), but is on deck to crow
mce about the formation of lodges.— Port“The votes in the other wards,” says the Bangor spent Thanksgiving here with her
riotic Education in Schools, James W.
all 408 feet. Her gross tonnage is 2547, her
mother
and Press.
for the good party for another four
Brackett
of
Portland.
years.
Record, “gave him a majority of 442 and closed last The High school in this district
net tonnage 2249. She cost about $120,000.
week and the teacher, Mr. LouRespectfully,
Miss Florence Stover of this city has a Captain E. E. Crowley, brother of Captain proved that in spite of the many unjust and jee, has returned to his home in BangorMrs. Clara E. Ward of Palermo, who rery pretty pen and ink sketch in the win- John G. Crowley and former master of the untrue statements made against him during I’lie Ladies’ Aid meets this week with Mrs.
J. B. Mason.
T. Carletou Henry, will command the John
underwent a severe surgical operation by
low of the Maine Music Company. This is
Jacksonville, Fla., Nov. 23, 1904.
the campaign, the people of Meriden recog- L. fS. Perkins.... Mr. and Mrs. Fred Shiite
B. Goucher.
ind Master Ralph Siiute went to
Dr. H. J. Frederick at the city hospital, 1 he first color sketch that Miss Stover, who
Searsport
nize his worth and are satisfied that he is
for Thanksgiving....Master Arthur
s a promising young artist, has done.
PerMiss
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Taft of Islesboro are Augusta, about two weeks ago, is making a
Mrs. Grace Tuttle and Miss Erma Tuttle the best man to represent them in the iins is in Penobscot with relatives—The
fine recovery, and it is expected that she i Stover is one of the contestants in the Bosof
Mr.
Taft's
guests
mother, Mrs. Hannah will be able to return to her home in about on Globe’s educational contest.—Rockland went to Bucksport Friday for a few
have
been
at
work
this
senate.”
surveyors
here
£eek
Mr. Bicknell is a brother of
days
ind the railroad now looks like a sure
another week.—Kennebec Journal, Nov. 24. ! star.
Taft, in Foxboro, Mass.
visit with Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Goodale.
Henry G. Bicknell of this city.
;hing for Sandy point.
adoption

parcel post

meeting of Sebasticook
Grange, Burnham, there was a very lively
discussion on the question of building a
new hall or enlarging the old one, which
they have outgrown, and a committee was
chosen to estimate the cost and report at
the next meeting. At the close of the meeting about one hundred enjoyed a harvest
feast. At the regular meeting last Saturday it was voted to build a new hall.
At
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of Clielsea, superinten.
''uig-s of Maine, died NovJ,
'i-1--, aged fiji years. Mr.
;! private secretary to GovMarble, Burleigh and
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Governor
J
/
,1,1 IWi be was appointed
public
buildings by Gov1l:''•
was prominent in mtton*
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Ilallowell
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0
lie married in 18G8 Emma
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doni and worth and it will be

Irrigation’s Part
In the World’s Fair.
Of the hundreds of thousands of people who have viewed with amazement
the magnificent fruits and grains from
the western states, exhibited at the
Saint Louis Fair—far more notable in
size, appearance and yield than anything
they ever saw in the east—how many of
them have realized the cause of this effect? How many of them have thought
out the wonderful fact that these products were borne upon lands which a
few years ago were useless deserts, hut
now made fertile hv the art of irriga-

"irrigation

exhibits” of

irrigation

of American

reaching

This well prefaces Mr. Baker’s remarkable discussion of the strike of the

tremendously
garment-workers,
meaning story of “democracy on its way
condition of
the
describes
He
up.”
the

flogs?

these workers’ before the union came to
their salvation, in the sweat-shop—the
most degrading of American employment, far worse than slavery. The
Yiddish struggler seeking the land of

[From the Massachusetts Ploughman.]
With proper care the pig pays the best
of any stock.—S. W. Taber.
Were it not for their use in handling
the horse manure I would not raise
them. -E. II. Gerald.
Owing to the high price of feed, it

promi-

nence were in evidence at this World’s

Fair, as such, yet in everything agricultural they formed a leading part and
their withdrawal would have left huge
gaps and have taken away all the best.
Had the products of the dam and ditch
all been labeled
‘‘GROWN ISY IRRIGATION”
the irrigation exhibit would have been
And it seems to me
a very large one.

hardly

pays to

keep

more

swine

be fed on the waste products
farm and dairy.—G. E. Chadbourne.
There is not much profit in raising
pork or keeping cows at present prices
of pork and butter.—A. W. Hardy.
At present prices of pork and feed, I
do not think there is any money in pork
can

were

known a few years ago, have ut-

appeared the usual
monopolize labor, to raise
L. Ricker.
to practice many
not thus call attention
While I do not think it has ever been wages inordinately,and
sorts of restrictions. The protest, then ments.
ty of production?
demonstrated that pork can be more the
action, of the employers followed,
In town affairs Mr. Jones has taken an
FABl'I-OVs GRAIN GROWTHS.
cheaply grown than other meat, relative the principle of the “open shop” was de- active interest,
but by his own choice has
it is a valuable adto
its
food
value,
exand
Colorado’s
In grains
grasses
plared and enforced, and the union held no office. In the George G. Davis Post,
to a farm business, and can be |
junct
G.
A.
held many offices and has
has
he
R.,
struck. Under unfavorable conditions,
hibit led easily, though splendid showusually grown at a profit by those who; in spite of the heroic sacrifice and devo- been either commander or chaplain of the
other
arid
states—
attention.—E.
were
made
ings
for the past five years. He served one
by
give the business proper
tion of the garment workers, the strike post
term as secretary and' was president of the
Oregon. Washington, Montana, Utah, C. Dow.
failed.
were many to fill every
There
Waldo County Veterans’ Association for
There is not a large profit in pig raisvacant places. Somehow the world’s one year, lie married Amanda Stinson of
California and the Centennial state
but when this business is carried
ing,
work
reitself
done,
gets
irresistibly,
Prospect, and has live children living.—
showed hi" different kinds of grasses on in connection with the dairy cow,
of unions or as- Bangor News.
and i:',n varieties of grain. It lias oats we find that it helps out the finances of morselessly, regardless
sociations, of human aspirations, or hus feet tall and
timothy heads 8 inches the farm.—Charles II. Dole.a
man life.
nearly
CAMDEN ANCHORS.
I believe one can make
hog
Yet, Mr. Baker points out, the union,
long. 11 took "40 prizes and 89 gold medpay his way by working him, together iiiuugii ucicaicu,
attvnii^iisncu
als. And its separate fruit exhibit in- with the extra fertilizer obtained. If
Numbered among the industries of C ammuch: “the industrial policeman” lie den, -Me., and standing foremost in the
eliuied almost all products of America one has an orchard with fair-sized trees calls it. To the
garment workers it, is ranks, is the manufacture of ship anchors.
the hog will nearly, if not quite, pay
This business was established in lsiiti
the
barrier that stands in the
except the truly tropical.

The west is

proud

that power.

one m

of its

tendencies

There

to

by

-itsti-i

mppfilpfl

\ iwl

snmv.wliitp

Fl.r. ln'oailimr

nrm

finally,

hp

mi.

two brothers, li. E. and \Y. G. Alden, and
in tlie face of strenuous opposition from
their competitors, and in spite of difficulties
attending the shipment of the huge forgings, which frequently weighed 8,TOO lbs
each, from the then practically cut off port
of Camden, these pioneers of industry earned for themselves a prominent place in the
commercial world and for their product a
world-wide reputation for worth and utility.
Many hundreds of tons of anchors are
shipped yearly from the works at Camden
to all parts of the United States and Canada. Within the two years just past the
United States government has purchased
a hundred of these anchors to be
placet} ott
the torpedo boats, and only recently a
large contract was placed with 'Item by the
United .States government for a number of
anchors for larger ships.
Many visitors are attracted to the place,
it being one of the points of interest every
visitor to the town takes in. it is indeed a
novel sight. The huge masses of iron taken
from the furnace like so much liquid lire
are molded by the mammoth hammers into
shapes that are the symbol of security to all
seafaring men, and which will undoubtedly at some time be all that will stand between human lives and destruction.
Jn 1901 the Anchor Works consolidated
with the Rockland Machine Co., under the
linn name of Camden Anehor-Roekland
Machine Co., with headquarters at Rockland. The new management has in every
respect maintained the high standards of
their predecessors. Together with the Knox
Marine gasoline engine, which they also
manufacture, their business is growing
The anchors are made in
very rapidly.
Camden, as before, while the engines are
made in Rockland. The engine has met
with great favor among the fishermen on
the Atlantic coast and in return has opened
up a large demand for the fishing anchors
which are being rapidly turned out at their
Camden plant as well as the commercial
and government type.—Marine Review.

pocket

er.
But the Americanizing of the East
fed principally from the waste product j Side throuh unionism
would be cheap
ions
inches across. And Idaho and of the
farm, and a good breeding sow j at almost
any price.
I'tali and Xew Mexico, and all the west will produce two litters of pigs each
Some important deductions are drawn
set forth a dazzling display of irrigated year, paying under favorable circum- 1j
by Mr. Baker concerning the question
stances'"as high as fifty per cent, profit. of
and
unionism which will bear much study.
and
plums, peaches
grapes
apples
F. .1. <terry.
“Unionism,” he declares, "is a necesof
olor, size and beauty which it
sary, vital force in our life; but just as
would take a book to describe.
Cranberry Sauce.
surely as it is a great power for good,
But ahead of all the west in the exit may also, unlimited and unrestricted,
“The common American cranberry, become a dangerous influence for evil.”
ci r and variety of her
exhibit stood
Julia j
"The union,” he says again, “is not
'aiifornia—California, that vast strip Yaccinium maerocarpon,” says
on “Harvest only a benefit to both workers and emof g-df$h land reaching from Oregon to Ellen Rogers in her article
in the De-1 ployers, but it has become, in our comMexico and including the vegetable Time in a Cranberry Bog"
plex democratic civilization, an abof The Booklovers solute
number
eember
the
vcaitii of
necessity, and it should be as
tropics.
to
cousin
"first
huckleberry,
jealously guarded by society as any
Magazine,
nn: i-i;onrc r,soK a cheat empire.
wintergreen, and trailing arbutus, with other great institution;" and this well
Fret is the main stay of the Golden
fruit reaching an inch in diameter, is summarizes his argument; “It can be
■state and *250,000 is represented in her the parent of our cultivated varieties,” conclusively shown that, exactly as an
j
j
The great | of which the Early Black and the Ilowe extreme ‘open shop’ condition (the reshowings at St. Louis.
latter especially, ] sult of which is finally a wholly nonare
the
choicest—the
is
the
I’ahtce of Agriculture
largest
union shop) is a detriment to employers
as it keeps well, improves in color, and
building of the Exposition, covering 10 ripens in cold storage. The delicate as well as to the workers, so an exare
and
acres and it seemed as though I would
are
treme
‘closed shop’ is a detriment to the
fragrant,
pink blossoms
If the weather : workers as well as to the employers.
never get outside of the domain of the cross fertilized by bees.
rainy the bees stay at home, the pol-! N'either extreme is wise. It is essential
California exhibit.
Single counties is
lei. is washed away, and the crop is j to recognize the limitations ol the
made showings creditable for a State.
correspondingly light. If the frost principle of trade-unionism. The best
Such tilings caught the eye asalifeske comes too early the whole crop may be : condition is one in which there are
elephant of English walnuts, the State lost. It takes eight years for a planta- j strong organizations on both sides,
tion to reach maturity, but then, a; each holding the other in check.”
Capital building constructed of al- hundred acres will yield over 10,0001 The labor problem is not abstract,
monds, the famous I.ick Observatory barrels. Cranberry growing, picking, \ but intensely practical.
Each side
done in dried "fruits and big enough to and marketing is beginning to he quite must refrain from exercising all of its
to
with
common
an
with
all
machinery
men in
special
industry,
eoiitL.il, choral families.
The wine exj rights (in
facilitate its various processes. There ; civilized society), and must submit to
hibit took the grand prize above all
is a scoop with strong hickory teeth the eternal law of compromise, that
foreign competitors. The most luscious that does the picking. When full, the industry may progress in peace.
and enormous pears, peaches, oranges, scoops are emptied into boxes which
u isii-.u ftKAmMi.
to the screen-1
me suoriening nays
lemons, grapefruit, plums, cherries and are wheeled on harrows
where the berries are cleaned ind frosty nights admonish us that winter
:tli kinds of huge vegetables were stack- ing house,
of leaves and rubbish. The sorting and will soon be here with its
long evenings,
ed m rich profusion along side of great
packing is done by automatic machinery hat perforce must be devoted to rest and
branches and clusters of fruits of all of clever design. There are four comecreation. It is a time to gather around
kinds showing how tilings can grow un- mercial grades: extra fancy, fancy,
lie fire within the radius of the kerosene
The little
standards, and seconds.
der irrigation. The grape bunches of
dwarfs go to the dye-pot or the canning j amp, or, in ease of city dwellers, the gas or
California are almost of the biblical factory.
| electric light, to read the home news and
kind requiring two men to carry a single
the news of the country and the world.
The Timber Resources of America.
j For the first your home paper is essential,
bunch. No man can carry the product
I
ind for the rest we are prepared to supply
of a single vine.
Across the Great Lakes in Canada
in connection with The Republican Journal
OVK11N5IKNT IRRIGATION I.A3I.
there lies one of the world's largest re-1
the equivalent of a daily newspaper, the
Practical methods of irrigation were serves of timber. In spite of the tariff
jhoice of two papers devoted to the farm
demonstrated at the Government buildimposed, much of this timber is today ] and household, and a fashion magazine. The
:ng by a model of the Salt River Valley- coming to the United states.
The I Tri-Weekly New York Tribune—li pages
in Arizona, showing tiie great govern- forests of the Dominion are
beginning three times a week—not only gives the
More than a bil-j news of the world in a concise and reliable
ment (lam now under construction in to yield abundantly.
the mountains and the system of ditch- lion feet of pine sawlogs and square form, hut with its illustrations and miscela
recent
season, were cut lany is equal to a magazine as well. This
es and laterals by which the water is timber, during
upon territory held under timber license j paper, in connection with The
Republican
distributed onto the farms and orchards from the Crown. Much of Canada’s
Journal, will cost you on ly uity cents a yearReal
oelow.
water
was
running timber land has not yet even been ex- the two
§2.50 for one year. The
through these ditches. This great work plored. In the newly developed districts I Tribune papers 18
Parmer,
of Algoma, which are close to the Great |
pages every week, is
of Uncle Sam’s in Arizona is progresLakes, it is estimated that there are ! considered by many the best farm paper
I
was
told
Savmore than a hundred million cords of published.
sing rapidly
by Engineer
It is sent free to those who pay
age. whom J recently met in Montana. spruce and pulp-wood, while in the dis- for The Republican Journal one year in adof
Thunder
and
tricts
River
Hay
Rainy
A cement mill, to make the 200,000 barvance.
Farm and Home, published twice a
there are nearly two hundred million
rels of cement needed in the masonry,
month, is a favorite paper with many, and
cords more.
A belt at least three
is completed, a $100,000 mountain road thousand miles long is believed to exist that is also sent free to Journal subscribers
to convey the dam material from in Canada between Alaska and the who pay one year in advance. McCall’s
Magazine is one of the best fashion magaUhut-nix is finished and most remark- Atlantic.
It has been estimated that at the zines published, and is furnished afull year
able, the river itself has been carried present rate of cutting, the greatest for
only 10 cents in addition to your subthrough tunnels around the dam site, timber resources of ttie United States ! scription to The Journal. These offers are
—those
of
the
Pacific
Coast
States—
and is furnishing some 1,000 electric
for both old and new subscribers; but in all
horse power witli which to build the will be exhausted in less than half a cases payment must be in advance, in acThe
annual
cut
of
shingles
century.
dam. This is to be used to construct and lumber in these
regions jis some cordance with our contracts with the pubthe giant works and thus the river will four and a half billion feet. The stand- lishers.
build its own dam and form a reservoir ing timber of Washington, Oregon, and
Begin at Home.
northern California at present is twice
the greatest in the United States.
the
that of the original timber lands of
Mrs. Jellaby was a very charitable
northern woods. Washington produces ami
GIANT PIMPING MACHINERY.
philantrophie woman who devoted
as many feet of shingles and
about
her whole time to righting what she
Of ail sizes and classes were the irother lumber as Oregon and California
rigation pumps exhibited in the farm together. This State is noted for its regarded as the wrongs of the poor
African. This laudable business so oci mi 'lenient department of the St. Louis shingles, there being more than a thouscupied her attention that it left her
Fair: but more striking than these and shingle mills within its borders. no leisure in which to attend to her doAt Tacoma are located the largest saw- mestic duties.
were the windmills.
These busy maConsequently tier husmills in the United States.—W. Frank
band and children were neglected and
chines. rearing their tall heads above McClure in the December Booklovers’
her bouse was in a shocking condition.
the surrounding buildings and whirring Magazine.
She did not agree with the proverb that
should begin at home, nor with
gaily in the breeze formed a striking
Women love a clear, healthy complexion! charity
example of man’s ingenuity in harness- Pure blood makes it. Burdock Blood Bit- the Apostle’s condemnation of the
man who doesn’t concern himself with
:ng the elements. The highest of these, ters makes pure blood.
the affairs of his own household. Mrs.
built by one of the largest windmill
Jellaby is not to be blamed for taking
Crop Notes from Morrill.
an interest in the concerns of the poor
manufacturers, spread its galvanized
of
A large amount
hay is being moved to African, but it should have been second
steel wings 120 feet in air and with a
market at Belfast, price received, $10 to to her duty to her own family.
moderate wind pumped 40,000 gallons $12 per ton. The usual amount of fall
an hour.
The water gushes up like a plowing has been done. Grain nearly all
Do Your Own Banking.
yield light. Yellow flint corn
hue artesian well and supplies a ditch threshed;
not as good as it appeared to be when standI once favored postal savings banks, but
to irrigate a good sized farm.
ing; early frost killed it while in the milk. now oppose them. Why? Because the sysCattle are now generally housed. Cows,
IRRIGATION S FUTURE.
tem, wherever in use, draws money away
both beef and milch, are low. Round hog from the
country districts to the national
What will be the next irrigation ex- selling at 6c. per pound, butter 22c., eggs,
This constant sucking up of money
capital.
30c. per dozen.
Hens
are
not
generally
layhibit at a World's Fair? Some say that
keeps the rural districts poor, as England
ing well.—New England Homestead.
and Ireland testify. Let our rural people
for many years to come this is the last
put their money in local banks of their own
of the big international expositions. If
through which it can be borrowed by those
who will put it to good use in the vicinity.
this be so, and it should be 15 or 20
—
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Pain Over the Eyes

likely to overshadow everything else Headache and Catarrh
in agriculture. The west is at the beRelieved in 10 minutes
That dull, wretched pain in the head just over
ginning of great things. The government has undertaken the

work of na-

tional reclamation of the desert and is

Vast enpushing the work rapidly.
gineering works, huge dams and canals
are being constructed in the western
States and territories and as the work
proceeds the people will realize its wis-

the eyes is one of the surest signs that the seeds
of catarrh have been sown, and it’s your warning
to administer [the quickest and surest treatment
to prevent the seating of this dreaded malady.
Dr. Agnew’s Catarrhal Powder will stop all pain
in ten minutes, and cure.

by City Drug Store and A. A. Howes & Co.
Dr. Agnew’g Ointment soothes all skin
diseases. 35 eents.
18

HP1'’

I larrison Fisher's pit tur.^
■„
Underwood's artistii
dlendsr,

Lamson’s reprints ot Maine
The latter we sell tor ic

Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Pare*
goric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotie
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.

rry

■

from Califoru
general full line <>f

I

ALWAYS

1 and
resh from the mark<
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The Kind You Have Always Bought

otil

DRUCCi

THE CENTAUR COMPANY, TT MURRAY STREET,

!

YORK CITY.

NEW

(

When eggs sell for their highest prices in the fall and winter
nothing will make hens lay like Sheridan’s Condition Powder.
Strengthens the egg-producing organs, and enables them to
assimilate the food elements
m
L
most needed to form eggs. In
use for 30 years.
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If your 'loal-T hasn’t it. w2oc; live «? •«>
Lar>!«»
C nans $5. "Mow to Feed tor
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CO., Boston, Mass.
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FIFTY cts. OF

HEALTH
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We have

I A
T
*W”\ • \ fSugar-coated, easy to take,
I f\
IlC miId in action- They cure
tliTL Y wl. ^ I I I I ^ constipation, biliousness,
I
•/*
sick-headache.
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Stoves!
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CONDITION

I
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45 CENTS A DOZEN
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I

Fancy

PoorX
In Use For Over 30 Years.

/B"

the tit le

Rieger’s

The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

CASTORIA

"jHfe

)

What is CASTORIA

GENUINE

Soil

>efore they are all (
nd lay them away t
< f December?
Ve have secured th
nme especially t>:
J lining them

—

©EUGU18IS

OE R. P. HALL ft CO..

I'll. MOTT’S

ft.

cook'

leaters,

ir

ranges, for cold
soon be here.

Open

N. H.

and vitality

stoves, in .d:

the time to

s

DYE

NASHUA.

KEIIVEKIV E I»IX.T.S
The great iron and tonic pi!! and restorative for men and women,
produces
strength and vitality, builds up the system and renews the normal vigor
bringing health ami happiness. OOdosesina box. Forsale by all druggists’
°
AFTER udino.
OSINS ?‘Y"
"'‘I1 »>•>>< if.securely wrapped, on reeeint of price, $i .OO pe/boi
aritn
e boxes for $3.00. J)r. Mott’s Chemical Co.,
Cleveland, Ohia
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Mitchell & T

SOLD BY R. H. MOODY.

FRED ATWOOD, w,SPOkT Insurance

and Real

Estate,

Offers

something iV

REPRESEN I liNCi OVEk FORTY-HIVE MILLION ASSETS.
Eire, Lite, Accident, Plate tilass, Tornado Insurance, Steam Boiler
Insurance and Inspection.

New Goods

J

a

Security Bonds for Cashiers. Contra.-tors. Administrators and Trust,
Correspondence solicited. Keai estate bought and sold.

HAND TO HAND FIGHTING.

I

1 1PEC1AL LINE 01

It was ten o’clock in the morning when
coming out from their hiding places
small band of Russian soldiers. That was
In packages
the beginning of the tierce onslaught. It
was as if somebody had revived in this civilized day of ours the scenes from the old
""" ***’t00lS aart
<«>!»
j
ipdcklja
story books, when swords, spears, bows and
It you want a quick sale write us for our FKEE
arrows were the only weapons of war, and
ut
deserintinn
1111,1011
blanks.
no
We
in
advance.
require
payinent
men slashed away at each other.
It was
«*♦*♦**
We use our own money to advertise your property.
actually a hand to hand encounter. It was
More than 500 sales in Maine alone since litoi to men from a, states
is °llr
ta“
ls
at
time
that
we
a
this
saw
Russian
b'uaiantee to you
just
ltav our methods are right.
Iroken
officer rise from the ranks, and leapiug over
10
M. S. STICKS, Brooks, Manager Tor Waldo
the dead bodies of his men and comrades
County
,3°x,iS"u
and putting himself at the head of the ranks,
1 ^anut
10 o
“"‘-11
E. A.
try by his daring example to revive the
---------I
spirits of his men. Against the lurid back'luts
of
All
Kind'
ground of blood and tire he made a superb
I
figure, always rushing in front of his men,
his sword gleaming ever over the heads of
♦♦♦♦♦♦i»
the fighting men.
At last this officer rushed out, calling
I receive fresh in
always and loudly upon his men to follow.
Our tit
continually.
Wisli to notify their
When he was within a few feet of our men
patrons, who
he turned his head to see whether his men
to be exce l !• :
proves
wisli for Christmas
were obeying his order.
Instead of followwork, to come
defy competition
ing at his heels his soldiers were trampling
as soon as possible
between the
upon each other in the mad effort to run
We take orders
his
The
broke
evidentaway.
sight
heart,
hours of 10 and ‘i o'clock.
and deliver j>r< >i
ly. lie turned the point of the sword he
had held against himself. An instant later
Orders for CRA VOSS, WApart of the rily
he fell with his heart pierced through.—A
Grade
sold Exclusive*
TER COLORS and
Japanese Officer, in Leslie’s Monthly Magaenlarge
zine for December.
in
meats of all kinds should be in

Hai vest of Farm

we saw

a

Bargains.

BL
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in'’iuded'to srttb^state ILL KINDS OF Mr

STROUT,

Candy
Candy

8,-Mr,mS'ii;^rr-1I-Ib

■
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W.C. TITTLE & SOX

j

CHOCOLATES

Chocolates
ly Belfast by

high

The Nicholson's Fast

by December f>th

Trip.

The sch. A. M. Nicholson, Capt Albert
Iludder, made a llying p issage home from
Hay of Islands. The craft left Bay of Islands last Wednesday and arrived here Saturday night, thus making the long kOO miles
journey in four days. Like Capt. Malloeh,
Capt. Iludder would have come even faster,
but for a slacking up of the wind, for on
Saturday noon they had the land here in
sight and then did not get in till evening.
TheNicholson is the craft recently bought
by Capt. Solomon Jacobs from Capt. Thomas SI. Nicholson of Bucksport.
Shelias not
been noted as a sailor, but the record which
iludder
has
made
in
her shows
Capt.
just
she must be counted hereafter among the
fast ones. The Nicholson was only four
weeks on the whole trip —Gloucester Daily
Times.

1

years before another great fair, when
does come its irrigation exhibit is

IS'

sum,.

Poor &

The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has been
in use for over 30 years, has borne the signature of
and has been made under his personal supervision since its infancy.
/■cotcAtAt
Allow no one to deceive yon in this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and “ Just-as-good” are but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.

--

one

not secure

ovelties at

Years.

An Old and Well-Tried Remedy'.
Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup has been
used for over sixty years by millions of
mothers for their children while teething,
with perfect success. It soothes the child,
softens the gums,allays all pain, cures wind
colic, and is the best remedy for Diarrhoea.
Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggists
in every part of the world. Twenty-live
cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable.
Re sure and ask for Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup, and take no other.

I

IS BUT A LITrif Hu
i)ff
V’hy

imo

only
way
his way, at least up to the time you
Oregon had Mortgage Lifter Wheat, 7 wish to finish him off for the market.— oi' a swift return to sweat-shop conditions.
The
public certainly pays for
feet tall. Think of a wheat fieid in E. E. llardy.
I
unionism.
Wage advances come,
The breeding of swine is a profitable
which an army of six foot men would
of the consumfrom the

I
!i

For some time his regiment did garrison
on
Arlington Heights, until Grant
took command, and then he went to the
front.
At the battle of the Wilderness and Spottsylvania,on the 27th of May, 1864, Mr. Jones
bullet on the left
was struck by a rebel
side of the head which ploughed a furrowthrough the tiesh along the skull, inflicting
a cut some five and a quarter inches in
length, through to the bone. Almost at the
same time another bullet struck him in the
heel and he was lamed and stunned.
He served after recovering from his
wounds, but his time expired in the following July and he returned home to Brooks,
where lie settied on a farm and has since
lived.
In poiltics he has always been a strong
Republican, and the creed of Methodism
has been his religion. He had two brothers,
Charles and Newell Jones, who both served their country in the war in western regi-

Workers’ Union grew in usefulness and
power, but succumbing to the weakness
pf human nature, it sometimes abused

I cannot get an old dollar for a new
raising pork for market.—Asa

good tiling.
irrigation; why
to its superiori-

that this would have been a

1

Heavy Artillery.

terly disappeared, and the chief influence in effecting this reform has been
trade-union organization. The Garment

production.—Wingate E. Gibbs.

OF BROOKS.

duty

freedom, merely changed oppressions—
from the political tyranny of Russia to
the industrial tyranny of America,
rhe former deprived him of his rights’
the latter took his life. To-day the
sweat-shop and task system, as they

than
of the

JONES

Prominent Waldo County Veteran.
Lorenzo D. Jones of Brooks, for more
than six years the Chaplain of the Waldo
County Veterans’ Association, is a wellknown Grand Army man, and one who has
many friends. He is an earnest worker in
the ranks of the Grand Army, and since the
organization of the Waldo County \ eterans
Association has been prominent in the
affairs of the organization.
Mr. Jones was born in Brooks in July,
1837, obtaining his education in the common
schools of Brooks, the High school at Montville and two terms was a student at Kent’s
Hill.
He went to Lowell, where he remained
for two years, until the breaking out of the
Civil War, being employed in the famous
Pemberton mill. He enlisted in the Fourteenth Massachusetts infantry, which afterward became the First Massachusetts

lay.”

to

Guy E. Mitchell.
Does It Fay to Keep

LORENZO D.
A

The Editor of McClure’s Magazine, in
presenting Ray Stannard Baker’s article on “The Rise of the Tailors”, in the
December number, makes this explanatory statement: “The extraordinary
itory here given of labor warfare in
New York City interprets, perhaps better than any amount of purely academic discussion the real significance to the
American people of the closed shop,
with its antithesis, the open shop’—the
most vital industrial problem of the

every nook and corner of the world.

tion?
No

THE OPEN AND CLOSED SHOP.

pushed

forward still faster. As Engineer Savage remarked: “It is an entrancing
work, is it not; this creating of homes
for men out of desert w aste?”
And so, twenty years from now, if
the course of wisdom is pursued and
the government irrigation work continues along right lines and is kept pure
of politics and of graft, we may see a
west with nearly double its present'
population and the splendid products

To accommodate those who are partial
to the use of atomizers in applying liquids
into the nasal passages for catarrhal troubles,
the proprietors prepare Ely’s Liquid Cream
Balm. Price including the spraying tube
is 75 cents. Druggists or by mail.
The
liquid embodies the medicinal properties of
the solid preparation. Cream Balm is quickly absorbed by the membrane and does not
dry up the secretions but changes them to a
natural and healthy character. Ely Brothers, 56 Warren St., N. Y.

Incendiarism in Prospect.

Christmas delivery.

BELFAST

Home Made Candies

Gas& Electric LightCo.

TRV0UR

IA
CASTOR
For Infants and Children.
flu Kind Yoh Have Always Bought

Sold

Bucksport, Nov. 25. Wednesday night
an attempt was made to burn the handsome
summer residence owned by George Gruby
of Boston, situated on the Prospect shore
nearly opposite Indian Point. The neighbors saw a light in the cellar and on
further investigation found a brisk fire in
progress. Some one had collected a pile of
paper and shavings, saturated it with keroThe tire was soon
ene and set it on tire.
xtinguished, but a few minutes delay
destruction
the
of the
would have meant
building. Mr. Gruby was notified and came
He found nothing
from Boston today.
missing in the house. He is at a loss to exsuch a dastardly atfor
the
motive
plain
tempt on his property. There is no clue to
the attempted incendaries.
_
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109 PHOENIX IP
Telephone

4-1
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Electric

FRESH EVERY DAY.

j

8\v4tj

W. E. lines i Co.

I

l

Wiring of All Kinds.

Bangor Taffy. Electric, Gas Fixtnres jj Supplies.

akc to entirely desti <>\
ie. acid or poisonous

1

scar or cause injury
ue under a w ritten mi.i

hat is claimed of it. 11
vhom I am personal!}
l-'o;
ect confidence in.
tpon or write to

MRS. B. F
15 Main

W. E. Jones &

Co.,

Bakers and Confectioners.

Opera House Block.

Church Street.

(All correspond-

Washington Street.
Telephone number, 44-2.

KID GLOVES

Cure

Laxative Bromo

as

good

MHS. B. F.

The famous little pUUi

[To

PUPIL OF MADA
OF

•CBRT* Early Risers

Take

!!'

Office

CLEWS ED to look

This is the secret of the prosperity of Massachusetts and New York. Other sections,
gifted by nature with greater resources, can
in a few years accumulate ample capital by
doing their own banking.—Farm and Home.
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a
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Quinine Tablets.
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120 High Street,

Cold in One
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Piano,

WELLS,

Street, Belfast.
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bondage of ignorance, poverty and
debt.
The freight on a sack of coffee, 138
pounds, is about one cent per mile;
therefore coffee coming from the end
of theDom Pedro II. Railway must
pay
in the neighborhood of $4 per sack for

COFFEE.
MOST PROLIFIC

ICSID’S

FIELDS
t>f The

Journal.]

transportation

Oct. 21, 1904.
hole business of
.‘.amerce at its best
is southern provcity of San Paulo
i the coffee trade,
roads run into the

•!

;i.

pi
t
r

entrance into Santos of a mule train is

20,000, and is
deep hollow in
,kes it a very hot,
nio-althy place of
umpinas one may
if

always preceded by a white horse,
wearing a string of bells around its
neck, and all the mules obediently fol-

a

!

low the leader.
Sometimes troops of several hundred
arrive in a morning; and again there'

excursions to

g

.lates, over roads

duroys would
i.

weeks when none appear. Every
mule brings two bags of coffee on his
back, each bag weighing 139 pounds.

are

be

horseback

on

largest fazenHaving made long, slow'journeys, often
Paracibo, but hundreds of
miles, the animals are pitiis extended,
..on
able looking objects when their burlight rows of eof- dens are
removed, for the constant
iig the bases of
sawing of their loads has not only
ie
distance up
abrased the skin, but in many instances
is the same way
ground off the flesh to the bone.
l rom lJio Janeiro
The bags are dumped in huge piles in
;oin San Paulo to
the custom house yards, and around
hack into the inthem eargadores immediately collect
ch v other product
like swarms of black flies. There are exa is the mandioc,
port duties to pay, and every bag must
■aeople, and which be pierced and a sample
withdrawn, in
ca of commerce;
order to determine the quality and the
id we must leave
duty thereon. The tariff, based on the
market price, is regulated anew every
re beautiful than
Saturday. The sampling instrument is
Pa r clad only in a
a brass tube, shaped
exactly like a pen.
ablaze with scarlet
When the point is pushed into a sack
starry blossoms, of coffee, the berries run down
through
m simultaneously,
the tube; and, after a handful has been
all
the
,dmg
green, extracted, the instrument is
withdrawn,
e plantation white
and its point turned over like a crochet
g the air with fraghook, thus closing the opening. The
ange blossoms, only operation occupies only a few
seconds,
but in another and the
“samples” taken out amount to
■th fragrance and
many tons in the course of a year.
away.
They, together with all samples of exunrl rrruina
ported sugars, are presented to the
latter are again Lepers' Hospital.
until the pellicle
Fannie B. Ward.
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The sleeping aparteasas often have no
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only
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lightsing them being through
But the great dining
uid style remind one of
e

means

of old baronial castles,
closure with the manorthe quarters of the suud

hospital,
supplies, barn
and buildings in which
ud for market; and beslave quarters, a lot of
nuts, generally arranged
"dangle, closed by a huge
18
always locked at night.
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overseers,

general

of the huts and you will
hammock or two swung

"diors that unhold the roof,
llteu8‘*8 P'*e(i 0,1 the
and traces of a brush fire in
"
of the room—seldom
anyor less.
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^■'yuodyin knows,
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^U|islied
lle negroes of
HI

slaves

as

slavery has
according to

the interior are

much as ever—in

the Fish Commissioners and Wardens, wil
interest many:
Knox County, State of Maine, vs. N. J
Hanna.
Savage, J.
The Revised Statutes, Ch. 41, Sec. 17, provide that no person shall have in his possession any lobster less than ten and a half inches in length and fixes a penalty for violation of this provision at one dollar for each
lobster.
Section 61 of the same chaptei
that all fines and penalties fot
avmg “short” lobsters in possession may
be recovered on complaint, indictment or
action of debt, that the suit shall be brought
in the name of the Commissioner of
sea
and shore fisheries, and that all offences under the provisions of the statutes, forbidding having short lobsters in possession
may be settled by the commissioner upon
such terms and conditions as he deems advisable. Held :
“1. The Commissioner of Sea and Shore
Fisheries has authority to settle offences of
this character without suit or prosecution.
2.
It is not unlawful for him to advise,
persuade or urge an offender to settle. He
may even go to the extent of pointing out
that the alternative will be a criminal prosecution.
3.
He may authorize one of his wardens
to make demand for payment of the
penalty
incurred.
4.
Such warden has no authority to
“settle” with an offender. But this case
shows that he did not attempt to “settle,”
he simply carried out the instructions of
his superior, the commissioner.
5.
For a fish warden, acting under the
instructions of the commissioner, and with-

j

Without
mod red
blood a
man haa a
weak
heart and
poor nerves.
Anemia means thinness of blood.
It is
common in men and
women
and all
young
those who work indoors,
who do not
enough outdoor air and
^et
good oxygen in their lungs. There are too
many white blood corpuscles in such cases,
and there is often a peculiar sound in the
heart, called a murmur, in ca9e6 of anemia.
This heart murmur is caused by thinness
of the blood passing through the heart.
The murmur of anemia disappears when
the blood regains its natural consistency
and richness.
It is not heart disease.
Sometimes people suffer intense pain over
the heart, which is not heart disease, but
caused by the stomach. It is the occasion
of much anxiety, alarm and suffering, for
which its victim is dependent upon reflex
disturbances from the stomach caused by
indigestion. In the same way many bad
coughs are dependent upon these reflex
disturbances of what is called the pneumogastric nerve. To enrich the blood and
increase the red blood corpuscles thereby
feeding the nerves on rich red blood and
doing away with nervous irritability, take
Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery,
which promotes digestion and assimilation
of food so that the blood gets its proper
supply of nourishment from the stomach.
Get as near to nature’s way as you can. A
medicine made entirely of botanical extracts and which does not contain alcohol is
the safest.
Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical
Discovery contains no alcohol or narcotics.
Dr. Pierce’s Pleasant Pelleta are tht
best liver pills.
nui A&n.

In

V/Aiur

Erovides

out

*

rn,.

Theory it Beats the Good Old Summer
Time.

winter footing.

malicious, corrupt

or

oppressive intent,

to write to an offender that his lobster case
is not yet settled, that he owes the State
nine dollars, and that unless that amount
is paid to the commissioner before a date
named, he (the warden) is ordered to take
defendant’s case to the grand jury, does
not constitute extortion within the meaning of Section 23 of Chapter 119, Revised
Statutes.
Judgment for defendant.

It is our idea that the mistake folks
make in this section who build woods
camps, is in planning to use and enjoy
them only during the summer months.
With this idea in mind, we have been
engaged the past week in putting our
camp on the Presque Isle stream on to
a

to Lobstermen.

The following rescript from the Lav
Court, defining the authority and duties o

shipping point—

freight rarely exceeds 60 cents per
sack, and is often as low as 25 cents.
Thus fifty miles of railway carriage in
the country where it grows costs more
than 5,200 miles of ocean travel. Many
is. Champinaslies
of the planters still send their coffee to
<>i th of San Paulo,
market by mule train, considering that
nst famous fazenthe cheaper way transportation. The
This little interior

jir

Important

of the Blood.

one-third of the value when delivered
in Rio. From Rio to Hew York the

u

p

to the

r*nn|e la a Blatter

We have stuffed the

cracks between the logs with excelsior,
and pounded the stuffing in solidly with

PROHIBITION IN SOMERSET.
“Stalwart Prohibitionists in the Democratic
Party.”

UArtTOfllA,
Bean tb«
^ The Kind You Have Always tetJI

Bodily pain loses its terror if you've

a

Settle of Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil in the
Souse.
Instant relief in cases of burns,
juts, sprains, accidents of any sort.

-*
Extension.

It would be a great thing for Rockland if it could secure the connection
of railroad and steamboats that Stockton Springs is slated to get, action looking to which connection has lately been
urged by communications appearing in
our daily
contemporary. The time for
such action has now passed,
though it
may be stated that at the proper time
effort was made to have the railroad
brought here. One of our prominent
citizens (it will not be out of place to
mention that we allude to Governor,
elect Cobb) was in conference with Mr.
Cram, the manager of the enterprise,
and did all in his power to have Rockland made the point of connection. At
Mr. Cram’s request Mr. Cobb provided
him with charts and maps of the harbor and adjacent country.
It was
demonstrated that the northern side of
the harbor, the one most available from
the land approach, was too shoal. To
open it to the needed depth called for
au expenditure that was
prohibitive.
To reach the southern side of the harbor involved a prospective cost that,
added to the necessity of building forty
additional miles of railroad in order to
get here, rendered Rockland impossible
of consideration, as against the in
every
way available point of Stockton Springs.
It is a matter of regret to our
people
that this was the decision
Anally reached, but it is a satisfaction to know that
the vast business connection was not
lost to our city from any lack of
proper
effort to land it here.—Rockland-Courier Gazette.

j

OASTOUTA.
a The Kind You Hitt Always Bought
Beam the

Range

&

has an

improved

I

OVEN SLIDE.

By a simple locking '—
device, the slide, when
pulled out to its full
width remains in a rigid
position, affording opportunity for turning the
roast or loaf without

reaching jnto

the hot

oven.

!

JOHN B. STICKNEY
AGENT,
Belfast

Maine

Facing
The Xmas

Blood is Worthless
UNLESS CIRCULATED.
Health Is assured by the

process

new

Question?

The Waterville Sentinel asks the Reol curing disease.
porter to locate the “stalwart prohiRELIEF IN 30 MINUTES.
bitionists in the Democratic party.”
Sick headache, indigestion, loss of vigor, failWe are not in the locating business for
memory, nervousness are all infallible signs
the Sentinel but can name a few in ing
of weakening nerves and indicate that your
Somerset. One of these was stalwart nerves lack rich blood with which to build up
their broken tissues. Dr. Agnew’s Heart Cure
enough to lash the Sentinel well, a few heals
and strengthens the heart and gives it the
days ago, for the attempt to commit the power :o send rich blood coursing through'
tile
of
Maine
to
resubmission veins, when most oiseases disappear as by magic.
Democracy
and the saloon interest. Another has It relieves heart disease in 30 minutes and is a
wonderful cure.
17
been stalwart enough as a prohibitionSold by City Drug Store and A. A. Howes & Co.
ist to do his part handsomely as sheriff
Dr. Agnew's Ointment cures piles in one
of Somerset county, to make it a dry
to three days. 35c.
county for two years past. Still another Democrat in Skowhegan is stalwart enough as a prohibitionist to give
violators of the law in this county
straight sentences as municipal judge,
and introduce a goodly numberof them
to the interior of the county jail. Moreover three-fourths of the Democrats of
Somerset county sustain the sheriff and
the court in the course they have taken
in the performance of their duties in
No appetite, loss of strength,
these cases. Furthermore nine-tenths
nervousness, headache, constipation,
of the Democrats in Somerset who votbad breath, general debility, sour rised in the September election voted for
the re-election of Sheriff Lang, although
ings, and catarrh of the stomach are
ail due to indigestion. Kodol cures
they knew that if re-elected he would
enforce the prohibitory law as vigorousIndigestion. This new discovery reprely as he has for two years past. Mr.
sents the natural juices of digestion
stalwart
Lang’s
prohibition principles
as they exist in a healthy stomach,
caused him to come within :?0 votes of
combined with the greatest known tonic
a
overcoming
Republican plurality of
and reconstructive properties. Kodol
1828 on the governor’s vote, and this
notwithstanding the fact that Mr.
Dyspepsia Cure does not only cure inSmith, his opponent, stood upon-an
and dyspepsia, but this famous
digestion
iron clad enforcement platform, and
remedy cures all stomach troubles by
had, in public print before and after
cleansing, purifying, sweetening and
his nomination, made most emphatic
statements of his purpose to enforce
strengthening the mucous membranes

hammer, not omitting incidentally to
bark several knuckles and put a mourn-1
ing border around our thumb nail. We
have laid a double floor, sheathed and!
shingled the gables and plastered on to I
the inside walls all the flotsam and jet-1
sam of the Star-Herald office in the
shape of back numbers of exchanges.
Over these we have tacked a couple of
Our Manset correspondent last week rolls of carpet-felt and lastly we have
made brief mention of a new industry gone outside and gathered large
quantito be established in that place, and we ties of fir boughs and with these banked
iind in an exchange the following fur- the camp up to the window sills. We
ther particulars: Manset is largely a shall next put up a small board shack
iishiug section, with numerous fish and cover it with tarred paper, in which
wharves and sheds located there, where to stable our horse, and then we shall
fish are cured, and there are fresh be prepared, if the weather and travelfish dealers also.
To this location a ling permit, to go up and try camp life
firm from Gloucester propose to come under the rigorous conditions of a
and establish a glue manufactory, and Xorthern Maine winter.
So far we admit the scheme exists
possibly later to include the packing of
boneless fish to the industry. At pres- only in theory, and
may not pan out
ent the young men whom 'it is under- according to our expectations. But it
are
stood
representing A. T. Dodd A is certainly attractive enough in theory
Co. of Gloucester, have taken a lease to almost eclipse the summer delights
of the fisli houses and wharf of Charles of camping on the
Presque Isle stream.
Hopkins, and lumber will arrive from One, for instance, will exchange the
Bangor within a few days to make nec- canoe for a horse and pung, the smooth the prohibitory law without fear or
essary changes and improvements in and placid water for a winding track of favor. Mr. Smith would have been
the buildings for the new business and glistening ice, the persistent flies and beaten out of
sight but for these statethe machinery that will be put in. The mosquitoes of the good old summer ments in
public print. These are facts
expense of putting the buildings in con- time for frost crystals, and the warm the Sentinel must concede if it knows
dition will be considerable, but it is said weather vistas of green
foliage for anything about the situation in Somerthe work is to lie completed in March winding views of
glistening white. Un- set.—Somerset Reporter.
that the machinery may be installed doubtedly a drive up stream on a
bright
and that work will begin in early May, winter day with the mercury within
THE PRIZE MOOSE.
when the fishing season opens.’ Glue hailing distance below the
freezing
will be manufactured from the heads point, will compare
favorably with any Weighed 1150 Pounds, ami it Took Ten
of cod, pollock and tunk, and surround- canoe trip that has ever been
Men to Get Him on a Cart.
made,
ed by fishermen and fish dealers, also and if one can have at the end of such
While the record for number of moose
being in a central location for Bass a five mile drive, a snug and cozy camp
Harbor, Prospect Harbor and all the to tie up at, the delight and luxury of shot this season in Maine promises to
be larger than any previous year, there
fishing towns, it would seem that ma- the thing are complete.
terial will not be lacking and that a
We are simply making the experi- have been comparatively few large ones
better location could not be found in ment, and if we succeed in demonstrat- killed; that is, but few over 800 pouuds.
The record moose of the season so
Hancock county. The number employ- ing that one season is as good as aned in manufacturing glue will be small,
other for camping up stream, it will be i far, it is believed, is the one which was
especially in the beginning, but if later equivalent to a new and startling dis-; shot by C. L. Adams of Lubec in the
town of Whiting. This moose weighed
the firm decides to branch out and in- covery, the
building of a woods camp |
clude the putting up of shredded fish in on the Presque Isle stream will assume i 1150 pounds, and measured 13 feet and
boxes, there will be employment for broader proportions and larger import- 2 inches from the tip of his nose to his
hoofs.
many people.
ance, and those who are now holding
Washington county is becoming the
back, thinking the trouble and expendi1U1AL JUD^ffliLiU
ture too great for the returns secured best moose region in Maine, the terri$2X,6og.
in our six weeks summer, will revise tory in some parts of that county being
Verdict is Hard-Fought
Damage Suits their ideas at once and hasten to secure a favorite feeding ground with the big
Against Maine Central R. R. Co.
lots and get into shape the plans and fellows. C. L. Adams, who shot the big
Augusta, Me., Nov. 23. The jury in specifications for their cottages.—Star- moose, iB an expert hunter, and each
the case of the several Winslow parties
year goes into the woods for the best
Herald, Presque Isle.
who brought suit in the aggregate of
there is, not bothering with ordinary
deer.
$50,000 against the Maine Central railnemoves me nncroDes wmen impoverish
road for damages incurred by being the blood and circulation. Stops all trouble
Last fall Mr. Adams shot the biggest
that interferes with nutrition. That’s what bear seen in the county for some
run into by a train that was
years;
backing Hollister’s
Rocky Mountain Tea will do. 35 in addition to his usual allowance of
down in the freight yard, returned a
verdict last night after being out five cents. Tea or tablet form. R. H. Moody. deer.
Mr. Adams saw this moose at some
hours, of $21,608.99. Of this sum $7,SCHOOL TEACHERS’ SALARIES.
558 goes to Lydia W. Wood, $9,866 to
distance. The big beast was making
Ella Beedy and $4,204 to Arthur E.
for a thick swamp, and it was a case of
An Investigation Now in Progress.
Beedy. The case has been ore of the
shooting then or never. The first shot
A
of
the
committee
meeting
most important at this term of the suappointed did not hit the moose, but whizzed over
the
Maine
State
Teachers’
Convenby
his head. He stopped, faced about and
preme court and has been running nearly a week. A long list of witnesses on tion to investigate the matter of sala- was all ready for a fight.
both sides were introduced nto the ries paid to public school instructors in
This gave Mr. Adams a fine shot and
this State has been held at the office of he sent a bullet into the
case.
lungs of the
While the verdict is rendered this Payson Smith, superintendent of Au- big beast, which ran but a short disdoes not necessarily mean the end of burn schools, to arrange preliminary tance and dropped and was dead when
Those present Mr. Adams reached him.
the case, as it is very probable that it plans for the work.
will be taken before the law court on were Superintendent Smith, chairman
It took 10 men some little time to get
of
the
the ground of excessive damages.
committee, W. G. Mallett of the moose out of the woods and to the
and
C.
F.
Cook
of
One of the jurors on this panel claim- Farmington,
Augusta. road, where he was loaded upon an ox
ed that the jury without a disentiug
Only an outline of the work was cart and taken in triumph to Lubec,
It was voted to compile a list where he attracted lots of attention,
vote were in favor of verdicts for the made
plaintiff on the first ballot. The ques- of questions bearing upon the subject even where big game is no novelty.
tion of how much proved to be the to be investigated and to send a copy to
bone of contention, some being in favor the superintendent of schools in every
Dedication of Lord Hall.
of excessive damages and others esti- town and city in Maine.
Besides this, circulars asking for cerThe dedicatory exercises of Lord Hall,
mating the damages at considerably
less than the amount finally agreed tain other facts will be sent to every at the University of Maine, Xov. 22d,
State
of
schools
in
the
superintendent
were held in the presence of a large audiupon. The two factions arrived at the
United States.
sum named in the verdict
ence which included many prominent
by comproEfforts
also
will
be
made
to
secure
after
a
State officials and citizens. This building
mise,
long discussion."
figures and other facts from the New is named for Hon. Henry Lord of Bangor
England States.
CUTTING OFF FEES.
president of the Board of Trustees of
The information thus obtained will the
University for the past 12 years.
in
Reported Changes
Salary List to be Pro- be tabulated and deductions drawn. It It contains new laboratories and
enlargis believed that the committee will be ed
posed by Legislative Committee.
shops for the mechanical and electriThe committee of the Maine Legis- able to show that teachers in Maine are cal engineering department, and was
lature which was created at the session receiving less pay than those of any built with a special appropriation of
other State in the Union except possi- $35,000
of 1903, to revise, revamp and equalize
by the last State Legislature.
the statutes of State and county offi- bly some State located in tire so-called The building was delivered to the State
cers, has completed its work and will black belt.
by Mr. Lord. It had been planned to
The committee hope to be able to have it
submit its report before the legislature
accepted by Gov. John F. Hill,
of 1905 convenes.
The work of the report about the first of January.
but Gov. Hill had not returned from a
committee has been exhaustive. It is
visit to St. Louis. The remainder of
Mothers, Be Careful
understood that the committee proposes
the programme was as follows: entrustjf
the
health
of
children.
Look
out
to report in favor of fixing the salaries
your
ing the keys to the president and faculfor
and
Coughs,
Colds,
Whooping
Croup
of the attorney general at $3,000 a
year
them in time—One Minute ty by U. S. Senator Eugene X. Hale;
and the secretary of State at *2,500. The Dough. Stop
Cough Cure is the best remedy. Harmless acceptance of the trust by President
former now receives *1,000 and fees on And pleasant. Sold
Fellows; and dedicatory address by
by R. H. Moody.
corporations which aggregate close to
YVm. T. Cobb, governor-elect.
a
The
*10,000 year.
nuw niaduuKi Kr-ruKinjiu.
secretary of State
now gets *1,500 and certain fees which
Maine Ordered to Maine.
amount to nearly
*8,0o0 annually. Official Count Makes Roosevelt's Plurality
These officers are to be allowed no fees
25,600.
Portland, Me., Nov. 25. Officers of the
in the future. The committee is said
Jefferson City, Mo., Nov. 23. The Maine Society, Daughters of the American
to have recommended that the clerk of
Revolution,
today received from Secretary
official canvass of the popular vote in
courts of Kennebec county be paid
of the Navy Morton a letter stating that it
was completed today.
Missouri
Rooseis
his
intention
to order the battleship Maine
*3,000 a year, which shall include clerk
velt’s official plurality is 25,000. The to Portland when her repairs at Boston have
hire, and the salary of the county at- vote was as follows;
been completed. The visit, however, will
torney has been reduced from *1,200 to
Roosevelt’s, 321,447; Parker, 295,847; have to be curtailed to a short time, as the
The salary of the sheriff is
*1,000.
services are needed. The Maine
battleship’s
placed at *2,500, including all fees, the Debs, 13,008; Swallow, Pro., 7,181; Wat- will be presented a flag by the Maine Socieprisoners to be boarded by the county. son, Peoples, 4,226; Corregan, Socialist ty, D. A. R.
Labor, 1,875.
a

The Stockton Springs Terminal.
Rockland’s Efforts to Secure the B. A A

We

j

I

the stomach.

solve it for you in

our

large line of

i

Fancy Rockers and Chairs Morris, Chairs and Odd Pieces,
China Closets, Ladies’ Desks, Combined Book Cases.
Music Cabinets, Roll and Flat Top Desks, Brass and
Iron Beds, Carpets, Rugs, Matting, Oil Cloth, Brussell
Carpet Sweepers,

I

and in fact everything kept in a first-class furniture
store. Our stock is brilliant with suggestions of gifts
that add to home beauty and comfort and it is gifts
of this kind that are becoming more and more popular.
They are the best kind of gifts to bestow upon your
friends and the most acceptable. We extend to all an in=
vitation to visit our store and see the great preparations

Sour
Stomach

lining

can

we are

making

for the

holidays.

REMEMBER THE NUMBER. 47 MAIN STREET.

SPENCER & EATON,

P

The New-York
Tribune Farmer
* "»«*«■

Kodol

PROGRESSIVE

HELPFUL

DIGESTS WHAT YOU EAT

IF4 YOU

Bottles only. $1,00 Size holding 2M times
the trial size, which sells for 50c.
B. G. DeWitt dc

a.nd.. eV.ery

ENTERTAINING

Gives Health to the Sick aritt
Strength to the Weak.

Prepared by

to meet the
wants of The farmer
member
made

IT

SEE

of his

WILL

YOU

WANT

IT.

Send for free sample copy to

Co., Chicago.

J

FARMER,
Building, New York City.

NEW-YORK TRIBUNE
Tribune

R H. MUDDY, DRUGGIST

The

family.

The regular subscription price is $1.00
per year, but you may secure it free [with
your favorite local weekly newspaper, The

—»

Republican Journal.

BOTH PAPERS ONE YEAR FOR $2.00

Atlantic

Senel your money anel oreler to The

rionthly

Republican Journeil Tablishing

Co., Belfast, Me.

1905

FURS! FURS! FURS!

A few features arranged for the
coming year.

WHAT ABOUT THEM?

Thoreau’s

Unpublished Journal

Well, it lias been decided that Mil I pp’C
o
the place to buy your furs.
WI15 ? Because bis prices are the lowest and the
urs the best.
When you are looking for any:hine in fur keep right on till you reach Miller’s,
irst store south of Masonic Temple, F. H. Black
s

The intimate reflections of this
remarkable man. Copious extracts
will appear in small installments.

Gentlemen’s fur coats and caps. Ladies’
and caps at bottom prices. 1 don’t
is to be undersold. No one has a
icense to do that. Goods sent on approval to
44tf
my part of the country.
ft Co.

Letters to

ur garments
(now what it

Literary Statesmne
The public men to whom these letters are addressed will forgive their
occasional wickedness in consideration of their wit.

The

I

F. Q. SPINNEY,

Coming of the Tide

LOCAL

By Magaret Sherwood
It is just a love story, with a woman and a man, a few other men
and women, a dog, and the sea—all
of it exquisitely written, and gleaming with poetry and humor.

Has been promoted to assistant superintendent and will have charge ot the branch office to
Mr. Spinney
)e located in the new Mixer block.
will give up his tailoring business and devote his
mtire attention to the increasing business of the
3ni40
company in this section.
CHAS. E. SHEKMAN will succeed him as
agent.

First-hand reports of experiences
in the daily life of
A Prison Chaplain
A Newspaper Woman
A District Attorney

A Busy Medioine for Busy People.
Brings Golden Health and Renewed Vigor.
specific*for Constipation, Indigestion, Live
Kidney Troubles, Pimples, Eczema, Impure
Blood, Bad Breath, Sluggish Bowels, Headache

GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR SALLOW PEOPLE

are sure
a

you want

4 Park

emit for 1905

it94.00

copy

HOUGHTON,

a

year

MIFFLIN &C0.

St., Boston

R. H. MOODY.

I

Send four dollars now and recieve The At
lantic for 1905, with the October, November,
and December issues of 1905 free, or send
lifty cents for a trial subscription (October

35 cents

and Backache. It’s Rocky Mountain Tea in tablet form, 35 cents a box.
Genuine made by
Hollister Drug Company, Madison, Wis.

Country Store
The Grange, etc.

November, and December)and

Nuggets

Tea

A
and

Typical American Institutions

CHOICE

Boot Bindery end Agency

NOTICE.
THE PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK, locat
?d at Belfast, in the State of Maine, is closing its
affairs. All note holders and other creditors of
the association, are therefore hereby notified to
present the notes and other claims for payment.
FRANK R. WIGGIN, Cashier.
Dated Belfast, October 18,1904.—an42

A ilTCn_Men
|A/
ww M Wm I Eb V

or

women, local

representatives for
magazine. Large Commissions. Cash
priizes Write J. N. TRAINER, 80 East Wash8tf
igton Square. New York, N. Y.

ihigh

class

HAOAZINES
BOUND.

AM)

DAMAGED

PAMPHLETS

LOOKS, AL-

BUMS, ETC., REPAIRED OR RE
BOUND.

PASSE-PARTOUT WORK

A SPECIAL IY.
Work
Send

beyond my skill will be sent to mm of the
best bmdei ies in .'!aiim.
me a postal and 1 "U] rail tor work. 26
Miller street. Side door.

JOHN 5.

FERNALD,
Belfast

HOLLISTER'S

Rocky Mountain

A Census Taker

when you

AGENT FOR THE

Metropolitan Life Insurance Co.,

Experiences in
Various Callings

TAKE YOUR

MILLER.

at my home. I thank the public for the
many favors shown me as a reporter and
solicit patronage in this business.

A serial novel

The

V.

As my health will not permit me to continue the
work of newspaper reporting on account of
exposure to wind and storms I have opened a

Republican Journal.

The

(TIE
HIST 111

BELFAST, THURSDAY, DECEMBER 1, IDOL
Every Thursday Morning by tilt!

fufclished

Journal Publishing Co.

Republican
t'HAlIU S A.

PILSBURY,}

jjllSi|Jes9

Manager.

Terms: In advance, $2.00 a year;
$1.00 for six months; 50 cents lor three months.

Of

lst ):ii-tion

b'

Ai*vfrtisin«s Terms: For one square, one inch
length in column, 50 cents for one week and
25 cents for each subsequent insertion.

Jas. H. Howe!
in all departments is far ahead of an
<;,,n,
we have ever attempted.
We extend to
invitation to visit
our immense stock

given prefThey already

Total abstainers are to be
in insurance rates.

have the

preference

No doubt we—the American peoplepukins”; but one Canadian
farmer at least is some squash. He
raised and sent to the St. Louis Expo-

are "some

squash weighing

403

pounds.

With so many steamers going to and
fro there would seem to be little danger of the hay freezing over this winter, no matter how cold it may be, and
ice boating must he confined to the

Every

turkeys were scarce and
dear at Thanksgiving, when Westinghouse gave 5,200 to his employes, Hon.
lieu! "Id Proctor of Vermont 2,000, and
others in proportion. Judging from the
yep- its in the newspapers it must have

the

and

|

the newspaper men in the State, with
,\
m he had long sustained business !
of

which

warm

grew

friendship aud high esteem. It was a
pi- ..sure to do business with him, and a
pleasure to meet him personally, and
that he has gone the writer feels
that he lias one friend less in the city
:imv

of Portland.

Everybody will rejoice that die President nas returned safely to Washington from his visit to the SI. Louis Ex.11: for recollections of the trage»h
dy .it Buffalo are still fresh in the pubuid. The President was favored
lic
■with •:ne weather while in St. Louis
and is trip from beginning to end was
Theodore Roosevelt has a
an o’, ation.
strong hold upon the affections of the
1

The

people.
of Bernes O.

appointment

tun as warden of the State

prison

Nor-1

meets

disfiguration
mar its

LEATHER GOODS

|

tor-

I

|Garments,l

I

LADIES’CARD CASES,

|

GENTLEMEN’S POCKETBOOKS,

|

GENTLEMEN’S CARD CASES,

lifelong
future happiness and

Bags,

Bags, Wrist

TOILET WATER.

Letter Books,

j

Boxes, Writing Tabltts, Etc.

A LARGE ASSORTMENT.

I

OF BROOKS.

Wentworth is buying and packing
apples for a Portland firm.
Miss Ethel Colson of Camden is visiting
her cousin, Miss Marion York.
Bert

Sidney McTaggart and wife have been
visiting the family of James H. McTaggart.
Ira YV. Bowden has been trying the experiment of driving a well at his residence

here.

Hirrors,

Very

Fancy

Nice Line.

Miss Maud K. Barker of Belfast has been
in town, the guest of Dr. and Mrs. X. R.
Cook.

Exceptionally

Don’t neglect this opportunity to buy
a Tabard Inn Life
Membership which

ment."
While the movement in the South to

give

the electoral votes of that section

making his election to the
.Presidency unanimous, will hardly mate Roosevelt,

on a

hunting trip, have gone

to

for

mas

DRUG

Walter Gibbs, who has been touring
Aroostook county as a salesman, returned
home last week.
The Congregational Sunday School voted
last Sunday to have a Christmas entertainment in the vestry.
Miss Grace E. Dow is assisting her father
in his business and will not return to Orrington this winter.

terialize, the admission that he “lias
been unjustly attacked on the negro
Mr. Packard of Rumford Falls has been
question, misrepresented in relation to visiting tie- family of Shadrack Hall. Mrs.
the government of the Philippines and Hull is his sister-in-law.
in
Rev. II. Small has a new driving horse
position misstated 011 other public
which he is as highly pleased as a boy
q. -huns” is encouraging. An apology w ith
with a pair of new bouts.
is how due from the President’s detractAn agent of Mr. Berry of Portland, the
or- in the North.
well known apple buyer, has been looking
up the supply of that fruit in town.
In speaking of the B. A A. extension
Rates ’05, spent ThanksEarle I).
'■tockton Springs the Ellsworth giving withliessey,
t,
his brother in Thorndike and
American suggests Lie building of a
branch line of the Washington county
railway to (’astine; and no doubt this
road will be built in the near future.
It certainly seems a very feasible and

desirable undertaking, as it would affv :d a convenient winter port to Wash-

ington

counties, portions
deprived of water commu-

and Hancock

01 which are
nication for several months in the year.

At the present time when the government is building so many ships of
war, and naming them after different
States and cities we are led to wonder
way one of these vessels cannot bear
the name of Bath—Bath Enterprise.

then

came

to

Brooks to call upon friends.

Miss Marion York gave a whist party to
invited friends at the hotel last Monday
evening and dainty refreshments were
served.

Joseph R. Stimpson, who bought and
shipped several car loads of apples last
year, lias taken up the business again this
winter.

Ernest Gibbs, who has been absent on a
pleasure and business trip for several
weeks, lias returned and is ready for business at Pond Hill.
Mrs. Hugh Gordon is at home again looking after the comfort of her liege lord after
a protracted visit of several weeks with

friends in Piltstieid.

only

reasons

which seem to be conclusive why the
Shipping City should he thus honored.

satisfaction, for the people will buy sleighs

They
tion.

Enterprise

then

gives

The Journal moves to thus
Bati.amend the motion made by the Bath
K

The ground in Brooks is covered with
and the face of our “Ike” beams with

snow

really too numerous to men- now and
thereby.
Then, why not build the ship in

are

uterprise.

many shekels will

come

his way

Rev. E. E. Colburn is to deliver three Sunday evening lectures on the topic of Religious Ideals. 1 lie first of the series was delivered last Sunday evening and was replete
with interesting ideas and sentiments.
weeks to

and the

Christmas,
Only three
Prospect correspondent suggests stores
us jet show no sign of the annual
teams
and
can
be
men
who
of
M.
,1.
has been in the
festival.
Dow,
taut plenty
woods with “them steers” assisting in getP vi to gravel roads in the winter at a
ting out a lot of fire wood, allows that in
v

cheaper rate than in summer. But how
about teaming and travel by sleighs'?

about a week lie will be in the store himself with a lot of holiday goods.

The time to gravel the roads, it seems
to us, is after the snow goes off and
while the ground is frozen. Then when

We learn that Yolney Cushing of Bangor
is to deliver some temperance addresses in
Waldo county. We are glad of this, for he
is one of the most eloquent teniperence orators in this country.
We had the pleasure
of hearing him years ago and personally
know that it is worth ones while to go a
long distance to hear him.

the frost goes out the gravel works in
and makes a good, solid road. But it is
no use to gravel the roads at any time
unless the drainage is first
of the

I

Are of

;

(Freedom)
Most of our young people are away at
work this winter. Harold Bragdon has
gone to Taunton, Mass., to work in the hospital. Leona Russell is at work in Albion
tor Mrs. Buzzed. George Bragdonisat work
in Mr. Drake’s store at Albion... .Frank and
Fred Thurston are in Lewiston attending
college_Mrs. Hannah Had has been sick
for the past week. Dr. Small attends her.
_John Wentworth spent Thanksgiving
with his mother, Mrs. Florence Wentworth.

We pay 2 per cent,
over

A new mail route has been established between here and Waterville, which will give
our people western mail about five hours
earlier than we now receive it. The route
is by North Palermo and China village.
The"officers of Liberty Lodge of Masons for
W. J.
the ensuing year are as follows;
Greeley, W. M.; A. II. Norton, S. W.; H.
A. Moody, J. W.; A. J. Skidmore, Treas.;
A. P. Cargill, Sec’y; Rev. E. J. Hatch,
Chap.; G. H. Cargill, Marshal; 0. W. Ribley, S. D.; C. II. Wellington, J. 1).; F. P.
Bennett, N. S.; Daniel Little, J. S.; T. H.

1.25,

Regular price

Arrangements are being made to instiyear
tute a lodge of the Chapter degree of Malooked after. That is something that sons in this place. There are quite a nummust be attended to before we can ber of Masons in this vicinity who are desirous of taking this degree, and as Marsh
have good roads.
River now has a nice hall and every convenience for this purpose, it is thought that
the new lodge will be instituted.
The other day we picked up the AuThe most talked of event just now is the
gust number of The World’s Work, and coming entertainment Wednesday evening,
were interested in an article beginning: Dec. 7th, of the “African Troubadours or
Black Faced Minstrels,” who will appear in
“The most foolish of all mid-summer
their laugh-provoking specialties at Union
lassitudes is political prophesy.” Then Hall. The proceeds will go for the benefit
The World’s Work prophesied in these of the church. The object is a good one,
there will be lots of fun, and a crowded
words: “The normal strength of the house is assured.
Democrats will be shown at the polls
One of the pleasantest entertainments of
as it has not been shown at a national the season was held at Union Hall Wednesunful*
An
time.”
day evening, Nov. 23d. There were about
election for a long
one hundred and fifty dancers and ail availAnd further: “The able
filled prophesy.
space was filled with spectators.
election will, of course, be decided by Goodwin’s full orchestra furnished excellent
music.
W. F. Emmons, who has openas
such
the vote of a very few States,
ed a new restaurant in the place, acted as
But of caterer and furnished an oyster supper. A
New York and Indiana.”
number were in costume and the most
course everybody knows now that the goodly
of them were well gotten up and the dancers
election was not so decided.
presented a decidedly picturesque and animated appearance. Tne following is the
themselves
should
list as given in at the hall: Guy Patterson,
supply
Lumbermen
■when going into the woods with a liberal Chinaman; Alma Brown, domino; Alton
amount of Brown’s Instant Belief.
Pilley, fancy suit; Lawrence Cook, Irish-

a

Cold

in

One

We

paid

depositors

to

in this

depart-

ment, subject to cheek, last year

$3,029.50
DEPOSITS SOLICITED.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

President,
POOR, Vice President,
WIGGIN, Treasurer.

C. E. KNOWLTON,
C. O.

DIRECTORS—J. Manchester Haynes, Augusta; Edward Johnson, Belfast; Edwin C.
Burleigh, Augusta ; Clarence O. Poor, Belfast ; Fields S. Pendleton, New York City!;
Charles E. Knowlton, Arthur I. Brown, Tileston Wadlin, William A. Mason, James C.
Durham, Robert P. Chase, Belfast; Albert
Peirce, Frankfort ; George E. Macomber,
Joespli Williamson, Byron Boyd, Augusta

Urban 6. Willis has bought a half interest in the Advertiser Publishing Co. of
Pittsfield and will be associated with L. 0.
Haskell in the managment of the Pittsfield Advertiser.
C. Everett Beane, sporting editor of the
Portland Argus, has resigned on account of
Ilis place on
severe trouble with his eyes.
the staff will be filled by Tobias A. Burke.
A Guaranteed Cure For Files.

Itching, Blind, Bleeding

or

Protruding

Piles. Druggists refund money if PAZO
OINTMENT fails to cure any case, no matter of how long standing, in fi to 14 days.
First application gives ease and rest. 50c
If your druggist hasn’t it send 50c. in
stamps and it will be forwarded postpaid.

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF HEAY\

I

LADIES’ GLOVES for winter

James H. How s,

Elegant NEW LINE of Neck*
wear just received at

P A LMER’S
Don’t forget the 20 per
count on all

cent

dis*

!

T

TEMPLE.
MAINE.

ORDER
TO MAKE
ROOM FOR

THAT

YOU CAN BUY AT

I CLARK’S Corner Clothing

ery stock at once,

for

AND SATURDAY,

ten

our
so

Millin-

I

f

Next door to Phenix House, within th.
days the following list of winter e

130

Stephenson & Patterson’s Fur Coats from $10
65 Men’s heavy Overcoats, in Black and Fancy Mix
23

2S

ture from

great redaction in prices

on

a

all

goods in that line.

DEC. 1st, 2nd and 3d.

Sheepskin Lined Coats,Leather, ail wool and du

Fancy Mixture, from
from 4 s
100 Men’s and Boys’Sweaters,

200 Men’s Suits, Black and

~

make

Goods

room

we

are

for Christmas

UNTRinMED HATS,

offering:

READY-TO-WEAR

some

HATS,

SPECIAL BARGAINS.
»*Come in and

see

|

for

pairs Boys’ Corduroy Knee Pants.
trom $1.0"
Boys’ Knee Pants Suits,
from $ I 4s
2,000 pairs Men’s Pants,
300

10

yourself.

too

an

goods.

M3

a

FRIEND AWAY

SEND OUR SOUVENIR VIEWS.
will be more pleasing.
They are easily mailed.

Nothing

opportunity

CALENDARS,
CHRISTMAS CARDS,
2W47*
FOLDERS, ETC.
THE CITY DRUG STORE.

good to lose.

Lost.

Temple,

AND WHITE FEMALE SHEPHERD
Any one that will keep her and notify
will be rewarded for their care
H. S, WEBBER,
Monroe Centre, Waldo County, Me.
IwM

A'BUFF
dog.
me

High

:

107 Main St.

I

William A. Clark, CLA,K-

F. H. BLACK & CO.,
Street, Belfast, Maine.

i

large line of UNDERWEAR, HOSE. GLOVES.
SHIRTS, HATS and CAPS at extremely low prices

Also

TO THE

In fact all millinery

«®“This is

Next Doer to Masonic

x

A NEW LINE OF LADIES’ FURS.

TRirMED and
To

1

$3

from $3.('0

will offer

days beginning today

»■

I

Xmas |
|
Goods
to^ reduce

j

...

|

We wish

^

i Be Thankful this Moi um;

I

Dwight P. Palmer,

IN

Belfa

I

HATS'" “v
BELFAST,

Odd Fellows’ Block.

is fresh.

Soft and Stiff &

MASONIC

Successor to Geo. VVBurke

i

THURSDAY, FRIDAY

wear

AND CAREFUL ATTE&7.JN.

t

Take LAXATIVE BROMO QUININE
Tablets
All druggists refund the money
if it fails to cure.

NEWSPAPER

Neckwear

WALDO TRUST CO.,

Day.

NOTES.

f

MAIL ORDERS RECEIVE PROMPT

compounded every month. It
is gain to you and costs you nothing. Select early while stock

----

To Cure

monthly bal-

ance, and

F. R.

It certainly looks now as though more of
the people of Montville would be supplied
with rural free delivery. Within a very
short time certain roads have been canvassed by four would-be carriers from as many
different post offices. Of course only one of
the routes can be established, and it certainly seems as though the government
ought to find out of the four petitions one
that would meet the prescribed require- j
ments for rural delivery.
Already three j
routes make short circuits in Montville. j
These are from Thorndike, Brooks and
Morrill. These three cover about one half
of the area of the town and accommodate
about that proportion of the population.
We hope that this good work will go on j
until every person remote from a post itflice
shall have the mail left at his own door-|
Eugene Berry, who is employed in Skowliegan, recently made a short visit home, lie
has secured position for two more of our
young people—Charlie Hall and Hattie Da- j
vis—who went to Skowhegan Nov. 28th....
E. J. Hatch is in Penobscot county this
week on insurance business....Amos
Brown has bought the Georgia Young house
and lias bought a piece of land of Alvah
Morrison_Austin Wing has bought the
old Smith place of S. J. Gushee of Appleton—John Boynton has moved his family
into I. D. Cram's tenement—Quite a number of loads of apples were hauled to Knox
Station last week. They were bought by
Wm. F. Foye.

Holiday

depositors.

all amounts

on

that it is added to your

I

hosiery and Linders air I

REMEMBER

Rowell, Tyler.

MONTVILLE.

to

three huudred dollars, and

SMITH TON.

LIBERTY.

Methods

great advantage

I

Good Values in

STORE.

—

Banking

■-

Frank Holbrook of the U. of M. came
home to seethe folks and spend Thanks
giving. Frank is a studious fellow and is
digging deep in the realms of science.

The

girl;
Josephine Lane, midnight; Alppi Boulter,
fancy suit; Mrs. Florida Boulter, Hower
girl; Leroy Godding, sailor; Jennie Long,
May day; E. B. Edwards, peasant; Alice I,.
Dow, peasant girl; Inez Payson, 1830; W.
E. Scribner, Mr. Devil; Maud Webb,
Mother Hubbard; Herbert Hamlin, fat
clown; Josie Brown, society girl; H. A.
Nibbles, sailor; Frank Lane, bloody policeman; Mrs. F. R. York, midnight; Mrs. Suzunne Lyman, Queen of Hearts; Marie
York, May day.

Modern

erts,

work in the

woods there.

AM)J rj

^BLANKETS-

I am selling, from now until Christ-

IT. >.

shal he was efficient, faithful and enerHe always exercised good judgge’.i

I

boxes for presents.

after that date.

CITY

|

Christ-

boxes; prices low.
CIGARS! CIGARS!

mas

and have first choice.

place.

1

you mone)

Boxes for Christmas

styles.
STATIONERY,—Fancy

The goods are too numerous to mention
but I have them, PRETTY ones and
Come early
am selling them low.

Geo. Ryder has the lumber out to build a
barn on 'his village lot, the A. B. Stantial

save

makes a nice present.
ATOMIZERS tor perlume, all new

Cards and Cases.
a

positively

GARMENTS

BEST.

Fancy

Paper Knives, Cut Glass Bottles.
Souvenir pictures ot 'Belfast, mounted,
and with calendars a special ty.

Playing

can

On Ladies, Hisses and Chi uiren's

CANDY! Huyler’s
THE

Manicure Sets, Jewel Boxes, Smokers’
Sets, Collar & Cult Boxes, Fancy

permanent,

We

I CARRY A FULL LINE and have made
prices low.

TOILET SETS.

general commendation. Former
Frank Stimpson, who has opened a new
Marshal Saunders, who appoint
blacksmith shop, reports plenty of work in
ed Mr. Norton to the position of Depu- his line.
William Blodgett, Indian; Mrs. Harty which lie has since held, says: “Mr.
Mrs. Judkins of Rumford Falls spent man;
Red Riding Hood; W. E. Barker
Norton has many excellent qualifica- Thanksgiving with her daughter, Mrs. X. ry White, Erma
Barker, Gypsy maid; A
fancy suit;
tions for the new position to which he It. Cook.
B. Payson, clown; Eliza Stimpsou, tlower
Oscar and Harry Dow, who went up river girl; Lila Estes, buttertly maid; Celia Robhas been appointed. As a deputy marGrace Tasker, midnight;
flower
with

TLE.

Purses, Bills Holds, Collar and Cult

Sold throughout the world. Cuticura Soap, 2.r>e.. Ointment, .'••>(*., Hesolvent, 50c. ( in form of Chocolate Coated
I’i
•;>»-r vial of '>0). Depots- London, 27 Charterhouse
Paris, 5 R je de la Paix "Boston, 137 Columbus
Potter Drug & Cheni Corp., Sole Props
Ave.
IIow to Cure Disfiguring Humors.”
tr#* Send for

ISuitsand Furl

very low price for the quality.
Some as low as TEN CENTS A BO I

Cigar Cases, Traveling Cases, Chatelain

children to acquaint themselves
with the best, the purest, and most
effective treatment available, viz.:
the CUTICURA Treatment, consisting of warm baths with CUTICURA Soap, and gentle anointings
with CUTICURA Ointment, the
great Skin Cure. Cures made in

THE NEWS

In this line I carry an immense stock of
bath Imported and Domestic at a

|

is to be

childhood are speedy,
and economical.

PERFUMES

LADIES’ POCKETBOOKS,

|

prosperity. Hence it becomes the
duty of mothers of such afflicted

been the most bountiful Thanksgiving
this country has ever known.

out

tendency to

turing, disfiguring humors of the
Skin and Scalp, becomes an object
of the most tender solicitude, not
only because of its suffering, but
because of the dreadful fear that

No wonder

i he recent death in Portland of ('has.
M. }jice of the C. M. Pice Paper Co. will
be Celt as a personal loss by many of

child born into the world

with an inherited

ponds.

American

B

agricultural training.

matter of

r.’.ms

I

examiri

OUR PRICES ARE THE

The National Grange has gone on rec
<ord as favoring industrial education in
the country schools, especially in the

yei

B

a[j

our store and

in many other di-

rections.

sition a

B
fij

assortment

Disfiguring Humors
Use CUTICURA

an

erence

B

This is the time of year when our stock
js
most complete, and this fall our

<>'

BRING

Carriages
TO J. A.
To be

U

Sleighs

&

JOHNSON

painted and varnMi-

stock, over John I'
Beaver street.
Cracked varnish a sp.
Pianos polished in Fh
your home.

>

n

WANTED

ihigh class magazine. I * N
priizes Write J. N. TB a I
ngton Square. New York. N

3
»

'g NfWS OF BELFAST.
II

it1

t

,'u

Marshall Relief Corps will
their next meeting,Dec. (ith.

.,nee

requested.

is

u.tnessed the presentation
Farm”

at the Belfast

Saturday evening and all
a good play.
•sites from Weed, Calif.:
I i. Journal it is like seeing
We. are having a fine fall,

j
;

grass for stock.”

..j

;

Thanksgiving Day

of

a

of basket ball was
Blacks and the junior
High school in the presence
The
!„-i of spectators.
opponents good play, the
In a score of 14 to 11.
game tonight in the Opera
the Seniors and Juniors,
game

in

!

pool under the auspices of
open next Saturday afterrors room, Memorial Buildhas been maintained for a
to give children instrucloch they are not able to
ot has been liberally aidus of material from merIt does a good work
er:-.
here may be a large attend-

u

Missiou at the foot of
lay before Thanksgiving
Mrs. Johnson was amply
.ok of the past months
holding the gratitude of
i the basket dinners from
undred pounds of cliiek.and vegetables were
Johnson's sixteen years
1
never had the business
so
heartily in making
this dinner in
a- in

if

JA

were not

OAli I'j.

very high

nor

There will be no session of the eity
W. J. Thompson of South China has se- i
I Albert K. Fisk, who has beeu a student
cured the contract to famish 2300 bushels schools next Friday afternoon, to allow the
in the Theological department of Lawrence
of potatoes for the National Home at Togug. teachers to work for the public supper for
in Belfast a few days
i University, visited
Thus. H. Marshall Post will elect officers the benefit of needy children.
this week, lie has a pastorate in the Unifor the ensuing year Tuesday evening, Dec.
Guy Ryder shot a deer Monday on the versalist church in Massena, N. Y.
BROWN’S INSTANT RELIEF cures
i
colic, cholera morbus, dysentery, etc. 25c.
j oth. Comrades are earnestly requested to Harris place in this city. The game arrivCharles F. Files of Brooks, who has been
all dealers. Money back if it fails.
als at Hangor the past week include one
! be present.
station agent at the M. C. R. R. depot the
Norway Medicine Co., Norway, Me.
each Nov. 24th for L. A. Cook son and A. S.
L. L. Gentner has added another fast one
few months, resigned his position here
Rand of Unity, and two Nov. 27th for L. P. past
to his string—the gray mare Gelatine Queen
Brooks.
at
Lewis
and later will be stationed
with a record of 2.10. He bought her at the Swett, Belfast.
Sanborn, now at Brooks, will come to BelThe
members
of
Seaside
“Old Glory” sale in New York.
Chautauqua fast.
Cirole will meet Monday, December 6th,
Unclaimed letters remaining in the BelTiif. Belfast Club of Boston. The
CALIFORNIA
with Miss L. A. McDowell, Northport avefast post-office for the week ending Nov. 26:
board of officers of the Belfast Club of Bosnue. The lesson will be from the November
ton for the year 1904-5 is as follows: PresiMargaret Black, Susie E. Gould, Mrs. S. E.
“Social Progress in Europe,”
DELICIOUS
CORRECTIVE
\
Nickerson, Miss B. Wilson, Wm. Bolter, magazine;
dent, Geo. P. Field; Vice Presidents, F.
NUTRITIOUS
and chapter eight of the French Revolution
ECONOMICAL
VVallace Chase, Miss Frances J, Dyer,
Herbert Howes.
Roll call, quotations about trees.
George P. Pote;Secretary, Aug. C. Knight;
Leonard <fc Barrows recently received a
At the regular meeting of the school Asst.
Secy., Miss Mary E. Pierce; Treaslarge consignment of shoe-racks from Boscommittee Monday evening Supt. II. E.
urer, Hugh D. McLellan; Membership
ton which will be installed in their factory
Ellis recommended to the committee that
Committee, Mrs. A. L. McKeen, Elmer F.
The new
as they can be set up.
as soon
the Walsh arithmetics in use in the schools
751, $1.25, $3.00 Sizes
Mnrch, Geo. W. Holmes, Miss Cora Eames,
racks while occupying more room than the
be changed to Milne’s. The recommenda- Miss June K. Hills. The
RECOMMENDED AND
secretary has alold ones are an improvement on them.
tion was referred to the committee on text
FOR SALE BY
ready begun work on the mailing lists and
About 8 o’clock Sunday morning the fire books, which
The
reported favorably.
solicits the co-operation of all
earnestly
36
for
fire
in
box
a
was
sounded
from
alarm
matter will be voted on at the next regular members
in addition to the membership
East Belfast on the back road to Searsport. meeting.
committee in collecting information conThe buildings were owned by Martha L.
The Universalist society, under the aus- cerning changes of newcomers into the
Belfast
Johnson formerly of Massachusetts, and it
pices of the Ladies Circle, will hold its Greater Boston district, or of anyone who
The
was known as the John Carr place.
annual fair in Memorial Hail Wednesday thinks it may be possible for him to attend W. J. CLIFFORD.Manager
house was destroyed, but the L and barn
afternoon and evening, December 7th. The the thiid annual dinner. A meeting will
insurance
of
There was an
were saved.
fair will open at 2.30 p.m.; supper at 6 p. m.; be called in January to determine the time
*1,000.
recital at 8 p. m. Supper and recital, 35 cts.; and place of the occasion. All letters should
The firm of Stephenson <fc Sargent is to be recital 15 cts.
Admssion free in the after- be addressed to Aug. C. Knight, 381 Talbot
dissolved and the junior member of the noon. Following is the recital program:
Ave., New Dorchester, Mass.
Mandolins and Guitars.
firm, Leo Sargent, will take a position as Quartet,
P’rvw.
Ann
41.a
Helen Bird.
travelling salesman. M. A. Stephenson Solo,
Miss Bird. pathetic and true to nature moving picwill continue the business and will have Reading,
Mrs. Frost. tures ever seen will be showui in Collins’
Solo,
with him his brother, Dayton F. Stephen- Solo,
John Parker.
Moving Pictures at the Opera House Dee.
been
employson, who for some months has
Public Supper. A supper in aid of the 9tli. The first scene shows the meeting of
ed on the wharf of the Eastern S. S. Co.
fund for clothiug needy school children will
the sweethearts in thegarden. The father of
be given in the Belfast Opera House to- the young lady happens to come along and
niuuian pausu win
me lauies oi me
hold a food fair and sale of fancy articles morrow, Friday, evening by the teachers of being opposed to the young man orders
at their church parlor this, Thursday, after the eity. Supper will be served at 6 o’clock, him to leave the grounds. Ilfs daughter
The church will be open to and after the supper the following program pleads with her father to let him remain,
noon, Dec. 1st.
the public at 2.30 p. in. Among the attrac- will be given by members of the High but the stern old man refuses. The (laugh-

j

as

compared

;

Bartlett, half ton of
h, pair of chickens.

ecording the marriage
1818, of Hutson Bishop
mham, adds: “The first
Belfast by Rev. William
Bishop

apt.
he

was

brick house

on

a

sea

Prim-

PICTURES

North Belfast. Frank Walls of Pittsfield spent Thanksgiving with his father,
George W. Walls—George U. Hatch, Bowdoin ’Oil, spent Thanksgiving with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Hatch. He left
Saturday for the town of Strong, where he
is to teach the winter term of High schoolMiss Mary Ferguson arrived Thursday from

\s ife of Samuel Jack/aceliens Porter; Eliza,
aid well.

1

arrived in Belfast
Nov. 2:3d,onliis return
consisted of a dumb bell drill, a wand drill,
.•hi., where he took part
the Swedish system, harmonizing movei the Maine monument.
ment, and the movements of the Emerson
: w days at the St. Louis
The work was done very uniform*
return and Senator system.
!
and rhythmically and reflected great
the trip was a very !y
credit on both teacher and pupils. Though
Atlanta, Georgia, they |
Miss Hoes has been in town but a short
ore a large number of
time she has made many warm friends.
•mg prepared for trainHer pupils speak of her in the highest
••uator Morse found that
terms, both as an able and inspiring teachcliool was Miss Tapley
er and as a delightful companion and
who lias been in the
and all regret very much the necThis school does not friend;
essary removal which prevents their fur•cal aid, but is supported
ther work with her.
Tuitions from the North.
It is officially annow giving his attention
Steamer Notes.
institute for the feeble nounced that the Eastern Steamship Co.
Te hopes to locate in this is to build two turbine steamers for the
d

■

»rse

The need for such an iun abundantly demonstratiiiestion would seem to be

Sch. Windward, Capt.
T.Irlirest’s Marine railway
•
king and minor repairs
p or bark of either wood
m the United States, nor
ms.

—

a

'ajuare-rigged vessel con>uiitry during 1P04. The

built in this country was
V. Minot’s in Pliippsburg,
tons and has been charat Baltimore for San Frana! from Laurel, Del., Nov.
the four-masted schooner
1
t at Bath for Laurel capiturtle off the Capes dur*v 13th and that her masi
Kstridge, and crew of
T
It was the maiden trip
the news of her loss creat-

!

Til

111

ill

I in til

Si lit*

urnc

N"'v. oth, and cleared Nov.
I on Parker Flats until
1 the 15th on account of the
proof positive that she
been the wreck seen on the
k's Island by steamer HaMoody, formerly in sch.
has taken command of sch.
h sailed from Hoston Nov.
-"'ick. Capt. Gilchrest, the
"lander, is ill at home in Kocktain Hart lakes the Lunt_The
holly has a formidable rival
year-old ship recently unearth1

■

1

11

«

"tiana bay, Scandinavia. The
'K'!'h liave decided
that it was the

,,

;

1

ke of some long dead Scandi"lintra... Among recent charters

“wing: Sch. Ella F. Crowell,
'"boy u, Camden, Me., coal, p. t....
6. Moseley, Philadelphia to
■

|J

I

I

oal,

so

cents; sch. Edward T.
Brunswick to New York, ties,
I
,!
“"Hast Fuel & Hay Co. has
tuna May with hay for VinallD
Colling Howe, Jr., with hay for
and and
Long Island, both sailand is loading sch. Wind.'1'
1
h*y i°r Swan’s Island—Sch.
‘'SUgor for Stoniugton with lumin
*
tllis P°rt Tuesday leaking.
‘‘“
ii,'
llHS note<l
protest and may go
'“'tin, d
"aJ here for repairs.
1

ture under Miss A. K. Hoes of the Emerson
College of Oratory, a few of her pupils
gave in Memorial hall last Friday evening
before a select audience of friends an exhibition of their work. The entertainment

General Manager Austin
of 190ti.
says that the new boats will be placed on
the Bangor and the International divisions
and this is believed to indicate that the
Portland Division will get the Calvin Austin and that the Bay State,one of the last of
the sidewheelers, will become a back number. The steam turbine to be used in the

school :
Selection
Misses

Mandolin Club

Quimby, Morlson,
Quimby.

Solo

Selected
Miss Katherine Quimby.
Reading, Phaeton, the Amateur Coachman.
Ernest Webber.
Selection, Stars of the Summer Night.
Owen.
Young Ladies’ Glee Club.
Solo,
My Little Love.
llawley.
Miss Elizabeth Chamberlain.
Mandolin Club.
Selection,

When you can’t eat breakfast, take Scott’s Emulsion.
'V'hcn you can’t eat bread
: j
butter, take Scott’s
Emulsion. When you have
:cn living on a milk diet and
nnt something a iittle more
nourishing, take Scott’s
Emulsion.
To get fat you must eat
fat. Scott’s Emulsion is a

great fattener,
strength giver.

is the most recent achievement of marine engineering and the two
new boats will be among the first of this
There are now no
class in the world.
steamers of this class plying along the Atlantic coast and the first transatlantic liner,
the Allen steamship Victorian, has only
just been completed, and as has yet to make
its appearance on this side of the ocean....
.The little steamer Hector, owned
by the High Island Granite Co., and
steamers

Camden, is now on the
railway there for further repairs, having
been badly damaged by a schooner running

recently repaired

at

into her.
OKiAl.KK

IfP

ncuiirsua»,

^wv,

2:id, Winfield S. Edminster, proprietor of
the Phoenix House, was brought before
Judge R. w. Rogers in the Police Court on
three warrants, one for single sale, on which
he was found guilty and fined $50 and
costs, from which sentence he appealed to
the January term of court; one for commrfn
seller, and one for keeping a drinking
house, on each of which he was bound over
to the January term of court. Thursday,
Nov. 24th, Sheriff-elect Amos F. Carleton,
who is now a deputy, searched the Phoenix
House in a tactful and thorough manner,
obtaining five and one-half barrels of beer,
one and one-half barrels of ale and whiskey,
brandy and rum, making it one of the
largest seizures in Belfast for a longtime.
Monday W. S. Edminster, proprietor of the
Phoenix House, was brought into the Police
Court on this warrant, found guilty and
sentenced to a fine of $100 and costs and 60
days in jail, from which an appeal was
taken to the January term of Court. John
Avery, one of the bartenders of the Phcenix
House, was brought into court Friday on a
warrant for single sale, found guilty and
sentenced to a fine of $50 and oosts, from
which he appealed to the January term of
All the warrants were issued on
court.
complaint of Rev. John W. Hatch of the
Methodist church, in response to an appeal
to him by a family suffering for the necessities of life by reason of the liquor traffic.

great

a

Those who have lost flesh

want to increase all

body

tissues, not only fat. Scott’s
Emulsion increases them all,
bone,
flesh, blood and

Showing

the Great

Gent’s White Silk Initial Handkerchiefs, 50c., 75c. and $ 1.00.
Gent’s White and Black Silk Mufflers, $1, 1.25, 1.50, 1.75 each.
Gent’s Mercerized Fancy Bordered Handkerchiefs,
Look just as well as silk, 15c. each.

For

invalids,

for

Forepaugh-

The

complete circus in all its grandeur and
host of other interesting suejects.

for weak children, for all
who need flesh, Scott’s
Emulsion is a rich and comfortable food, and a natural
tonic.
Scott’s Emulsion for bone,
flesh, blood and nerve.
a

Children’s Handkerchiefs, 280 dozen, at

Saturday Evening, Dec. 10

These

IN THE OVERALLS.

—

which

are

soiu

at

20

cents

eacn—me

Waldo Trust Co. has something to say
F. H.
about modern banking methods
Black & Co. advertise an enterprise sale
for Dec. 1st, 2nd and 3d, when they will
offer special bargains to make room for
Christmas goods—J. A. Johnson, over
Damon’s blacksmith shop, Beaver street,
is prepared to paint and varnish your
carriages and sleighs with the very best
stock. Pianos polished at your homes_
Fred A. Johnson, Masonic Temple, is
offering great bargains in holiday linens for

A Host of

Vaudeville,

SAMPLE PAIRS BY MAIL, POSTPAID,

Plenty of Good Singing and Dancing,
All

BELFAST SAYINGS BANK.
Notice is hereby given that Savings Bank Book
No 9531. issued by tills Bank, has been lost and
application has been made for a duplicate book
according to laws regulating issuing new books.
WILLI AM H. QUIMBY, Treasurer.
Belfast. Dec. 1, 1904.—3w48

1st.

must go

That

JUST A FEW FIGURES

Hoy cleIs wanted, I

i
I

20.00
15.00

“

“

11

“

“

11

11.98
7,50

W« want

bright boys

between the ages of tea and
junior clerks. We will supclerk cards, which you ars to dis-

fifteen years to act

£

you with junior
tribute among your friends and

♦

they buy goods
the boy whose name appears on it will be credited with
5 per cent commission, and in addition to this commission, we are going to give a prize of a gold filled Elgin
watch, valued at $12.00, to the boy who sends us the
most trade between now and March I, 1905, and furthermore, you will be eligible to our big prize offer for

Any $25.00 Suit in Store for $15.00 £
“

\

♦

»

“

•

—

♦

♦

£

X

£
£

as our

ply

relatives,

and every
at this store and show the card,

time

the best work in 1905 of a bank book credited with $50
at one of our banks.
nouses employ salesmen on a commission
busniess, that is what we want to do

to Increase their

goods are all good styles, and will be
good for spring. Its a chance in a life

These

Iwnoiesaie
♦

time.

t
S

t

with ours—make our volume of business greater this
year than last, which, by the way, was the biggest in
our history, and make next yoar bigger than this.
You will be bestowing a favor, at the same time on
your friends in calling attention to our store, as it is a
well known feet that we have the best goods and the
most reasonable prices of any store in the city in our
line.

YOURS VERY

TRULY,

CARLE &

JONES,

2 Stores—5 Floors—Main

Street, Belfast.

♦

X
♦
*
♦
♦

♦

X

|
£

£
♦
t
♦
♦

{
?

?
*

{

t
X
J
J

J

\

HARRY W. CLARK & CO,

j

J

Belfast National Bank. |

The Main Street Clothiers. Tailors and

ORGANIZED AS NATIONAL BANK IN 1865.

Outfitters,

♦

♦
♦

♦
♦

♦

Capital Stock $100,000, Surplus $20,000, Stock Liability $100,000

*

X

I

♦

ESTABLISHED IN 1836.

%

willing to pay our young friends well for their
work,—commissions will bo paid each week—get right
at this boys make up your mind to get this watch besides earning a lot of spending woney.
Do it now-.-we will hava the cards ready for you Saturday. You can call and get them or we wiil send them
by mail.
We are

Belfast.

|

Miss Helen Dunton,

UNDERTAKERS.
•»

Every courtesy

and

advantage consistent with conservative banking extended to every patron.

S AVI MBS

For the safety of the Depositors in either department of this bank, are'pledged its CAPITAL,
SURPLUS and the personal liabi.ity of its STOCKHOLDERS, to the extent of the provision of the
National Currency Act, thus affording a very great degree of security.
DEPOSIT BOXES for rent at $3.00, $5.00, $6.50 and $8.00 per ;year.
in few instances in this country.

construction, and equaled

54 Cedar

CASKETS,

Street, Belfast, Maine.

Freedom Notice.

FIRST DAY OF EVERY MONTH, or, if preferred, CERTIFIMoney deposited goes
CATES OF DEPOSIT will be given bearing interest from day of issue.

SAFE

Miss Jessie Davis of Boston. Insi ruction
88tf
given in piano, harmony and theory.

DEPARTMENT.

week, beginning Dec. 1st. See his
Established for the benefit and convenience of those seeking an income from their ACCUMULA
advt. for prices and other particulars.
Savings Band book lost—Harry W. Clark TION8 and SAVINGS, and yet desiring them so invested as always to be subject to their call.
& Co., the Main street clothiers, tailors and
INTEREST PAID AT 3 PER CENT COMPOUNDED SEMI-ANNUALLY.
outfitters, want boy clerks. For particulars
on interest

nest

Graduate of the New England Conservatory under Carl Baerinann, and pupil of

R.H. Coombs & Son,

DEPOSIT ACCOUNTS SOLICITED.

one

their advt—To reduce their millinery
stock, to make room for Christmas goods,
the Misses Ellis will offer for ten days,
beginning today, a great reduction in prices
on ail goods in that line—H. S.
Webber,
Monroe Centre, has lost a buff and white
female Shepherd dog. Reward offered.

25c

Special Scenery.

—

see

Box.

TWO MORE GROSS OF LADIES’ HANDY
HAT FASTENERS, JUST RECEIVED,

409 Pearl St, N.Y.
druggist*,'

a

A PLAY FOR THE MAN

by January
business you will see by the prices

goods

we mean

CHEMISTS,
50c. and $11 all

15c.

The Factory Girl,

Our Loss Your Gain.

scon & BOWNE,

James
H.
Advertisements.
Howes, Odd Fellows’ block, has a full and
complete stock in all lines, and the assortment in all departments is ahead of anything he has ever attempted. Thiswiththe
low prices should attract many buyers.
Ladies’ gloves for winter wear a specialty.
_A. D. Chase & Son offer magnificent
handkerchief values for Christmas. See
prices quoted on gents’, ladies’ and children’s handkerchiefs. Two more gross of
ladies’ handy hat fasteners just received.
_Spencer & Eaton, 47 Main street, can
solve the Christmas question for you in
their large line of everything kept in a first
class furniture store—The City Drug
Store has something of interest to buyers
of Christmas goods, and a partial list is
given of what you will see if you call.
Don’t forget the pretty souvenir views,
which make most acceptable Christmas
gifts_Carle & Jones intend to close out
their suits by Jan. 1st, and have marked
down prices accordingly
Poor & Son
have some specially bright things this season in the way of Christmas novelties, in1 eluding Lamson’s reprints of Maine scenery,

Thr«a '"«■

lc„ 3c., 5c., 10c.

Our Stock of Suits

Be sure that this picture
in the form of a label is on
the wrapper of every bottle
of Emulsion you buy.

New

I

e ch.

OOMINC3-!

♦

We will send you
free sample.

!"

5c., 10c., 12c., 25c. each.
Initial Handkerchiefs,

[

j

165 doz. Ladies’ Linen Handerchiefs,

PRICES 15, 25 and 35 Cents

forms her that they do not loan money ou
such articles. Her child standing ather side
offers her own little doll, but the clerk refuses that. The old man sitting at his desk
and hearing the woman’s pathetic story, is
touched by the sweetness of her voice, and
after she has gone out follows her down the
street and offers her assistance, only to
recognize her as his own daughter. A reconciliation takes place and the father takes
mother and child home again. A grand picture_“The Factory Girl,” whifti comes to
Belfast Opera House the evening of Dec. the
10, is written by Flias. E. Blaney, and is full
of thrilling climaxes, special scenery and
polite vaudeville, with plenty of good dancing and singing. Following is one of the
many criticisms:
An audience w hich taxed the capacity of
the Opera House, literally crowding it from
pit to dome, witnessed and thoroughly enjoyed the initial performance of “The Factory Girl.” The scenic effects are far beHeart throbs and
yond the ordinary.
laughter are so co-miugled that the interest j
of the audience is not permitted to lag for a
moment.—Hartford Times, August ”3.

*

100 doz. Ladies’Handkerchiefs, embroidered, 12\c., 15c., 17c..
25c., 50c., 75c., 87c. and $ I each.

a

con-

valescents, for consumptives,

|

Sells Bros.’ Circus.

nerve.

season

new

Doak and

ter says “If he goes, I go with him” and
they both leave, the old man vowing vengeance. Years after the husband is taken
ill and dies, and the young wife and child
are left without anything to keep the home
together. Finally the household goods are
sold piece by piece to keep mother and
child from starving. As a last resort she
goes to the pawn shop to try and raise
some money on her shawl, but the clerk in-

1 and \ inch hems, 12‘c., 25c.

50 doz. Gent’s Initial all linen Handkerchiefs, 25c.

MOVING

—

>,

Gent’s Linen Handkerchiefs, in
and 50c.

FAMOUS

tions will be a Japanese Tea Garden, where
tea and light refreshments will be served;
also a table of home-made candies. There
will be no charge for admission to parlor.

Values for Christmas.
w^ww^^wwwwwwwwww

COLLINS’

run

Boston and is with her parents, Capt. and
.pied by Rev. E. S. Phil- Mrs. J. B.
Ferguson_Mrs. E. A. Mitchell
1834.
His widow,
ug.
and daughter Millie have taken rooms in
i\
in Belfast as “Aunt
The young
the city proper for the winter
-l, 1874, aged 84 years, ladies of the
village are preparing for a
survivor of a family of
Christmas tree and entertainment Christhern in Peterboro, N. 11.,
mas eve.
<e to
Belfast. They were
Physical Culture. To mark the close
Cunningham, Samuel,
Susan, wife of Thomas of a very enjoyable course in physical cul<

*

DEC. 9th,

FRIDAY,

to

>

Y/I
agnificent Handkerchief
**

COMING!

■

i.

V2<

Opera House,

aeneral run of horses
at Madison Square

■

PAIN

BABY FOOD

A grand testimonial concert to Mr. F. J.
Rigby will be given in the Belfast Opera
House Thursday evening, Dee. 15th. There
will
be a large chorus, a full band and full
during Thanksgiving
orchestra, and Mr. R. 11. Hill, the cornet
prospects brought good
soloist of Waterville, will assist. Mr. Rigby’s
mi in the price bid for
as instructor of the Belfast Baud and
’-<>ld tilly from Pearl work
lines of music richly merit this
Me., which was sold in other
testimonial, and no efforts will he
proposed
for
the
volumes
p-aks
to make it a success in every reat Pearl Brook Farm, spared
spect. Further particulars later.
11* quick to realize the
Last Monday evening was what is known
obtain the mare.
to Belfast Lodge of Good Templars as“pound
•bier ball in the Opera
and auction night.” Each member brought
•ning, Nov. 23d, was,
a package containing a
pound of some: Miccess.
There were
thing which was to he auctioned off withmusic by Keyes’
out knowing what the packages contained.
the intermission at
One sister paid 20 cents for a pound of soda.
aid cake were served.
Chief Templar Elijah Howard was auc( lough and aids lookIt was very exciting at times and
tioneer.
Moor.
The following
enjoyable throughout. A neat little sum
by ticket: Thomas
Next Monday
was realized for the lodge.
:.mcis X. Pendleton, pair
evening is “Brothers Night,” and they are
..tis, pair shoes; Joseph
a surprise for the sisters.
in
Walter Hall half planning
ted

! ■;

I CURES

j

Vault |is new, of the

ROBES and

Notice is hereby given th it I have this day sold
to my son, Charles B. Cook, the remainder of his
time unth he is i\venty-one years of age for a
valuable consideration. I shall pay no debts of
his contracting nor claim any of his wages after
this date.
Troy. November, 18, 1904.
ROBERT NV. COOK.
3W47
Attest—LoliF.N'/:> Gakcklox.

BURIAL GOODS.
Prepared at all hours to do EMBALMING and FUNERAL WORK.
Iy7.
Connected by telephone both day and night.

72 Main Straat, Belfast.

I Tenement
|

|

Enquire of Geo. I
Geo. E. Johnson.

to Let.
Read

or

47

A NAPOLEON OF SAMOAN FINANCE.
’Iieo was a short, squat Malay, with
face like a skate, barring his eyes,
which were long, narrow slits, apparently expressing nothing but indifferBut they
ence to the world in general.
would light up sometimes with a merry
twinkle, when the old rogue would narrate some of his past villainies.
He came to Samoa in the old days,
a

inf? him round after an attack of “d. t.,”
spent all his spare time in fishing, either
at sea or in port.
’Reo settled at Leone, and made a
from
, good deal of money buying copra
the natives. The natives got to like
old
conscientious
such
a
him, he was
follow. When he hung the baskets of
copra on the iron hook of the steelyard,
which was marked to weigh up to 150
pounds, he would call their attention
to the marks as he moved the heavy
“pea” along the yard. Then, one day,
some interferring Tongan visitor ex-

and declared that it

amined the

pea,
long before treaties and imperial com- had been taken from a steelyard demissioners and other gilded vanities
to
weigh up to four hundred
signed
were dreamt of by us poor, hard work’Reo was so hurt at the insinpounds.
have
dropped uation that he immediately took the
ing traders. He seemed to
from the sky, when one afternoon, as whole apparatus out beyond the reef in
Tom Denison and some of his friends his boat and
indignantly sank it in
sat on Charley the Russian’s veranda
fifty fathoms of water. Then he reto
marched
he
them,
up
drinking lager,
turned to his house, bade his wife (he
sat down on the steps and said “Good had married again) a sorrowful fareevening.”
well, and said his heart was broken by
“Hello,” said Schluter, the skipper of the slanders of a vile Tongan pig from
“Who are you? a mission school. He
the Anna Goddeffroy.
would, he said,
Where do you come from?”
go back to Apia, where lie was respectblack
and
a
He waved
short, stumpy
ed by all who knew him. Then he beclay pipe to and fro, and replied vague- gan to pack up. Some of the natives
from
somewhere.”
ly, “Oh,
sided with the Tongan, some with ’Reo,
Some one laughed, surmising, correct- and in a few minutes a free light took
ly enough, that he had run away from a place on the village green, and ’Reo
ship. Then they remembered that no stood in his doorway and watched it
vessel had even touched at Apia for a from his
narrow, piglike eyes; then bemonth. Later on he told Denison that
ing of a magnanimous nature, he walka
Bakfrom
he had jumped overboard
ed over and asked three stout youths
er’s Island guanoman as she was run- who had beaten the
Tongan into a state
and
swam
the
down
ashore,
coast,
ning
of unconsciousness and were jumping
distant
miles
at
a
twenty
landing
point
on his body not to hurt him.
from Apia. The natives in the various
About midnight 'Reo’s house was
villages had given him food, so when he seen to be in Hames, and the owner, utreached the town he was not hungry.
tering wild, weird screams of “Fia ola!
“What do you want, anyway?” asked Fia ola!”
(Mercy! Mercy!”) lied down
Schluter.
the beach to bis" boat, followed by his
a
dollar
And
“Some tobacco, please.
wife, a large, fat woman, named apor two.
I can pay you back.”
propriately enough Taumafa (Abundthe
said
“When?”
pilot, ance). They dashed into the water,
Hamilton,
incredulously.
clambered into the boat, and began
The pipe described a semicircle. “On,
pulling seaward for their lives. The
tomorrow night; before, perhaps.”
villagers, thinking they both had gone
They gave him some tobacco and mad gazed at then in astonishment,
matches and four Bolivian “iron” half and then went back and
helped themdollars. lie got up and went across to selves to the few
saved from the
goods
and
store
combined
Volkner’s

shanty

grog

over

the way.
in

Vx 11 xt

<1

hAfflo

of

cn naro

face." said Hamilton.
"He deserves it,” said Denison,
gloomily. “A man of his age who
could jump overboard and swim ashore
to this rotten country should be presented with a case of gin—and a knife
to cut his throat with after he has
finished it.”
In about ten minutes the old fellow
came out of Volkner'a store, carrying
two or three stout fishing lines, several
packets of hooks and half a dozen ship
biscuits. He grinned as he passed the
group on the veranda, and then, squatting down on the sward near by, began
to uncoil the lines and bend on the
hooks. Denison was interested, went
over to him, and watched the swift,
skillful manner in which the thin
brown fingers worked.
‘‘Where are you going to fish?” he in-

miming nouse.
As soon as 'Reo
were out of
of

and the good wife
the village they put
about, ran the boat into a little bay
further down the coast, planted a bag
containing $700, with the best of the
trade goods (saved before the fire was
discovered,) and then set sail for Apia
to “get justice from the Consul.”
The Consul said it was a shocking outrage; the captain of the United States

sight

ship Adirondack concurred; and so the
cruiser, with the injured, stolid faced
’Reo on board, steamed off to Leone
Ray and gave the astonished natives

PASSING OF THE SAIL.

more

in canoe like that. You

ed to forbid the wearing of tights m
want some'more?”
circuses and theatres, and the use of
Denison went to the side and looked
every language
except English on
over.
The canoe was loaded down to the menus of hotels and restaurants.
the gunwale with the weight of fish— This last bill had its
origin in the woefish that the lazy, loafing Apian natives ful
experience of a country member
old
The
man
but
passed
caught
rarely.
who visited Detroit for the lirst time.
up two or three more, took a glass of He confessed that he could notread the
grog and paddled ashore.
menu at the hotel whither he had reNext morning he repaid the borrowed sorted for his dinner.
So he blindly
money and showed Denison $15—the ordered twelve dishes, “andl’ll be hangresult of his first night’s work in Samoa. ed if seven of’em wer’n’t
potatoes,” he
The saloon keepers and other white divulged, as he
his reform
explained
was
a
treasure.
Fish
in
people said iie
bill. In Arkansas three years ago the
hard
to
dear
and
were
get.
Apia
fool member actually succeeded in passing a drastic anti-trust law which proOn the followine ,Sunday a marriaee hibits any corporation which is a member
of any pool or trust in any part of
procession entered the Rarotongan the world
from doing business in the
Cliapel in Matafele, and Tarreo (other- State.
The members who passed this
wise ’Reo was united to one of the
prettiest and least disreputable native all-reaching measure probably formed
girls in the town, whose parents recog- a posse-comitatus to insure its efficiency.
nized that ’Reo was likely to prove an —S. P. Orth, in the December Atlantic.
eminently lucrative aud squeezable sonFreight Rates Low.
Denison was the best man,
in-law.
and gave the bride a five-dollar gold Vessel Owners Cannot Afford to Haul Coal.
piece having previously made a private
from Providence says coal
A
arrangement with the bridegroom that rates despatch
are so exceedingly low and so little
lie was to receive value for it in fish).
coal is moving, even at the
freight
‘Reo’s wife’s relatives built the newly rates, that sailing vessels depressed
and barges also
married couple a house on Matautu are finding little to do, and are not
making
Point and 'Reo spent much in giving any money even when they do find it. The
the bride’s local connections a feast. rate from Norfolk, Newport News and
Then the news spread, and cousins and Philadelphia is now 50 cents a ton. From
second cousins and various breeds of Brunswick only 13 cents is now offered on
railroad ties to northern ports, and the low
aunts and half uncles traveled up to rates
apply on all classes of merchandise.
Matautu Point to partake of his hos- Vessels of medium size which can
carry
pitality. He did bis best, but, in a day 2000 tons of coal cannot pay their expenses
or so, remarked sadly that he could not at these figures.
These low rates have been prevailing for
catch fish enough in a poor canoe. If
he had a boat he could make $50 a week, the last few weeks, since the break in the
he said; and with $50 a week he could rate which the Vessel Owners’ association
entertain his wife’s honored friends attempted to establish was hopelessly
smashed.
continuously and in a befitting manner.
The masters of vessels now in this port
The relatives consulted, and thinking are not optimistic over the outlook for the
they had a good thing, subscribed, and winter. While most of the big mills and
bought a boat (on credit) from the Ger- factories in New England, which burn soft
man firm, giving a mortgage on a piece coal, the transportation of which is the
of land as security. Then they present- only business of these vessels, w hen there
is nothing doing in lumber or railroad ties,
ed Reo with the boat, with complimenare running on full time, the strike in the
tary speeches, and sat down to chuckle Fall River mills has taken away an appreat the way they would “make the old ciable
part of that business, and, at least
fool work;” and the “old fool” went while there is so much more tonnage than
is
there
American
to
the
consul
and
business, the situation is not promstraightway
declared himself to be a citizen of the ising of dividends for owners in sailing
vessels.
and demanded his coun-

United States,
try’s protection,

as he feared his wife's
Maine’s Latest Railroad.
relatives wauted to jew him out of the
boat they bad given him.
The
of the proposed branch
The consul wrote out something ter- of the building & Aroostook
railroad
Bangor
rifying on a big sheet of paper and from Lagrange to tidewater at Stocktacked it to the boat, aud warned the ton
makes an outlet for Aroos-

American
surprised relatives that
man-of-war would protect’Reo with her
guns, aud then ‘Reo went inside his
house and beat his wife with a canoe
paddle and chased her violently out of
the place, and threatened her male relatives with a large knife and fearful
an

language.

Then he took the boat round the other
side of the island and sold it for $200 to
a trader, and came back to Apia to
Denison, and asked for a passage to
Tutuila, and the German firm entered
into and took possession of the mortgaged land, while the infuriated relatives tore up and down the beach, demanding Tarreo’s blood in a loud voice.
Tarreo, with his $200 in his trousers’
pocket, sat on the schooner’s rail and
looked at them solidly and without ill

feeling.
Denison landed the ancient at Leone
Bay, on Tutuila, for he had taken kindly to the old scoundrel, who had many
virtues and could give points to any
one, white or brown, in the noble art of
deep sea fishing. This latter qualification endeared him greatly to young
Tom, who, when he was not employed
in keeping the captain sober, or bring-

Springs

took county that means much, not only
for that prosperous section of Maine,
but also for the State as well. It is the
most important railroad undertaking
in Maine since the building of the AVash-

ington County railroad.
AVe look for the time to come when a
branch road will be built across Hancock county from Ellsworth to Castine,
thus opening up an outlet at tide water
for AVashington county and for western
Hancock county, the agricultural and
industrial possibilities of which are
even now

not

clearly comprehended.—

Ellsworth American.

To Subscribers.
Every copy of The
Republican Journal has attached to it a
yellow slip which gives the date on which
the subscription expires. If the date has
passed, you are in arrears, and your attention is solicited to the matter. In this connection we would say that our subscription
lists are undergoing revision, with a view
to settling all accounts of long standing.
Settlement may be made with the office np
to January 1,1905, and before that time we
hope to hear from all who are in arrears.
Payment may be made in instalments, if
desired.

Several Waterville men received invitations to attend a regulation backwoods Thanksgiving dinner at Baker's
camp on the Moxie township. The in
vitations were written with a lead pencil on a small split cedar, representing
the old-fashioned shingle, and read as
follows: “You’ll be as welcome as the
flowers in May. Come early, before the
beans get cold. Molly Baker will put
the kettle on at 10 a. m. Grub will be
A deer steak,
spread at high noon.”
moose steak and bear steak menu follows.
Molly Baker is a famous cook. She
has made “sour emptings” bread along
the tote road for many a year, and she
She
is still young and good looking.
presides this winter over a camp of 65

Aator’s Monthly Bill In Summer Prob-

ably Foots Up •25,000.
long-distance means of commerThe cost of running a steam yacht
cial transportation, the sailing vessel is
doomed—so we are assured by M. Dan- necessarily varies with its size, says
Rene Bache in the Philadelphia Saturiel Bellet, who furnishes, in an article
day Evening Post. A sixty footer may
contributed to the ltevue Scientifique, he kept in commission for $300 a month,
facts and figures to support his asser- not counting food supplies. For a 150
footer the monthly expense would be
tions. The substitution of the motor
it comes to a
for the sail is going forward, he says, $3,000, perhaps. But when
more and more rapidly, and except for pleasure craft like Pierpont Morgan’s
304 feet on the water line, or
pleasure and for certain special pur- Corsair,
John Jacob Astor’s Nourmahal, which
poses the latter is fast going outof use. is even
bigger, the outlay is enormously
The day will come, perhaps, when as a
It costs about $20,000 a month
means of propulsion for any but the greater.
to run the Corsair, and it is probable
smallest craft the sail will be as obsothat Mr. Astor’s bill for the Nourmahal
lete as the oar. Says M. Bellet:
in the summer time amounts to not
“Everywhere, in all the commercial less than
$25,000 every thirty days.
marines of the world, we see this disapThe
of the officers and crew of
pearance of sails before steam. Thus, such payroll
a vessel, which is a good sized
in the largest fleet of all, the English,
will touch $4,500 or possibly
we now find only one ton of sailing ves- steamship,
a month.
sels to nearly five of steamers; and, $5,000
A first class steam yacht carries a
moreover, in the sailing fleet is includ- crew
of fifty or more men. The Aphroed a host of secondary boats built for
owned by Colonel Oliver H.
the short-distance coasting trade, where dite,
requires 02. There must be
speed is less important thau in inter- Payne,
national commerce, and where the three cooks, a steward, two assistant
stewards
men who
freights might not be sufficient to pay serve as and six or seven
and waiters.
As a

the cost of construction and maintenance of a steam vessel. In Germany
we have one ton of sails to four of
steam, and the situation is constantly
changing in favor of the latter. There
are, nevertheless, two countries where
this phenomenon is not taking place—
Norway, where the existence of great
numbers of sailing vessels is due to the
fact that they are largely wooden boats
that carry the lumber of the country
*
*
*
and France, where the multiplication of sailing vessels lias been

favored by absurd legislaartificially
*
*
*

tion.
“The Germans and the Americans
have recently built gigantic sailing vesthe Preussen, of 12,
sels, for instance,
*
*
*
000 tons.
The Americans
have built ships of 10,000 tons, with no
less than seven masts. But we may
ii.i
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At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the 9th day of November, A. D. 1904.
B. FORD, son or Hannah B. Ford,
late of Searsport, in said County of Maldo,

hard-working, earnest-eating, rugged
choppers, sled tenders, swampers,
teamsters and landing tenders. There

WILLIAM

to be songs and ditties in the afternoon, according to the program.
The deacon seat was to be loaded for
the evening, and there was to be more
fun in Moxie land than the old township has known since Cale Stevens was
chased by the old Moxie moose.
were

deceased, having presented a petition praying
that he may be appointed administrator of the
estate

“chambermaids”
The President’s Turkey.
of the clock beloie noon, and show|cause, if any
The Nourmahal also has a couple of
they have, why the the prayer of said petitioner
stewardesses, for the convenience of
Washington, November 23. For 25 should not be granted.
<.EO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
lady guests on board. Thirty sailors
Hiram Vose of Long Island lias
A true copy. Attest:
draw pay at the rate of $30 a month, years
sent a turkey to the president and this
Cviah. P. Hazeltink, Register.
the captain gets $200 a mouth—Howard
was no exception.
The bird arGould pays his captain $5,000 a year— year
rived today and is a fine specimen, At a Probate Court neld at Belfast, within and
and two mates are employed at $75 and
for the County Waldo, on the 9th day of Novemweighing from 35 to 40 pounds.
ber, A. It. 1904.
$50, respectively. The chief engineer
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
4
draws $125, the assistant engineer $100
il will and testament of Oscar S. Erskine,
and an oiler $50 a month.
To these
la e of Frankfort, in said County of Waldo, demust be added four firemen at $40 a
ceased. having been presented for probate, to
month and four stokers at the same
Of course the chief cook is
vvages.
likely to be a French chief at $400 or
$500 a month.
Such a boat consumes 20 tons of coal
a day, and at that rate, she will burn
up something like 3,000 tons, the item
of fuel alone coming to $10,000 for the
season.
For the rest of the year she is
laid up in a basin at an expense of $200
a mouth, and the cleaning and painting
she has to undergo cost a pretty penny.
It takes two weeks and an expenditure
oi *i,uw io
lay ner up lor a couple or
months and *6,000 to put her into com-

a petition praying that Isabel Erskine
may be appointed administratrix with the will
annexed of the estate ot sard deceased.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy ol this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to he held at Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of December next, at ten of the clock be
fore noon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the same should not be proved, approved
and allowed, and the prayer of said petitioner
be granted
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy—Attest.

gcther with

Ayers
One dose of Ayer’s Cherry
Pectoral at bedtime prevents
nignt coughs of children.
No croup. No bronchitis. A

Cherry

Pit

auxiliary sails, which were once so common.
The author believes that these

account of the
uneconomical,
expense and the drag of the unused
propeller; and lie points out that their
use originated through a desire to utilize for occasional motive power the
steam engines already installed for the
manipulation of the huge sails.
The abandonment of sails, the writer
notes, is even to be seen now in the fishare

on

ing fleets, where mechanical propulsion
is found to be peculiarly valuable. It

is believed that the petroleum motor
has a future here on the smaller
fishing
boats, where cheap power is necessary.
These motors are now used in
Denmark,
both to drive the boat and to
operate
its nets. The nanhthadorv. a still sm: 11.
er torn), is
employed more and more
frequently by fishermen on our northern
coast from Maine to Newfoundland.
Finally, the writer calls our attention
to the displacement of the old familiar
pilot-boat by the larger steam vessels
—an entire transformation of the
pilot’s
trade—-which has now taken place in
Xew\ork, and will shortly have been
accomplished in all the great ports of
the world. M. Bellet concludes:
“We thus see that the disappearance

of the sail is

to make use of the wind's free
power
land, especially for the production
of the electric current, mechanical
propulsion is becoming more and more
the rule at sea,and sail navigation is
doomed to disappear, except where it is
only a sport and not a means of com-

mercial
gest.

transportation.’’—Literary

Di-

Paoer Published

Why all this toil for triumphs of an hour?
Life’s

—Young
flower;

short Summer, Man’s a
—Dr. Johnson.
By turns we catch the vital breath and (lie—
a

The cradle and the tomb, alas,

so

—Pope.
nigh.

—Prior.
better far than not to be.
—Sewell.
1 hough all Man’s life may seem a tragedy.

Is be

is

But light
are

cares

dumb;

-Daniel.
The bottom is hut shallow whence they
come.
—Sir Walter Raiiegh.
Your late is hut the common fate of all.
L ummgled joys here to

—Longfellow.

man

—Congreve.
Churchill;

Custom does often reason overrule—
—Rochester.
And throws a cruel sunshine on a fool.

—Armstrong.

Live

well, how long or short permit to
Heaven
—Milton.
They who forgive most shall be most forgiven.

„.

Sin may be elapsed

so

close

—Bailey.
cannot

we

its face—

—

Vile intercourse where virtue has not place.
—Somerville.
Then keep each passion down, however
dear.
—Thompson.
Thou pendulum, betwixt a smile and tear

Byron.

Her sensual snares let faithless pleasures
—Smollett
lay,
With craft and skill, to ruin and betray.
—Crabbe.
Soar not too high to fall, but stoop to rise;

—Massinger.
despise.
—Crowley.
that impious self-esteem

We masters grow of all that
then renounce

as

Gold.

Here's a pumpkin, fluted golden,
Written o'er with customs olden
Out of bygone days.
Cinderella’s ancient glory,
Sung in song and told in story,
Suits its yellow blaze.
Tables at the first Thanksgiving,
When colonial dames were living,
Shewed its golden cheer.
Still it smiles a friendly greeting
And the happy family meeting
On the feast-day dear.
Christmas rooms are gay with holly,
Christmas sees the merry folly
Of the mistletoe.
Easter lilies, pure and stately,
In the springtime bloom sedately,
When soft breezes blow.
Autumn dressed the woods in splendor;
But their colors, rich and tender.
All have passed away.
Now the pumpkin, ripe and mellow,
Keeps a tint of Autumn’s yellow
For Thanksgiving Day.
—Mary E. Knowlton in Boston Cooking
School.
If you haven’t time to prepare Hollister’s
Rocky Mountain Tea, it is now made in
tablet form also. Get a package already to
Makes you well; keeps you well. 36
use.
cents. R. H. Moody.

Fashions and

we

;

—Beattie.
a dream.
Cow per
Think not ambition wise, because ’tis
brave—
—Sir W. Davenant.
The paths of glory lead but to the grave.
a
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The Veterinary
Sheep and Swine

I

A FREE PATTERN
(your

selection) to every subOnly 50 cents a year.

own

scriber.

T^UADIESMiiAOAZlSfr"
Stylish, Reliable, Simple, Up-todate, Economical and Absolutely
Perfect-Fitting Paper Patterns.

sky;

dan !”

And the world, it heard his singing, and
gave back an echo true;
Its fading flowers quickened with the freshness of the dew;
The shadows left the dim sky, and all
heaven came in view—
He sang about “The other side of Jordan !”
—Frank L. Stanton, in Atlanta Constitution.

Eczema, scald head, hives, itchiness of the
“Neglected colds make fat graveyards.”
skin of any sort instantly relieved, permaDr. Wood’s Norway Pine Syrup helps men
nently cured. Doan’s Ointment. At any and
women to a happyi vigorous old age.
drug store.

Belfast, within and
the 9th day of

on

J\ will and testament of Joseph L Eldredge, late
Wiuterport, in said County of Waldo, deceas
ed, having been presented for probate.
Ordered, Tliat notice be given to all persons
Interested by causing a. copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively iu The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of December next, at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause, if any they have, w hy
the same should not be pioved, approved and al-

|

ell tasting
|I
and Sewing lines skown.
Only so and is cents each—none higher. B
Ask for them. Sold in nearly every city ■
by mail from

II

THE McCAILL CO.,
113-115-117

I

and town,

or

lowed.

GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

L. STEVENS, widow of Joseph H. Stevens, late of Knox, in said County of Waldo,
deceased, having presented a petition praying for
an allowance out of the personal estate of said
deceased.

SARAH

WesL3l«tSt^NE*nrORlJ

The Republican Journal and McCall s Maga.
Sine with free patterns, will be sent one year for
21.0 in advance. Address
Rep. Journal Pur. Co..

Bellast. Maine
We have made arrangements with The McCall
Fashion Publishers, New York, where
by every reader of The Journal who writes to
them, mentioning this publication, will receive
without further charge a late issue of McCall’s
Magazine, the well-known liteiary and ladies’
fashion magazine. This offer will hold good for
60 days from date.

Company,

September 15,1904.

The Light—the Light was with him! the
light that ever dwells
In the soul that hears a welcome o’er the
saddest of farewells;
He heard the ringing—singing of the ever-

lasting bells,
And sang about, “The other side of Jor-

At a Probate Court neld at
for the County of Waldo,
November, A. D. 1904.

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the 9th day of Novem
her, A. D, 1904.

A

Side.

The gentlest winds a-blowing had the sorrow of a sigh.
But he saw a star a-shining in the firmament on high,
And sang about “The other side of Jordan 1”

Ordered, That notice he given to all persons interested by causiug a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in The Republican
Joirnal, published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on ihe second Tuesday of December next, at ten of the clock before
n >on and show cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be proved,approver) and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Ghas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

At a Probate Court hula at
the County of Waldo, m, u,,',
I;
her, A. D. 1904.
m. hodgdon
Hodgdon, lateof l,ii,* f „
of Waldo, deceased, bavin.. ,
a
praying for an allowance
u,(‘
tat© of said deceased.
l>eo!
That
the
said
Ordered,
!
petiti,., ,.r
all persons interested »*v
”, "
order to be published thiee
I
The Republican Journal, a
^
t"r
at Belfast, that they max ai.i
t'1
;!|1
h!
L’ouit, to be held at Bella'*! w
|> "*
County, on the 13tb da\ of i>«-,i,!
*“>
at ten of the clock before i,'
if any they Lave, why the
»
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er should uot be granted.
GEO. E.,J<)H\
i
IX 1
Atruecopy. Attest:
1?*
*' "•'>
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S8.—In Court of Probate, held at Belon the 9th day of November, 1904.
Chase, executor of the last will of
Michael Chase, late of Brooks, in said County,
deceased, having presented his first and final account of administration of said estate for allow-

WALDO
fast,

Alfred E.

ance.

Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,

that all persous interested may attend at a Probate Court to be held at Belfast, on the 13th day
of December next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not be| allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chab. P.Hazkltink, Register.

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks
successively in
the Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County,on the 13th day of December, A. D. 1904,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
At;a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on th 9th day of November, A. D. 19v 4.

GIBBS, widow-Of James Gibbs, late
\ of Brooks, in said County of Waldo, deceased* having presented a petition praying for an
allowance out of the personal estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, ou the 13tli day of December, A.D. 1904,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show' cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy—Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

ANNETTE

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 9th day of November, A. D. 1904.
L. PEABODY, legatee and devisee under the last will of James H. Smart, late of
Thorndike, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
a
that he may
having
petition
be appointed administrator of the estate of said
deceased, with the will annexed.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all "persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published thiee weeks successively iu
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 13th day of December, A. D. 1904,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause, it
any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner
should not granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy—Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
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At a Probate Court held at l
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A true copy. Attest:
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Ordered, that notice ther.
weeks successively, in tlit* i<newspaper published in I5t
that all persons interested n,
bate Court, to be held at B.
day of December next, and
they have, why the said a<■:
allowed.
GEO. E. .1*
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Ha/i;
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A true copy.

GEO. E
Attest:
Chas. P. H
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SS.—In Court I I;
fast, on the 9th day
\
Jennie G. Young, adminis:
of Albert R. Young, late o! 1
County, deceased, bavin*, pifinal account of aduiinistm;
allowance.
Ordered, that notice llur.
1
weeks successively in T1
in l’-e
newspaper
that all persons interested *,
bale Court, to be held at Bel;
of December next, ami slu
\
have, why the said account
GKO. E. .!•'!
)
A true copy. Attest.
Chas. P Ha/
f
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W/ALDO
W
fast, on the 9tli day
Asher H. Mayo, executoi -'
tha J. Staples, late of Mom
1
ceased, havii g presented
count of administration

>

|
|

\

ance.

Ordered, That notice the*
weeks successively, in the
a newspaper published in B-

i
:

5

that all persons interested me
bate Court, to be heldai l<*
of December next, and slmw
have, why the said accmin>.
GEO. E ,ic"
A true copy. Attest
Chas. P. Ha/i

>

\
i
;

j

I1TALDO SS.— In Court <•« r
V? fast,on the 9th day <>t N
A. Gilmore, adminis’ratm
Charles B. Gilmore, late

County, deceased, having

I

p•*

final account of adminis!*
allowance.
Ordered, That notice tin
weeks successively, in the 1
a newspaper published in B*
that all persons interested
bate Court, to be held at B* ?
of December next, ami show
have, why the said account sin
GEO E
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Ha/i

■

1

t:

notice,

Executors
gives notice that, he has
of the last will ami

>

executor

STEPHEN L. DODGE
in the County of Waldo,
having demands against

m

1)

ceased are desired to presen:
ment, and all indebted tin r«
make payment immediately

Belfast, Nov. 9, 1904
NOTICE.

EXECUTRIX’S
gives notice that
ed
Executrix of the

Tin

s.»i« has
last wil

JONATHAN R. IRVING.
the County of Waldo, d*
having demands against tinceased are desired to present
ment, and all indebted thenmake payment immediately
in

<•<

Brooks, Nov. 9, 1904.

At a

MSCALLitnkl
BAZAR* BM I
1 Patterhsw I

—Herrick.

Trouble came to try him—no rainbow in the

A certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of Benjamin Thompson,
ate of Winterport, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having been presented for probate.

A

A true copy.

A gem; beautiful colored plates; latest
fashions; dressmaking economies ; fancy
work ; household hints ; fiction, etc. Subscribe to-day, or, send «. for latest copy.
Lady agents wanted. Send for terms.

your

—Shakespeare.

Co.,

Belfast.

| MSCALLS^kl
IMAGAZINEW1

Make, then, while yet ye may, your God

friend.
—William Mason.
Whom Christians worship, yet not com-Hill.
prehend.
The trust that’s given guard, and to yourself be first.
—Dana.
For live we how we can, yet die we must.

Republican Journal

Pub.

j

Feature*;

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo,on the 9tli day of No
veniber, A. D. 1904.

of

—Gray.
glorious eheat.

—Willis.
Only destructive to the brave and great.
—Addison.
What’s all the gaudy glitter of a crown ?

The Other

Poultry Yard

Apiary

News of the

Farm and Home is published semi-monthly,
the ”4 numbers which comprise a year’s subscription making a volume of over 600 pages, teeming
with all the latest and most reliable information
that experience and science can supply. No better proof of its popularity can be offered than its
enormous circulation, which extends into every
State, each number being read by no less than a
million readers.
Remember we send both papers a full year, al
postpaid, at the very low price stated. Address
all orders to

—

’Tis

The

Lawyer

Dairy and Creamery

Riches have wings and grandeur is

What is ambition ?

Fancy Work.

Feeding and Breeding
Talks with Our

Report*

ste

trench.

—

Market

Mechanical Devices

Fruit Culture

Plants and Flowers.
The Horse

Fortune makes folly her peculiar share;

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons in
terested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the sec
ond Tuesday of December next, at ten of the
clock bef.ne noon, and show cause if any they
have, why the same should not be proved, ap
proved and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Ghas. P. Hazkltine, Register.

Kepi rld'an .Journal alone. We are unable
to give hut a brief description of the contents of
Farm and Home, which is unequaled for variety
and excellence. Prominent among its many departments may he mentioned the

The

befall—
Southwell.
Mature to each allots his proper sphere,
no

Believing that ivery one of our readers should
have at least one good farm ami family journal
we have perfected arrangements whereby we can
send that practical and instructive journal Farm
ani> Home, in
’onnection with The Kedurli
can .Journal for only #£.<>0, the price of The

Farm and Garden

—Spencer.
speak when mighty griefs

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 9tli day of November, A. D. 1904.
A certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of Hazen N. Dennis late
of Liberty, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having been piesented for probate.

Only $2.00

For

LIFE.

well.

Yellow

LEONARD

AND

Mrs. II. A. Deming, it is said, was
busied for a year in selecting and arranging the lines of this literary mosaic.

When y< u feel like sighing—sing,
—Dryden.
The way to bliss lies not on beds of down.
Sighing will never pleasure bring,
Learn to laugh, you can laugh and laugh
—Francis Quarles.
How long we live, not years, but actions
right
—Watkins.
tell;
By taking Rocky Mountain Tea at night.
-R. H. Moody The man lives twice who lives the first life
As

At a Probate Court held at Belfast,within and for
the County of Waldo, on the 9tli day of November, A. D. 1904.
F. SHUTE, executor of the last will
of Lucin a F. Harriman, late of Stockton
in
said
Springs,
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition praying that the actual
market value of the property of said deceased
now in his hands subject to the pay ment of the
collateral inheritance tax, the persons interested
iu the succession thereto, and the amount of the
tax thereon may be determined by the Judge of
Probate.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Bel last, that they may appear at a Prohate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
county, on the 13th day of December, A. D. 1904,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause, if
any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner
should not he granted.
GEO E. JOHNSON. Judge.
A true Copy—Attest:
('has. p. Hazeltink, Register.

Hie Best and Most Practical Farm and Family

MOSAIC.

w

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 13th day of December,A. D. 1904,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should uot be granted.
GEO. E JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Char. P. Hazeltine, Register.

tire

spreading more and more
widely, and although it may be desirable Oh,

on

MARIA

Tie RiDiDlicai Journal

LITERARY

Danictor

of Clark D. Run
County of Waldo,
deceased, having presented a petition praying for
an allowance out of the personal estate of said
deceased.

Clubbing Offer

the vessel, in a schooner the enbody of the craft is available for
living purposes. Even a sloop 00 or 70
feet long and costing *18,000 perhaps,
will carry six or eight cabin passengers
very cozily.

Ui7L-iT,vir

M RLtNNELLH, with
nells, late of Troy, in said

Night Coughs

A Great

*»

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the Countv of Waldo, on the 9th day of November, A. D. 1904.

Pectoral

the small ones, and can thus
compete
more successfully with sail
power. A
curious development is that of large
sailing vessels with auxiliary steam
power, which have come into use at
the same time that the large steamers
are more and more
abandoning their

of said deceased.

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to he published thiee weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, a newspaper published at
Belfast, that they may ajmear at a Probate Court,
to he held at Belfast, within and for said County
nil the 13th day of Dtcember A. D. 1904, at ten

ized sailing vessel has here been reached. * * * Doubtless we hear of extraordinarily quick transatlantic
pas*
*
*
but these
sages by these boats
are due to fortunate combinations of
circumstances. And, in fact, the giant mission again.
From these figures it is easy to undersailing vessels are far from being com- stand where
the money goes for a steam
pletely safe; some of them have been yacht,
doctor’s medicine for all
it should be realized that
mysteriously lost, like the famous bills forthougli
food supplies (not reckoned in
affections of the throat, bronMaria Rickmers, of the German firm of
the above account) are simply huge,
the same name, which was probably
chial tubes, and lungs. Sold
when
much
is
entertaining
broken in two by the strain to which especially
for over 60 years.
such a long vessel must be exposed. In done. Anybody would be interested to
I have used Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral in my
know
what
it
cost
Cornelius
Vanderfact the law of progress has decreed
family for eight years. There is nothing etjnal
bilt
on his recent trip abroad to enterto it lor coughs and colds, especially for chilthat the sail should be gradually abandren.”—Mrs. W. H. Rhymer, Shelby, Ala.
doned in favor of steam transporta- tain Emperor William on board his
2f>C..50c., $1.00.
J. C. AYER CO..
and to meet on an appropriately
yacht
and
the English merchant marine
tion,
^^Wlntggists^^^ J©!.
sumptuous scale certain other social
has come to a realization of this.”
Rut the ordinary passenger steamer, obligations by his intimacy with the
Very possibly
we are told further, is not fitted for great ones of the earth.
he did not get out off less than *100,000 ,
freight business, and in place of the di- for a few
weeks’
amusement.
vision between steamers and sailing
the bowels open with one of
vessels, we are going to have two kinds ferNot a fgw rich men now-a-days, pre- ii*Keep
sailing yachts, because of the su- Ayer’s Pills at bedtime, Just one.
of steamers; first, those intended exaccommodations which they afclusively for passengers, which will perior
ford. There is more comfort to be’had,
move more and more rapidly and so
demand higher and higher prices; sec- they assert, in a 100 foot schooner than
in a ZOO foot steam yacht.
Such a
ondly, freight or cargo boats, with two
subdivisions—those of considerable di- schooner costs only $30,000, and has a
crew of 25, with 18 before the mast.
mensions, with powerful engines, con- Whereas a
steam yacht is largely occustituting express boats, which will also
carry passengers who do not care for pied by machinery and coal, which take
the highest speeds: and slower boats up nearly the whole of the middle portion of

twelve hours to make up their minds
as to which the would do—pay 'Reo
$1,000 in cash or have their town burned. They paid $000—all they could
raise—and then in a dazed sort of way
sat down to meditate as they saw the
Adirondack steam off again.
Reo gave his wife a small share of
the plunder and sent her home to her
quired.
When Tom Denison next saw
‘Outside parents.
The broad, flat face lit up.
him he was keeping a hoarding house
in the dam deep water—sixty, eighty at
Levupa in Fiji. He told Denison
fa’am.”
he was welcome to free board and
aboard
him
and
went
left
Denison
lodging for a year. 'Reo had his good
the ancient cockroach-infested craft of
points, as I have said.—Louis Recke, in
which lie was the heartbroken super- the Fall Mall
Gazette.
cargo. Half an hour later 'Reo paddled
past the schooner in a wretched old
“Fool” Legislation.
that will take nothing but freight.
canoe, whose outrigger was so insecureThe evolution of this state of things
There is at least one fool in every
ly fastened that it threatened to come
adrift every instant. The old man legislature. lie imagines himself a re- is already in progress, according to the
then
former. He slips in his bill and trades author, and great strides have been
grinned as lie recognized Denison;
pipe in mouth, he went boldly out and log-rolls for its passage. Thus in made toward it in the past decade. In
through the passage between the lines Nebraska the reformer wanted to pro- 1891 the Tokomaru, of (‘>,200 tons, was
of roaring surf into the tumbling blue- hibit women from wearing corsets and considered a huge cargo boat; but in
bevond.
bloomers. This was clearly a class 1S99 we had reached the Ivernia,
The latest, the CedAt ten o’clock, just as the supercargo legislation, for the title made no men- of 1:1,200 tons.
will
reach
and the skipper were taking their last tion of men. In Pennsylvania he want- ric,
A
recent
27,870.
nip before turning in, the ancient ed to prohibit treating. In Kansas he special investigator, Air. AlcKerchnie,
slipped quietly alongside in his canoe wished to repeal the Constitution and is quoted as saying that as we build
and clambered on deck. In his right enact the Decalogue in its stead. In more of the larger and slower steamers
hand he carried a big, salmon-like fish, Indiana he desired
benevolently to we are finding that the necessary power
weighing about twenty pounds. Lay- change the mathematical ratio of does not increase proportionately to the
ing it down on the deck lie pointed to 3.14Ki to 3.15 because it was "easier to capacity. These huge cargo boats are,
it."
calculate.” And in Michigan he wish- therefore, proportionately cheaper than

‘‘Plenty

Mr.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the 9th day of November, A. D. 1904.
LAMBERT, administrator of the estate of
A delmon Lanpher. late of Stockton Springs,
•
in said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petiti- n praying that the actual market
value of the property of said deceased now in his
nand^ subject to the payment of the collateral
inheritance tax, the persons interested in the succession thereto, and the amount of the tax there
on may be determined by the Judge of Probate.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively
in The Republican Journal,a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 13th day of December, A.D. 1904,
at ten of the clock before noon and show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
GEO. E JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltink. Register.

in the Woods.

Thanksgiving

COST OF BOWSING A YACHT.

NOTICE. Tin

EXECUTRIX’S
gives notice that she has
executrix of the last will

he»

ami

WALTER M. COTTRELL
County of Waldo, deehaving demands against the
ceased are desired to preseni
tlement, and all indebted tIn
to make payment immediately
LEEIA
Belfast, Nov. 9, 1904.

in the

«

>

NOTH'1

ADMINISTRATRIX’S
hereby gives notice that
administratrix
<>i

appointed

ALBION W. RICHARDS,
m the County of Waldo, <h
bonds as the law directs.
Demands against the estate
desired to present the same
all indebted thereto are reque'!
ment immediately.
MABEL
Morrill, Nov. 9, 1904.
NOTH

I

ADMINISTRATRIX’S
hereby gives notice that >!n
the
administratrix
ol

pointed

<•-

RACHEL R. TWITCH ELL. lain the County of Waldo, den
bonds as the law directs. All i»
mands against the estate of
tlesired to piesent the same H
all indebted thereto are reque*51•
ment

immediately.

VIOLA I

Montville, Nov. 9,1904.
—-—

NOTICE

ADMINISTRATRIX’S
hereby gives notice that she
of the
pointed

administratrix

1

es'

WILLIAM GL1DDEN, lateoH
in the County of Waldo, dee«>-

lt,

bonds as the law directs. All pel
mands against the estate of sanl
sired to present the same for setti*
indebted thereto are requested t*

I
n

immediately.

MARGAREI
Clinton, Nov. 9,1904.
NOTICE

ADMINISTRATRIX’S
hereby gives notice that sin
administratrix of the

appointed

WARREN HODGDON, late ol I
in the County of Waldo, deceav
bonds as the law directs. All permands against the estate of sum
desired to present the same loi
all indebted thereto are requested
ment immediately.
AMANDA M.
Lincolnville, Nov. 9, 1904.
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MERCHANT MARINER.
Kill Wltli Credit, Given
Politician*.
Ottic'-rs mid

mil, November 19,1904.1
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THIS WOMAN KNOWS
What

One

Great

of the

Joy.

Sex

Mrs. De

Discovered to Her

Gong Finds that the

Indescribable Pains of Itheuniatisin Can
be Cured Through the Blood.

Mrs. De Long’s recovery from rheumatism
has aroused considerable interest because it
occurred as the result of an independent
course of treatment which she pursued in
accordance with a theory of tier own. When
interviewed on the subject of her illness,
Mrs. De Long said:
“1 was in bed half tbe time, suffering from
pain that cannot be described to one who
has never had rheumatism. It would concentrate sometimes in one set of joints.”
“J ust what do you mean ?”
“Why, sometimes it would be altogether
in my feet and then I could not walk. At
another time it would be all in my elbows
and wrists, and then I could not even draw
the coverlets over my body. Whether the
pain was in my ankles, knees and hips, or
in my wrists and elbows, it caused me extreme suffering. The doctor gave me no relief and I finally decided to get on without
him.”
“Yours was a hard condition to face without the aid of a doctor. What did you do?”
“I did a great deal of thinking, you maybe sure. I happened to have a brother-inlaw who had used Dr. Williams' Pink Pills,
and who was a perfect enthusiast on their
value as a purifier of the blood. What he
had said came often to my mind in connection with the thought that rheumatism is a
disease of the blood. 1 concluded that if
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills are so good for the
condition of the blood in general, they must
be good for rheumatism, too.
“As my sufferings continued unrelieved
it was necessary for me to do something, so
I decided to give Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills
a trial, and to see whether they would not
drive the mischief out of my blood.”
“How did the experiment turn out?”
“It was a complete success. Two weeks
after 1 began to use Dr. Williams’ Pink
Pills, they showed what they were capable
of doing by giving meTlie very first relief
1 had found in all my illness. I kept on
using them until I was entirely well.”
“How long was that?”
“1 was really cured by the time I taken
six boxes, but to make perfectly sure 1 continued to use them for about two weeks
longer and then 1 stopped altogether. The
benefit has lasted and for several years 1
have had no occaison to use them for myself, but I am constantly recommending
them to others.”
Mrs. De Longlivesat Xo. lilO West BroadHer experiway, Council Bluffs, Iowa.
ence with Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills establishes the fact that improvement begins
very quickly and that a cure once accomplished is thorough. This is due to the
wonderful change whicfl these pills effect
in the blood. They really make new blood
and cure not only rheumatism, but all disorders of the blood or nerves. They are
sold by all druggists.
MAP OK CHERRYFIELD

QUADRANGLE.

The United States Geological Survey
has recently published a topographic
map of a portion of eastern Maine,
comprising an area of about 215 square

miles, called the Cherryiield quadrangle.

The map shows all or parts of the townships of Cherryiield, Milbridge, Har-

Suction

The
Master of Pleasant Valley
Grange, now known as the original
and only “Rube,” has received a good
many words of praise on account of
the bustling be does when there
happens to be “something doing” in grange
work. Such praise is well merited and
bis work is fully appreciated by all,
though all have not the power to express their appreciation in words. On
one occasion when the master was absent (such occasions are extremely
rare,) a fellow granger delivered a
glowing tribute to his energy and enthusiasm, which was endorsed by all
present. One of Reuben's particular
admirers—a lady, of course—was not
fully satisfied with that; she wanted
Reuben to know just how much they
think of him.
What is more, she
wanted to know that he knew it, and
she also wanted him to know that she
knew that he knew it. So the other
night, during the lecturer’s program,
she walked out to the piano, and this is
what she sang to him:

conceal;

Hut with confidence sublime
We will beat them every time,
When Reuben puts his shoulder to the
wheel.
You don’t know Reuben?
Oh, where have you been ?
For such neglect I think you're very
much to blame.
There’s none above him,
And we all love him.
And he’s a little peach-er-i-na all the

feel;

“hayseed” Granger,
Hut you're a little peacli-er-i-na just the
same.

The

lady, having thus eased her
mind, was satisfied; the audience was
hilarious, and Reuben blushed celestial
rosy red, but lie bore his honors gracefully and it is said that lie now carries
a perpetual smile, on his face.
Long

In the

■

■

|
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|

man

t:-t

Kntertain the

riub.

Xov. ggnd. Iteputv

C. Wyman euterrs of the Quid Est
"Inc on Main street,
atlair was the outthe t^uid Esters,
M urn Host Smith’s at
d return, not long
the Quid Est club
istou’s most eharmiiid also that the suc! destrianism is but
one of their immunity to accomplish
ii

■

1

o

do.

surface of the State.
Shipbuilding is an industry pursued
at Milbridge. Here have been built in
recent years two-masted and threemasted schooners that are as large as
many of the old-time ships, and from
this "port seafaring men have ventured
forth to all parts of the world.
The topography for this map is the
work of the United States (’oast and
Geodetic Survey and Air. IV. II. Lovell
of the United States Geological Survey, acting iu co-operation with the
State of Maine. The map is sold for
live cents, and may be obtained from
the Director of the United States Geological Survey, Washington, 1). C.

CASTOTIIA.
The Kind You Have Always Bogt
Bears the

of several to
Esters a supper
posed task be successlienee last evening’s
de resistance of the
THE ISLESBORO LAND CASE.
and as one member
it. "it was just the Motion for a New Trial. Sanford of Shiloh
In*..
tempting little spread
>
lady.” The delicious
On a motion for new trial of the case
ved in a variety of
Alida B. Emery vs. Hama Perry, tried
"ays. Following’tlie in Waldo
county, at the January term,
iv was devoted to
gen- 1WM, o'i the
ground of newly discovered
v. Mr. and Mrs.
\Vy- evidence, Hon. L. M. Staples, repre-t happily their ability
and Hon. A. S. Littleess.
As a side diver- senting plaintiff,
field for defendant, spent Tuesday in
attraction, tlie one
tins
evidence
before Miss Lottie
taking
an
struggling vainly
commissioner and stenograodds of five to one. i.awry,
The
forenoon
session
was held in
pher.
knowledged his inabili- the Court house
library, and in the afthe young ladies at
ternoon a session was held at Owl’s
t was a late hour and
Head, where some of the witnesses re; arty of Thomaston’s
side. The case involves the settlement
1 passed into history.
of the boundaries of land on Seven
Hundred Acre Island, in Islesboro,
as

one

cl

■

HI) LAST WEEK.

Me., Nov.

22.
The
f'ersis A. Colwell
'day. Iler dimensions
it., breadth 35.2 ft,
>i

er

tonnage

is 44b.
i go in command of
i'-'h is rigged and in a
■'
ady for sea.
Civ
22. An unusual
'Ting was the use of a
to christen the fourK. Starr Jones, which
gross

Tuesday. The christIda Elliott, daughter

--

•Alders. The schooner
ied to load paving near
for New York, and
led by Capt. Arthur J.
naston. The dimensions
5feet; breadtli, 38.1
feet. The gross tonnet 788.80.
•N'ov. 22. The fourmast-

CldisOhE. Bullard, launclias

the 08th vessel built

Norwood & Co.

She

was

of one of her owners,
sl>encer, Mass. A conmu 0f f|ie
vegge^ which

'Tor
;lt
*■

"1

""0, is owned here, but

"v interest is held
by Masparties.
The christening
"npHitne by Mrs. Annie B.
11
Kton, Mass. The princiof the Bullard are;
ret beam, 42 feet;
depth,
will be commanded by
anlen, of Bayswater, N.J.
1*111.
•'

•isant and positive as De
"h' lliscr.-. De Witt’s Lit»<> mild and effective
nte ladies and weak
peonleaiisiuic effect, while
be"‘ ,iver
1

I

by

M^ody.

People are naturally supposed to he
interested in the happenings near their
homes. If one is not interested in his
lie is not

are even

|

training,

and the

Dr.

schools the athletic

made

more

compli-

cated than those in the colleges, in consequence of the youthfulness of the
pupils, the want of proper facilities for

inability

of the au-

thorities, especially in some of the public and private day schools, to furnish

proper supervision of the pupils or to
maintain any control of the exercises
outside of school hours.
So long as attendance at school is
compulsory, it is perfectly reasonable
that nothing should be done to interfere
with the natural growth of the chit-!

surroundings
likely
If you care
Now, it is absolutely necessary to !
interested in anything.
and
its
home
improve- have athletics in schools, but they must
nothing for your
be properly supervised—by instructors
ments. why live there?
In
The local paper tells you about tire who know what they are doing.
things most interesting to you. It schools where there are competitive
chronicles the births, deaths, marriages athletics the students should be taught
and neighborhood surroundings of your how to manage their own sports. Of
community. It tells about the contem- course mistakes may happen, but if
plated public improvements, the news each officer turns in a report at the end
of the shops and factories of the region of his term, and these reports are com—everything that goes to make up the pared, a splendid system can be established which would do much toward
sum total of your daily life. A property
owner who does not keep posted by
preventing these mistakes in the future.
To put a man in charge of physical
taking the local paper cheats himself.
home

to be

A citizen of any community who considers himself public spirited will justify his claim with difficulty unless he
is a suuscnuer.

The local happenings of

territory, including your home and its surroundings, are of greater interest to
any man than anytliing else on earth.
If not, they should be. This intelligence
is delivered to you through The Republican Journal. Can you afford to do
without it? As a citizen, a householder,
a property owner, a business man—your
duty to yourself demands that if you
are not already a subscriber, you should
subscribe for the local paper.
The local paper is a strong factor in
a

large

dren.

or any branch of sports conthe nature of which he knows
little or nothing, is a gross mistake, and
our school committees must realize this
It is practically the
sooner or later.
same as giving a teacher charge of
some foreign language class when his
own knowledge of the language is very
limited.
It would be a splendid idea to have
a committee control athletics in each
school, and this committee should be
made up of these graduates who figured
in athletics during their school career,
three undergraduates actively engaged
in athletics, and a member of the faculty
who understands the various branches
of athletics and is competent to proper-

be more moderate than last winter.—New
York Herald.
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COLUMBIA CONSERVE COMPANY.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Marcellus J. Dow,
BROOKS, MAINE.
On hucI after Oct. 10,1904, trains connecting
at Burnham aud Waterville with
through train*
for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland ant

quickly.

and does much towards the prosperity
and enterprise of the community. The ly supervise them.
The demand for competitive athletics
local paper contributes a greater proportion of charity than any other local in this country is exceptional, and the
enterprise. Church notices, free an- school committees will soou be forced
which was purchased by plaintiff with nouncements of the numerous social to secure competent instructors to look
the purpose of erecting a summer resi- and other events whose object is for after the welfare of the students. Undence there. Defendant claims the title the purpose of doing some good and a less these instructors are engaged and
to a part of the land, which includes thousand other articles swell the total. have direct control, athletics will be a
the very site of the house that plaintiff Remember the local paperalways keeps failure in the schools. With competent
in charge, I predict a great
proposed to build, and suit was brought you in touch with the things that inter- supervisors
advancement and distinct success.—I).
to determine the rights of the parties est you and your family most.
A. Sargent, in the Boston Globe.
;
and the boundaries of their estates.
We understand that Mr. Perry is de- MAINE MAYFLOWER DESCENDANTS.
FOR
ROOSEVELT.
fendant only as warrantor, having sold
his island property to Bev. Mr. SanThe annual meeting of the Society of
ford of Shiloh, the “Holy Ghost and the Maytiower Descendants in the State Proposal that Klectoral Vote of the South
he Given Ilim.
Us” prophet, who relies on the Lord to of Maine was held last week in the
guide him in the management of all his Lithgow Library at Augusta. It was
[Special Despatch to the Ifoston Herald,]
affairs, hut prudently retains able coun- the 2Sth anniversary of the signing of
Atlanta, Ga., Nov. 22, 1904. A disel when he gets into the courts. The the compact in the cabin of the
May- rect proposition lias been made, in good
case was tried at the January term,
flower, previous to landing upon Ply- faith, and is
receiving the support of
1904, of the Waldo County Supreme mouth Rock in 1020. This society is
many Democrats of influence, that tire
court, when a verdict for defendant composed of those who are able to electors
of all the Southern States cast
was rendered, and the case went to tire trace their lineal descent from a PilLaw court on exceptions and motion grim of the Mayflower, and her first their vote in the electoral college for
President
Roosevelt.
for new trial. The motion on which voyage to Plymouth. The Maine sociJulius Brown, son of Jos. M. Brown,
the new evidence was taken out, was ety was organized in 1901 with
twenty Georgia’s famous war Governor, who
made subsequently.-Kockland Opinion. charter members.
The society now afterward was United States
Senator,
numbers 34, a gain of eight during the lias issued an
appeal to the Democrats,
No More Suffering.
past year with quite a number of ap- in which he says
that President RooseIf you are troubled with indigestion get plicants now perfecting their pedigree velt has been
unjustly attacked on the
The
a bottle of Kodol
is
in
a
flourpapers.
Cure
society
very
aud
Dyspepsia
see
negro question, misrepresented in relahow quickly it will cure you. George A
ishing condition and is about to issue tion to the government
of the PhilipThomson of Spencer, la., says: “Have had its first
roll book giving
membership
Dyspepsia for twenty years. My case was name and Mayflower ancestry of each pines and his position misstated on
other
theu
he says:
almost hopeless.
public questions;
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure member.
“Now I honestly believe, as a Demowas recommended and I used a few bottles
The
offiers
were
elected for crat, that the best
following
of it and it is the only' thing that has retiling for us and for
lieved me. Would not be without it. Have the ensuing year: Governor, Hon. Arch- the South to do is to induce
Judge Pardoctored with local physicians and also at ie Lee Talbot, Lewiston; deputy gov- ker and the
Democratic national comChicago, and even went to Norway with ernor, Capt. Henry Nathaniel Fair- mittee to
request the Southern electors
hopes of getting some relief, but Kodol Dys- banks, Bangor; captain, Hon. Elliott to cast
their votes for Roosevelt and
pepsia Cure is the only remedy that has W. Wood, Winthrop; secretary, Fredmake
his election unanimous. He is a
done me any good, and 1 heartily recomerick Sturdivant Vaill, Portlaud; hismend it. Every person suffering with Indigood man, half Southern, and we of the
gestion or Dyspepsia should use it.” Sold torian, Philip Foster Turner, Portland; South ought to be able to trust him.”
surgeon, Elisha Hopkins, Jr., M. D.,
by K. H. Moody.
Searsport; assistants, Hon. Willis Ellis
A CARD.
A Cheerful Prediction.
Parsons, Foxcroft; Mrs. Emma Huntft e, the undersigned, do hereby agree to
ington Nason, Augusta; Roscoe ClinFrom present indications the last decade ton Reynolds,
Lewiston; and Roswell refund the money on a 50-cent bottle of
of November this year will not he so abnor- Farnum
Greene’s Warranted Syrup of Tar if it fails
Doten, Portland.
mally boreal and bitter as it was in 1!KB,
to cure your cough or cold.
We also guarand the succeeding winter now promises to
antee a 25-cent bottle to prove
•

k

Why You Should Subscribe for The Republican Journal.
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Cream Balm is placed Into the nostrils, spreads
the membrane and is absorbed. Relief is immediate and a cure follows. It is not drying—does
not produce sneezing. Large Size, 50 cents at Druggists or by mail; Trial Size, 10 cents by mail.
ELY BROTHERS, 56 Warren Street, New York.
over

ATHLETICS.
Says

new

delicious flavor of

the diseased membrane.
It cures catarrh and drives
away a cold in the head

Boston, will

run as

DRY and FANCY GOODS,
MILLINERY DEPARTMENT
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And your petitioners further lepresent that
said John F. Libby is insolvent, and that within
four months next preceding the date of this petition, the said John F. Libby committed an act
of bankruptcy, in that he did heretofore, to wit,
on the 21st day of October. A. D. 1904, in writing
by him signed admit that he was unable to pay
his debts and was willing to be adjudged bankrupt on that ground.
Wherefore your petitioners pray that service of
this petition, with a
subpoena, may be made
upon John F. Libby, a* provided in the acts of
to
Congress relating
bankruptcy, and that lie
may be adjudged by the Court to be a bankrupt
within tile purview of said acts.
MRS. ANNIE RITCHIE.
SWAN & SIBLEY CO
JOHN R. DUNTON.
R. W. Rogers, Attorney for Petitioners.
of
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We sell SHIRT WAISTS and
DRESS SKIRTS.

»*THEH

District Court of the United States for the District of Maine:
The petition of Mrs. Annie Ritchie of Winterport, County of Wa'do, and State of Maine, and
Swan & Sibley Co. of Belfast, Waldo Co Maine,
and John R. Dunton of Belfast, Waldo Countv.
Maine, respectfully shows:
That John F. Libby of Prospect, Comity of
Wa'do, and State of Maine, has for the greater
portion of six months next preceding the date of
tiling this petition, resided at Prospect, in the
County of Waldo, and State and District aforesaid, and owes debts to the amount of Si,non.
That the number of all the creditors of said
John F. Libby is more than twelve.
That your petitioners aie creditors of said John
F. Libby, having provable claims amounting in
the aggregate in excess of securities held by
them, to the sum of $500. That the nature and
amount of your petitioners’ claims are as follows:
Notes in favor of Mrs. Annie Ritchie, $623, and
interest.
Account in favor of Swan & Sibley Co., $15 60.
Account in favor of John R. Dunton, $9.25.

United States

0 08
10 55
yl7
10 20
y 25 til 35
y40 |12 12
ty 50 rn 30
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K'05
105
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?5 00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickers to all points West and Nortl
wesr. via all routes, for sale hv L. W. Georgf
Agent, Belfast.
GEO. F. EVANS.
Vice President and General Manager,
F. E. Boothby. Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.

District of Maine, ss.
In the United State* District Court in and for
said District In the matter ot John F. Libby No.
109 In. In Bankruptcy, creditors’ petition.
To tiie Honorable Clarence Hale, Judge of the
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United States
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Ely’s fream Balm

headway.

Secure

Our

process retains the

cleanses, soothes and heals

the woods before he could check his

SCHOOL

in color

should be cleanliness.

Primr him Tloivn

Mr. Andrews was quick to reload his
rifle, and as the moose returned to
charge lie tired again and the moose
toppled over with a crash.
An examination showed that six of
the first seven shots had taken effect,
but had not reached a vital spot.

flavor.

pure

<*>

his lumber camps, after a
hairbreadth escape from death by the
horns and hoofs of the infuriated monster.
Mr. Andrews was out after deer and
was stalking a herd of five when the
moose appeared about 40 rods off coming down the wind in the direction of i
the hunter. Mr. Andrews waited until
the range was less than 20 rods and
fired. The moose hardly paused, but
kept on and as fast as he could pump
his repeater Mr. Andrews fired six
more shots that failed to stop the
moose, which came on bellowing and
frothing at the mouth.
The hunter’s rifle was empty, and be-'
fore he could reload the moose was
upon him. There was no means of escape and no person within call. Mr.
Andrws is an old hunter and, keeping
his nerve, took his only chance, and
just as the moose lowered his head lie
made a quick dive to one side and almost under the hoofs of the big beast.
As the moose passed over him he felt
his hot breath, the huge hoofs clacked
a few inches from his head, and clots
of blood fell upon the hunter’s face.
The moose was coming with such a
tremendous force that he overran into

Yet we never can forget
The examnle Reuben ser.
Ami t-lie way lie put. his shoulder to the
wheel.
Oil, Reuben yon may
He called a “blue jay,"
Hut you’re no “Rube,” though surely
Reuben is your name;
Anil wliat seems stranger,

a

product

tomato

and

is

Catsup,”

In all its stages there

moose near

All the women say “Good gracious!”
All the children cry, “Oh, gee!"
At the pile of mammoth squashes
Which they all crowd up to see,
While the biggest one among them
Hears the legend “B. S. T.”
When Reuben puts his shoulder to the
wheel.
It must really be confessed,
Though we’ve done our very best.
And though very proud and dignified

orcd

Nasal

Bangok, Me., Nov. 2.°.. George Andrews, a lumberman of Topsfleld, on
Wednesday killed a 1100-pound bull

v»

FIXIN’S.

(<>

Columbia, “The Uncol-

hour trial today the cruiser made 22.43
knots, with a coal consumption of 2.2
pounds per horsepower per hour.

iioo-POUND BULL MOOSE.

AN

It Talroa ftovon Rnllutd

same.

rington, Steuben, Columbia, Columbia
membership cou- Falls, Addison, and De Blois, The
i-sied in shipping, principal villages are Cherryiield, Milarried on its rolls bridge, Harrington, Steuben, Epping
shipmasters and ex- and Wyman. The Xarraguagus, Har- may he wave!—Rockland Courier-Garington and Pleasant rivers, with the zette.
mti.v ever knew.
Uuiiimerce at one bays of the same names, are conspiculieware of Couterfeits.
; through the sup- ous features mapped.
In the northern part of the quadThere are a few,
“DeWitt’s is the only genuine Witch Hathe Blueberry Barrens, zel Salve” writes
d these cannot yet rangle are
L. Tucker of Centre,
Pineo Uidge, "which are Ala. “I have used it in 1113 family for Piles,
alue the merchant especially
and
Hums
for
Cuts
in the organization noted for their abundant crops of blueyears and can recomgreat port in helping berries. These berries are canned in mend it to be the best Salve 11 the market.
should keep it, as it is an iniml would be of the the factories at Cherryiield and Har- Every family
valuable household remedy, and should alif the opportunity rington for export to all parts of the
ways be kept on hand for immediate use.”
Pineo ltidge was selected, Mrs. Samuel Gage of North
-king too much that country.
Hush, N. Y.,
iv
in its own way, half a century ago, by the United says: “1 had a fever sore on my ankle for
have the places we States Coast and Geodetic survey for twelve years that the doctors could not cure.
by ex-shipmasters the location of a base line for the devel- All salves and blood remedies proved worthnot walk for over two years.
authorities, tliere- opment of the triangulation for the less. 1 could
1 was persuaded to try DeWitt’s
ring class of fellow survey of the coast of Maine. This Finally
Witch Hazel Salve, which has completely
are not wholly for- line, which is 5 2-5 miles long, is marked
cured me. It is a wonderful relief.” Det one commercial or- by a monument at each end.
Witt’s Witch Hazel Salve cures without
Just north of Pineo Hidge lies Pleas- leaving a scar. Sold by R. II. Moody.
their forefathers esant River bog, a swamp several miles
long, one of the numerous bogs, beds
THE LOCAL PAPER.
of ancient lakes, which now dot the
ALL THE

Dredge Hu at Lut Left Portland
for the far South.

and made for the entrance of the harbor. She this time went out and did
not at all turn back. She was gone for
good. The government employe was
still aboard. It was planned to leave
at that time so that at daylight the
steamer could be off the Boston lightship, and the compass adjuster could
be placed aboard her and from there
make his way back to Boston by boat.
The Key West will probably stop at
Baltimore for a day or two and then
proceed directly to her destination,
where she will go into service in removing the many sand banks of the region.
—Portland Press, Nov. 24th.

When the frost is on the meadow
And the fields are turning brown,
When the summer flowers have faded,
And the leaves come drifting down,
When the stately maple greets us
With its gleaming scarlet gown,
When Reuben puts his shoulder to the
wheel
There’s a buzzing in the air;
Everybody’s at the fair;
While the city chumps their envy can’t

A

Barrels.

Superintendent B. C. Perry of the
Rockland-Rockport Lime Company is
an experiment, which if successThe U. S. government suction dredge trying
ful will be the means of saving a conKey West has at last left the port Anal- siderable sum to the company. The
ly and is now on her way to her destina- plan proposed is the using for a second
tion, the city after which she was time the barrels in which the lime is
named. She has been in and out of the
shipped. These barrels can be brought
port seven times,and everybody thought back practically without cost from New
the
for
she was about to make
South, York, as there is
of room
but she did not leave, and it was only for thorn on thealways plenty
barges of the comthat
she
afternoon
late
very
Tuesday
whether they are light or loaded
did point toward the warmer clime and pany,
with coal. Barge number five of the
go.
lime company brought back about 3,50C
Tuesday a government mechanician of these lime barrels the first of the
arrived in the city to adjust the comweek.—Rockland Star.
passes of the dredge. She was taken
outside the harbor in the afternoon,
The Pennsylvania Beats the Record.
and the thought was expressed by many,
that she had, perhaps, met with some
Boston, November 23. The armored
accident to her engines. But there was
cruiser Pennsylvania in her official trip
none.
The compasses were adjusted
and then the steamer came back to the today made the highest speed with the
smallest expenditure of fuel of any
Portland Co.
At 6 o’clock she again steamed up cruiser in her class. The contract called for 22 knots an hour and in her four

“When Reuben Puts Hla Shoulder to the
Wheel.”

we

Reusing Lime

KEY WEST HAS GOHE.

A BUSTLING W. X.

BANCOR

REDUCTION IN FARES.
JOBBERS

Groceries.
IMPORTERS OF

-

Dealers in the finest

j

SALT.

*

■

**

ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

3, 35, 37 Front St.,

upon arrival of steamer from Boston.
HKTlIiNINO
From Boston Mondays. Tuesdays. Thursdays
and Fi idays at 5 r. m.
From Bangor via way-l.-numg-.. Mondays, Wednesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 1; a. m.
All freight, except live *toek. via steamers of
this company is insured against -in*
.i marine
risk.

or

^^0211

Blacksmith

Steamers leave Belfast, weather permitting, for
Boston, via Camden and Rock‘and. at about g.30
M., Mondays.W ednesday>. Thursdays and Saturdays.
For Bangor via way-landings. Tuesdays. Wednesdays. Fridays and Saturdays, at about i \ >i..
I’

quality of

Anthracite and

:

Belfast, Maine

FRED W. ROTE, Agent.Belfast.
CALVIN AUSTIN,
Vice President and Hen'I Manager, Boston.

TELEPHONE 4

of

F. S. HOLHES,

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

Main e,
WA LDO.

N T V OF

Mrs Annie Ritchie, Swan & Sibley Co., and
John R. Dunton, being three of the petitionerabove named, do hereby make solemn oath that
the statements contained in the loregoing petition, subscribed bv them, are true.
MRS. ANNIE RITCHIE
SWAN & SIKLEYCO.,
JOHN R. DUNTON,

STEAMKK PKMAQU1D
IN

SERVICE

Real

PENOBSCOT BAY AND

Daily, Sundays excepted and weather
permuting, as follows:
Leave Bucksport, 7.55 a. m., or after arrival of
train leaving Bangor at 6.50 a. m.
ARTHUR RITCHIE,
Leave Castine, *0.00 a. m.
Public.
Leave Belfast, 10.10 a. m., or after arrival of
Notary
train due in Belfast at 10.05 a. m.
SUBPOENA TO ALLEGED BANKRUPT,
Leave Camden, 11.30 a. m.
Arrive Dockland, tl2.15 p. m.
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
L»»ave Rockland, 1.00 p. m.
DISTRICT OF MAINE.
Leave Camden, 1.35 p. m.
To John F. Libby of Prospect, in said district
Leave Belfast, 3.15 p. in., connection being made
Greeting:
at Belfast with train leaving at 3.20 p. m.
For certain causes offered before the District
Leave Castine, 4.10 p. m.
Court of the United Siates of America, withir
Arrive Bucksport, 5.30 p. m., connecting with
and for the District of Maine, as a court of bank
train leaving at 6.10 p. m. for Bangor, Portland
ruptcy, we command and strictly enjoin you, lay ! and Boston.
ing all other matters aside and notwithstanding ! * Passengers can take train leav ing Belfast at
1.25 p. m. for Portland and Boston.
any excuse, that you personally appear befort
our said District Court, to be holden at Portland
tTrain leaves Rocklai d at 140 p. 111. for Bath,
in said district, on the 12th day of December. A.
Lewiston, Augusta, Portland and Boston,
D 1904, at 10 a. m., to answer to a petition filed i
F. E. BOOTHBY. Gen’l Pass. & Ticket Agent
GEO. i. EVANS, Vice Pres. & Gen’l Manager
by Mrs. Annie Ritchie, Swan & Sibley Co., and !
John R. Dunton in jur said court, praying that |
Portland, Nov. 21,1904.—tf46
you may be adjudged a bankrupt; and to dc
further and receive that which our said District
Court shall consi er in this behalf. And this yoi
are in no wise to omit, under the pains and penalties of what may befall thereon.
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale, Jtidgr
Than imauining it is economy to
tbe cheap*
of said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland,
this 19th day of November, a. D. 1904.
j e»t Harness ami Saddierv (roods, because tlie
low.
seems
price
JAMES E HKWfcY, Clerk.
THKSHODDY
ORDER OF COURT.
CHAKACTKIt
In the District Court of the United States foi
OF
CIIKAP
GOODS
the Distiict of Maine. In the matter of John F
in
all
and
Takes
Libby,
away
bankruptcy.
apparent saving
always conWhereas, a petition was on the ninth day ol duces to dissatisfaction.
November, ln04, filed herein for an adjudication
We make a special point on tbe character of
of bankruptcy against John F. Libby of ProsWc positively deal ;npMH|sof reliable
pect, and a subpoena and order to show cause our good*
and A
material.
workmanship
issued
and
same
been
returned
l>\
having
having
the Marshal of Ibis District showing that p -isoii
THK LOWEST /KICKS consistent with I
al service cannot be made upon him therein; now
high standard of excellence always obtained it
on motion of R. W. Rogers. Attorney for said p*
our place
Me earnestly invite inspection of
litioneis. It is ordered:
goods aid
That service of such petition and a subpoena prices
47
We positively mean to do tbe best we ran by
thereon be made by publishing this order togeth- |
er with said petition and subpoena, in The Repubour patrons.
Very truly.
lican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast,
in said District, once a week for two successive ! C. E STEVENS,
125 Main St.
weeks, the last publication to bo on the first day
of December, 19U4.
s .notice,
n.e »uh«
her
Witness tlie Honorable Clarence Ilale, Judge
hereby gives notice that he has been duly apof said Court and the seal thereof, at Portland, in
administrator of the estate of
pointed
said District, tins 19th day of November, A. D.
ANDREW L. CARVER, late of Searsport.
1904.
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
JAMES E. HEWEY.
h.
bonds
as tbe law directs.
All Iversons having de
Clerk.
mauds against the estate of said deceased are de
A true copy of petition, subpoena, and order ol
sired to present tbe same for settlement, and all
Court.
indebted thereto are requested to make pa\ment
2W47Attest: JAMES E HEWEY.
immediately.
<> EORGE A. CARVER.
Searsport. Nov. 9,1904 —47
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nice

3

places

1

(Many

with worms. A
A few doses of

Dr. True’s Elixir

|

I

will expel wonnsif they exist, and prove a valu- ri
able tonic if there areno worm-. S&cutdruicn.u I
PH. J. F. TRUE A- CO- Auburn, Me.

ment

Second-hand goods

of every
ion. F u

immediately.

Frankfort,

i turc,
carpets,
stoves, e.to. Antique furniture a

mm

ARP.IE E.

9, 19<’4.— 47

THOMPSON.

r n

FOR RENT.

betiding,

*—

Nov.

descrip-

specialty. If you
have anything to

sell dir.p me a postal card and
you will receive
a prompt call.
WALTER H. COO »BS,
Corner Cross and Federal St., Belfast
ly52

The northerly half of the Ham-Condoh house,
situated aft the junction of
High and Church
streets

on

Northport

avenue.

For terms applv

MWABT SAVINGS BAMK.

I.
.C
Belfast,
September 13,

1904.—37tf

street,

Street,

Pearl

1

*•

Bradbury Street,

4

East Side.

3

at

Upper Bridge,

And stores and shops in the city. Also’shore
property and cottage lots ut all prices. I htvo
some that can b*» bought on tin* installment plan.
Why pay rent when yon can soon own your own
home. Come in and let is talk it over.
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Administrator

rluldren are troubled
for something else.
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treated
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Cedar Street,
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on

Union Str< et,
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NO GREAT!R
MISTAKE CAN BE MAGE

NOTICE. The subscril er
hereby gives notice that she has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
AL1IERT THOMPSON, late of Frankfort,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs
AH |>ersoii8 having de
mauds against tbe estate ol said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto aie requested to make pay-

places

2

buy

Worms?

Agent,

Has farms at all prices, and city property of all kinds and all prices.’

RIVER

Petitioners.

!

Estate

ON

Subscribed and sw«*rn to before me
this 8th day of November.
D. 1904.

and

$2 25
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Grain, Feed, Feeds,

America,
State
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BELFAST TO BOSTON

Matvv
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Stocks

Today
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Si*
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PREMIUnSl

Dining Chair* and niVEM
fa,VEW
Large Arm Itorker
with $10 assortment of our Soaps,
Extracts. Spires, Tea. Coffee,
Cocoa, Toilet Goods and Standard groceries. ( a alogue ol
200 OTHER PREMIUMS.
HOME SUPPLY CO.,
Dept. 4, Augusta, Me.

A GOOD BARGAIN.
A good chance for a working man to
buy a nice
6-room house on nay View street, on the installplan. Let your rent go toward paying for
the house and in a short time own your home.
This is a line place in good repair.
Handy to
town. Come in and talk it over.
F. S.:H0LMES,
33tf
Real Estate Ageut, Belfast.

ment
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Correspondence.

County
SEARSPORT

Capt. Daniel Goodell left Monday for Boston.

Miss Lawrence left by train Monday for

Exeter, X. II.
Mr. George Dakin of Boston spent Thanksgiving in town.
Seh. Clara Rogers is in with coal for the
Searsport Coal Co.
Mrs. E. L. Savery is visiting friends in
Belfast for a few days.
Mr. Fletcher of Boston is visiting his
sister, Mrs. \V. N. AVest.
Mrs. E. D. Colcord returned Monday
from a visit in Bueksport.
Mr. Ralph Whartf is the guest of Rev.
and Mrs.

f.

II. W. Whartf.

Mrs. Esther M. Griffin is the guest of Mrs.
G. A. Robertson in Augusta.
Mrs. Fred Smith entertained the Five
Hundred Club Monday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sprattof Bar Harbor
left by boat Saturday morning.
Capt. Andrew I. Pendleton has bought
Miss Abbie Bailey’s house at Park.
er

Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Bailey left by steamMonday for a short visit in Boston.

Miss Edith and Mr. Thomas Williams
have returned to Freedom Academy.

Ralph Whittier of Bangor is the guest of
her aunt, Mrs. Hannah T. Pendleton.
Miss Lewene Nichols is visiting her annt,
Mrs. W. 1’. Putnam, in Roxbury, Mass.
Pathfinder, Capt. das. B. Parse, arrived in Boston Saturday from Norfolk.
The Ladies’ Reading Club will meet with
Mrs. A J. Nickerson Friday afternoon.
stnir.

Mr and Mrs. Ed. Nickerson and son
( lint of Portland were in town last week.
Hun. A

E. Nickerson loaded Seh. Flora

Rogers last week with hay for Bar Harbor.
a

Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Nickerson entertained
large family dinner party Thanksgiving

day.
(. H. Monroe and W. E. Grinnell left for
Boston by train Monday for a short business

trip.
The Belfast baker has discontinued his
uyer

trips.

aim

UICUI

u

aie

uaimuiiK

Ilia

bread.
Mrs. .Josie Webber was called to Boston

Tuesday by the illness of her sister, Mrs.
Woods.

Mrs. G. W. Hieliborn aud daughter Emma
spent Thanksgiving with friends in Stockton
Springs.
Sell. Kiltie Lawry has chartered to bring

cargo of lime from Rockland for l’ike &
Grinnell.
a

M ss Ethel Brown returned Monday from
visit with her mother, Mrs. Annie Brown,
in Belfast.

a

Miss Ethel M. Dodge left by boat Monday for a visit with friends in Boston and
New York.
Cecil Boberts, who has been the guest of
Mr. aud Mrs. Thomas Rich, has returned
Fail field.

to

Sch. R. W. Hopkins, Capt. G. W. Hichborn, arrived last Saturday at Brunswick,
Ga., from Boston.
The Givers and Cleaners will hold a sale
and entertainment in the Congl. vestry,
Tuesday evening, Dec. 13th.
Miss Harriette Webber was in Belfast
last week, the guest <>f her uuele and aunt,
Mr. and Mrs. .Jesse Webber.
Arthur Colson, who is employed in Ban.spent Thanksgiving with ills parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Stanton Colson.

gor,

The town recently put a double cylinder
pump into the artesian well, corner of Main
street and Mt. Ephriam avenue.
Jackson of Everett, Mass., has
ught ;i beautifully situated cottage lot of
i;. Delano on the west shore.

Hi. A. A.
a
»

Bark Mabel I. Meyers, Capt. C. X.
Meyers, arrived at Buenos Ayres, Xov.
Aid, 7s days from Bridgewater, X. S.
Miss Nan and Lincoln Colcord, who
were at home for Thanksgiving, returned
to the University of Maine Saturday.
Mrs. Mary Crockett left by boat last week
ft r 1 <
"!!. where she will spend the winter
with I.•
daughter, Mrs. Walter Knight.
M >. i>. (). .'sargent arrived by boat WedneMiay morning from a visit with her
daughter, Mrs. James B. Parse, in Jamaica
Plain, Mass.

given at the C. E. Social rooms Thursday
evening. Refreshments will be served. Admission 15 cents.

Mr. I. F. Burton, who has successfully
completed a ten weeks term of the Searsjiort High School, left for his home in Corinna, 1 uesday morning.

The union service, postponed from Thanksgiving on account of storm, was held at the
M. E. Church Sunday evening. Rev. C. W.
Wallace delivered the sermon.
Several members of the Chapter here accepted the invitation of Corinthian Royal
Arcli Chapter of Belfast, to witness work
in the;Royal Arch Degree, Monday night.
The monthly contribution for parish expenses will be taken at the Cong’l church
It is hoped the ofxt Sunday morning.
lerirg will .be liberal, that all bills may be
settled before the new year.
Miss Harriet I). Hicliborn will hold a
sale of pictures in Searsport—colored photographs, hand painted—on or near the
middle of December. The exact date and
place of sale will be given later.
List of unclaimed letters at Searsport
post-office: Mrs. Helen Abbott, Mrs. Susan
\V. Butler, Harold G. Collins,Chas. E. Hussey, Russell F. Lund, Miss II. N. Pendleton,
Miss Lucy M. Pease, Capt. R. A. Sinclair.
Sch. Kentucky, Mrs. Georgietta Webster.

*JjThe

Ladies’Aid of the M. E. Church have
decided upon Thursday, December 15tli, as
the date of their Christmas sale. Full details with regard to the event will be given
later. No pains will be spared in making
this one of the best the society has ever
held. Mrs. 1. II. W. Wharff will give a
free lesson in embroidery to all who buy
siiks which will be for sale.
NORTH SEARSPOKT ITEMS.

Dodge’s Corner, llarry P. Farnham
returned from Boston last week accompanied by Frank .1. McBarron, who he is entertaining at Geo. E. Chapin’s—Mr. Whitney of Newberg is in town buying apples.
....Eugene Nickerson and sister, Miss
Lettie, spent .Sunday in Samlypoint—II.
B. Fernald, oldest son of C. O. Fernald, is
one of the proprietors of the ‘Koyal Lunch’
a; 1108 Broadway, Chelsea. His many friends
wisli him success.
SWANVILLE CENTER.

Mrs. Waldren has fully recovered from
her accident—Alex, fleeter of Koekport
has moved into the Levi Roberts house_
The many friends of Miss Mary Cunningham w ill be saddened to learn that sire is
very low—Mrs. Reals, Mr. Kneeland and
Miss McKeen took their Thanksgiving dinner with E. C. West and wife of Monroe....
Fred Curtis and Ernest Maddocks are about
to finish threshing for this fall_Gilbert
Morrill of Brooks took bis Thanksgiving dinner with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. John
Morrill. His wife was unable to accompany
him having met with an accident in which
her face was quite badly scalded—Mr.
and Mrs. Ephraim Littlefield, Mr. and Mrs.
Joshua Littlefield and Mr. and Mrs. Harrison Cunningham took dinner with Mr.
and Mrs. Joshua Littlefield of Waldo,
Thanksgiving_E. A. Robertson and H.
I’. White are cutting cord wood on the west
side of Toddy pond for the Belfast Fuel
aud Hay Co_Edwin Curtis of Monroe is
getting subscribers for the Blaisdell corn
factory in Winterport. He cleared over
Charles
8*10 per acre for his corn last year
Curtis is building a horse sled for Harvard
Moore_David Moody aud wife, E. A.
Robertson aud wife, Albert Moody and
wife and II. P. White spent Thanksgiving
with Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Clements in North
Searsport_Miss Louisa Robertson of
Frankfort is visiting her uncle, E. A. Rob—

ertson.

Work on tlie new dam has been suspended for the winter but will be resumed in
the spring. It is about half completed now
and will he strong and durable when finished. It will be built entirely of stone and is
laid six feet be'nw the bed of the river—
Mrs. Albert Peirce left Saturday for New
York, where she will join Madame Peirce
and her son, Hayward, and they will all
proceed to Altadena, Cal.At a recent
meeting of the Ladies’ Aid quite a little
sum was realized towards paying for the
After the usual bountiful supnew organ.
per a short program of songs and recitations was carried out—A large deer was
recently shot by Allie McCambridge near
this village_The new mail route which
began Nov. 15th, is an improvement on the
old order of things.The dance in the
Pythian hall Wednesday evening drew a
large crowd and all report a very pleasant
time_Many of our young people attended
the play and dance at Winterport- Thanksgiving and report agrandtime—The stone
business remains the same at Mount Waldo
only a few men are employed.Miss
Hattie Kdminster of Belfast is visiting
friends in town
The schools at the village and at Mt. Waldo closed Wednesday.
—
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MARINE MISCELLANY.

Newport News, Nov. 25. The ocean tug
Covington sailed yesterday for Bermuda
to tow the American ship W. F. Babcock to

or an

alkali remaining.
The cream of tartar

m~v

Rio Janeiro, Oct. 31. In port ship Roanoke, Amsbury, New York for Sydney and
Melbourn, in distress.
Demerara, Nov. 25. Arrived, schr. Wellfleet, Rutledge, Jacksonville.
Iquique, Oct. 22. In sch. Daylight, Nickerson, for Hampton Roads.
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shoPs var>r Sreatlyin strength, so that
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after

but

a

chemist

analysis can use

them in the proper proportions to obtain a neutral result. A little too much cream of tartar,
and there is

an

Hon. Charles J. Phelps of Schnyler, Neb.,
here the first of last week taking dep-

was

ositions for the heirs of the late Charles
Sherman, who willed his property to his
brother-in-law, Joseph M. Simmons_0.
W. Currin has returned from a visit to his
brother in Ilartland. He bought a horse of
his brother.The Newbert Brothers,
Charles and William, shot three deer in
West Appleton, Monday—U. S. Gushee is
buying and shipping apples— Elden flyer,
who lias had a tine run of work as a blacksmith and jobber in the shop known as the
lluntou shop, has moved on to a small farm
near Burkettville.
There is a good opening
here for a man who is a good horse sheer
and jobber, and can build and repair heavy
wagons, sleds, etc—The Grange gave ah
entertainment Tuesday evening. A drama
was the principal event of the evening and
the young ladies who took the several
characters received much praise for the fine
rendition of then parts_Ben Keller was
at home from Brunswick Medical school for

Thanksgiving.
THOKN11IKE.

and

is

alkaline

or

soapy taste left.

compounded by expert

;

chemists

by analysis the quality of all
ingredients and admit none but the most highly
who determine
refined.

accordingly

The result of its work is

pure, sweet, wholesome food which can be eaten
without discomfort by those of most delicate

CO., NEW YORK.

BELMONT.

CENTRE DONTYIUE.

George L. Frye, one of j Mrs. Geo. Wilkins has been very sick for
several weeks, but at this writing she is a
our prominent farmers, noted an unexpected and decided drop in beef when the sleep- little better_Mr. and Mrs. Fred Fenwick
visited Mrs. Fenwick’s parents,
ers under his tie-up broke and landed his ( recently
Mr. and Mrs. Win. Jackson, in Montville.
stock in the cellar. Luckily none of them j _E. J. Hatch of
Liberty was in town rewere hurt_Mrs. Kate llannum is at home
The
cently and insured several farmers
from Massachusetts_Mrs. Clara Palmer j Fenwick Bros, have been
pressing hay in
is in poor health ...Mr. and Mrs. John My- I Morrill for Frank Currier.

Mrs.

K. S. Ward and family
passed Thanksgiving day with Mr. and
Mrs. Geo. I’. Ward, and Mr. and Mrs. V. N.
Higgins and son with Mr. and Mrs. S. F.
Files ill Unity—Miss Jennie Cox and
Fred Hamilton, who are attending Colby
College, Wateiville, passed a few days last
week with Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Cox_
Quite a family reunion was held at the
home of Mr. anti Mrs. Alfred Howard .Sunday. The guests were Mr. and Mrs. Ira
Howard of Montville, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Howard of Belfast, Mr. and Mrs. Peter
Harmon, and the Misses Ethel and Leila
Howard, Misses Edith and Liiiian Harmon
ami Master Howard Harmon, grandchildren
of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Howard_lion.
K. P. Bennett of Saugus, Mass., was the
guest of Boss C. Higgins Nov. 19th, 20th
and 21st.... Miss Holway passed several
days in Waterville last week_Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Jackson entertained Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Parsons and Mrs. Mary Ware
Thanksgiving day. ...Mr. and Mrs. A. B.
March and Mrs Emma Match were guests
Thanksgiving Day of Mr. and Mrs. A. W.
Waul, and Mrs. it. I’. Stantial and son Maynard, and Mrs. J. C. Whitney of Etnbden
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Keene.
Mr. and Mrs. B. t Higgins and family
passed Thanksgiving day with Mr. and
-Mrs. Charles Patterson, who made the annual family Thanksgiving. Eighteen were
present.
—

—

rick of Belfast visited friends in Knox and
this town last week-Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Whitten were at H. P. Downers recently
Milton Wentworth finished the piping last
week w hich supplies his house with running
water_Chas. Thompson and wife spent
Thanksgiving with his brother in East Knox
and Allen Goodwin and wife with Hattie
Clough in Liberty_George Edmunds lost
his pocket book recently. It contained a few
dollars_Allen Goodwin visited Palermo,
his native town, and old friends, Sunday
and Monday.
—

CLARK'S CORNER

(Prospect).
Miss Ada Clark left Nov. 14th to spend
the w inter with her aunt, Mrs. Metta EmerMiss Clark’s many
Colorado.
son, in
friends wish her a pleasant trip and an
enjoyable visit. Miss Clark has been one
of the teachers in the Clark Sunday school,
and her class and the other members of the
school will miss her very much.Miss
Edith Rogers of Frankfort closed a successMiss
ful term of school here recently.
Rogers is a popular and efficient teacher.
The last day exercises were interesting.
One novel idea was the concert recitation
of Tennyson’s “Sunset and Evening Star,”
followed by singing the same selection.
Another class gave a concert recitation of
the “Buele Song,” and there were several
recitations by pupils of the school. Miss
Agnes Ward of this town has commenced
tire winter term in this school. Miss Ward
taught this fail in Oriand with her usual
good success and her friends and former
pupils are glad to welcome her home. Miss
Hard graduated last June from the Eastern State
Normal School, Castine_Mr.
Charles Lindsey called on friends in Belfast.recently... .The railroad surveyors ale
at work in this town now-Messrs. Will
•Nhute and Edw in Curtis returned recently
from Lone Island, where they have had
employment in the granite quarries_Mr.
and Mrs. Mureli Clark are at Spruce Head,
where Mr. Clark has secured employment
for the winter-The Clark Sunday school
had a good attendance last Sunday. Mrs.
Everett Littlefield is the Superintendent.
_Mr. Wilbur Staples of Stockton Springs
visited friends here recently_Mrs. Melvin Clark is recovering from her serious
illness.
rnun ir.i/i.

Titov.

We have had sleighing for several days
ami it seems quite wintry for November.
Farmers are now looking after their supply
of wood for another year—Miss Iiosanna
Gilkey is quite ill with pneumonia and
doubts are entertained of her recovery_
Mr. and Mrs. George Townsend of Sherman
spent '1 lianksgiving with Mrs. Townsend’s
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Bagley_Mr.
and Mrs. Timothy Hawes spent Thanksgiving in Pittsfield, guests of Mr. and Mrs.
K. E. Bagley-Sir Elmer Bagley went to
Dennysvtlle to spend Thanksgiving. It is
expected that when he returns lie will be

accompanied by

a

bride!.The Dorcas

Connor house is occupied by Sir. and Mrs.
Osborn Estes, who have rented it of R. E.
Stone for a season-Sir. and Mrs. Newel!
Bagley have closed their house for the winter and gone to reside with their niece, Mrs.
Enren Harding—Sliss Evie Slnore has returned to Campello, Mass., after spending
Iter vacation with her parents, Mr. and Sirs.
C. O. Moore....Fred and Helen Weymouth
are at home from the SI. C. I., Pittsfield,
.-pending their vacation with Dr, and Sirs.
SI. T. Dodge.Mr. Nelson Garcelon of
Kansas is visiting his brother, Hon. Lorenzo Garcelon.The Troy Corner
Reading
Club met with Sirs. SI. T. Dodge Friday
evening, Nov. 25th. The next meeting will
be with Mr. and Sirs. David Piper_Sirs.
Abby Kernald is spending a few weeks with
Mrs. E. E. Bagley in Pittsfield.... Sliss Auvena Siyrick has gone to Freedom, where
she will teach in the commercial department of Freedom Academy.
MONROE.

Franklin Chase went to Baring, Me., last
to attend the funeral of his cousin,
Granville Chase—Mrs. Charles Johnson
has recovered from her recent illness so as
to be out again. Her mother, Mrs. Mudgett,
was with
her a week... The fortnightly
sociables at the Grange Hall are well attended— Mrs. Lizzie Stearns lias returned
from visits in Belfast and Vinalhaven, and
is going to Watertown, Mass., to spend the
winter with friends—Mrs. Lizzie Haskell
entertained the W. C. T. U. the last meeting. Refreshments were served and it
was a pleasant time—Rev. David Brackett
preached his farewell sermon here last
Sunday. Temperance Sunday was observed.
The people of Monroe regret his departure.
He has many friends here-The Monroe
Sunday school closed last Sunday for the
winter months.The winter term of
school has begun and is taught by Miss
Ethel Twombly-The High school is
having a vacation of two weeks—Capt.
Durham and wife visited her sister, Mrs.
Mrs.
Matthews, in Searsport last week
Susie II. Lyman entertained a Five Hundred Party, Saturday evening.
Some of
the company enjoyed a season of whist, after which a hot lunch was served, by Mrs.
Lyman and Miss Annie Colson of Camden,
consisting of Mexican egg, olives, coffee and
cake. The remainder of the evening was
spent socially with music and singing at a
seasonable hour the party dispersed with
many good wishes to their hostess_Mr.
F. L. Palmer has nearly completed the repairs on his house, which add greatly to its
appearance both inside and outside—Leander Staples will'close his harness shop
Dec. 5th and spend the winter in Joplin,
Mo., with a brother_Lester Simpson has
bought the store and stock at Nealley’s corner from Mrs. Wealthy Grant and has taken
possession. This is the store of the late E.
H. Nealley_Only one deer is known to
have been shot in town so far this season.
Mr. and
This was shot by Ralph Clark
Mrs. C. C. Moody are visiting relatives in
Ellsworth Falls.

Friday

—

—

The most interesting talk here just now
is about the railroad and what the result
will be. Some expect great things to happen,
that business will boom and everybody get
a lift when the railroad is built to the shore.
The history of the past witli our commerce
and vessel property is now almost gone
from the younger people. Right here, three
miles from salt water, our near neighbor
owned thirteen pieces of vessels and a saw
mill, and loaded the schooner Toronto
with lumber for San Francisco in the 50’s.
Mr.Eben Seavy shipped lumber, bark, spars,
coril wood and potatoes, and as many as 13
vessels have been known to be in the creek
at one time. A large amount of vessel property was owned in Prospect anil Stockton,
including ships, barks, brigs and small
schooners.
Rut times changed and they
have ibout all disappeared and the carryis
now
done
with vessels owned away
ing
and none of the little dividends come this
way, and our manufacturing business is
hardly anything. What is wanted is to get
back some of the palmy days of old. Rut
it will be better than nothing to see something in a great enterprise coming our way.
The people to be the most benefited along
the bay and river will be the farmers in the
long run. While I am about it 1 will get in
a little review of things in general.
Now
about the scheme of building roads with
part of the State money. Our town built a
short piece on the stage road through the
town aud on that stage road there are 85
people less than there were 40 years ago.
What would be better in the long run for
Prospect is for the State to buy out some of
Die residents where there are long loads to
their places and shorten up the roads.. The
towns generally have been satisfied with
their roads, aud if need be there are plenty
of teams and men to gravel roads in the
winter at a cheaper rate than in summer,
without making a State debt to pay. And
another thing will have to be done after
there is trouble enough, and that is the
automobiles will have to be kept off of the
roads.
In the rural towns more than
half of the driving is done by girls, boys
and women, and it is not the high-spirited
horses but the old
steady plugs
that tear around the worst sometimes.
There are many things the State can do that
will help the farming community more than
a short piece of good road, pel haps in the
farther end of the town, flood roads are
all right, but if the State has money to spare
a cold storage house and cheaper transportation for every town would make more use
for good roads. The farming business has
greatly improved. Years ago it was store
pay, in part at least, tor farm products; now
it is cash at the door for eggs at 30 cents per
dozen; lambs are taken at $4 apiece, wool,
and cattle tor beef, cord wood and lumber,
all are cash down. Years ago, before the
days of coal, we have hauled cord wood all
winter and given time, sometimes three
months, for wood, delivered at different
places in the village. Another reason why
good farming pays better along the bay and
river is that there are many farms where
the fences are down and the cow is tethered
out and the bushes have grown up and the
Besides the milk cart
owner works away.
comes along and no stock is kept and there
is nothing to make a good garden in some
places. Yet farmers are hampered in mauy
ways. A report gets around that crops are
great and last year potatoes were 50 cents a
bushel in Bangor and many were sold at
that price here, when later on they were
sold for twice 50 cents. This year they start
in at the same price and some great yields
are reported. About the largest piece of
potatoes in this section was 10 acres on
what was formerly the Doe farm, owned by
The sound
Air. Perkins of Sandypoint.
potatoes were 400 bushels; all the rest were
rotten.

WISTEltPOKT.

A Thanksgiving service was held at the
Methodist church Thursday afternoon, Rev.
Harry Hill preaching a fine sermon to a
Mrs. Annie Freeman
large congregation
Atwood is at home from Portland for a
brief stay_II. D. Simpson left Monday
for New York, where he will have employment. He w ill probably move his family
there later_Thursday evening the popular drama, “A Mountain Waif,” was presented at Union Hall under the auspices of
Mizpah Rebekah Lodge. The performance
was greatly enjoyed by a very large audience.
Following is the cast of characters:
Bill Mason,
Oscar Cole.
Joshua Treat.
Jack Wilber,
C. C. Moody.
Ralph Delmar,
W. B. Belches.
Parson Tibbs,
( has. Miles.
Sheriff Krants,
W. E. Parker.
Pat Hennessey,
Monte Miller,
Horace Kneeland.
Mrs. S. ('. Thompson.
Meg,
Mrs. C. C. Moody.
Holly Wilber,
Mrs. C. Ii. Lougee.
Mrs. Tibbs,
The entertainment was followed by a dance
and an oyster supper, and the financial
receipts were very good.
—

OF BELFAST.

AKKIVKli.

Racehorse, Weymouth;
Allendale, Bangor for Stoiiington.
Nov. 29.

Sells.

SAILED.

Nov. 30. Sells. Anna May, Vinalhaven;
Collins llowes, Jr.,Swan’s Island and Long
Island.
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seven cents per yard. Sp«,
w
*>Ol
price for one week only
B3F'*Scotch Damask is in v.

of Cost.

1

comm.-

450 Yards Scotch I'ahk

C?I inc Closed Out
U KC7
Regardless

*

lor

....

linens.

day

an-

week,

one

following extraordinary

will offer the

we

our regular $». as
patterns, line quality 1,
exceptionally

wide and an
one week only

now.

»

/

■,

g
1 Isabella Opossum, was $9.75, no.w.
6.78 One Dollar and Fifty u~ii
1 Isabella Opossum, was $11.00, now
.7.85 Table Damask for
1 Sable Opossum, was $12.00 now...
8.49
IV
$119
was

_

Isabella

PRICK' CURRENT.

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
Produce Market.

department we’ve

general verdict. What has m,
merely echoing
department pre-eminent ? Factors not a few—am- n

chor Nov. 25 at Portland broke windlass.
Schooner Mineola, from Perth Amboy for
Southwest Harbor, at this port, reports lost
port anchor while anchored at Huntington
Bay, L. 1., during heavy N. W. gale 12th
inst.
Hyannis, Mass., Nov. 28. Sell. AdeliaT.
Carleton, Vinalhaven for New York, ran
ashore on the flats on the west side of the
harbor last night, but was floated today
without injury.
Schooner Woodbury S.
Snow, Rockland for New York, ran ashore
on the east side of the harbor today, but
was
floated without injury.
Schooner
Mopang, Boston for Fall River, is here
leaking. Diver from Vineyard Haven has
been engaged to examine the vessel and
stop the leak.
BELFAST

I

the

24. flic bark Penobscot
McCaulder, from Rosario, with a
valuable cargo of wool "and hides, also
reached port yesterday after a severe passage. The Penobscot bad good weather at
the commencement of the voyage and made
a remarkably fast passage from
point Indi
goto cape Hatteras, covering the distance
in 37 d .ys. Like the Plymouth, she receiv
ed hard usage off the Massachusetts coast.
She was driven back three times aftei
reaching Cape Cod and was badly battered
before she finally succeeded in entering the
bay. .She lost and split several sails, but
no other damage of importance was received. The Penobscot br night in a cargo of
27.000 dry hides and 875 bales of wool.
Vineyard Haven, Mass., Nov. 27. Sch.

Price* Paid Producer.

Apples P bu.,
9.00@12.110
Hay p ton,
dried, p lb,
<»A
5ilides#ib,
2.25 Lamb p ft.
9
Beans, pea,
2.50 Lamb Skins,
50a75
medium,
3.00 Mutton # ft.
6a7
Yel’eyes,
20,a.22 Oats # bu., 32 ft,
Butter P ft,
40
beef, sides, p ft,
0^81 Potatoes p bu., 45@50
Beet fore quarters,
6 Bound Hog,
0
7.00
W@75 Straw p ton,
Barley # bu.,
Cheese P ft,
25d28
13$ Turkey p ft,
15 Tallow p ft,
Chicken p ft,
2a4
Calf Skins,per lb. 10@ll Veal p ft,
saio
Duck p ft.
I4al5iWool, unwashed, 18(223
Eggs p doz.,
4.oo®4.5l
35; Wood, hard,
Fowl p ft,
12! Wood, soft,
j.oo
161
Geese p ft.
40

Retail Price

SHIP NEWS
I'CHT

to navigation.
Vineyard Haven, Nov. '24. Sch. Marion E.
Rockliill, from Bangor for New York with
lumber, ran aground on Hedge Fence Shoals,
Vineyard Sound, last night during thick
weather; tug Fred E. Richards towed her
to this port this afternoon; the Roekhill is
leaking slightly. Sell. E. Arcularius arrived
here from New Bedford, having completed
repairs from being ashore at Tarpauiin
Cove: she will reload her cargo of coal,
lightered here, and proceed to Rockland,

Daylight, Nickerson, Stoniugton, Me.,
New London, reports when weighing

one

table damask, wherever else
there v, e excel. Nor is that

Papt.

digestion. The Ro57al saves labor to the housewife amounting to more than its cost.
ROYAL BAKING POWDER

If there’s

her destination.
Boston, Nov.

November 23d

A per,Eton.

Mr.

Royal

an

TlrcJ

Bargains

NO SUCH VARIETY ELSEWHERE.

menace

acid residuum. A little too much

soda, and there is

Luscious

Boston.
The Babcock sailed from Port
Townsend June 12th for Boston with a cargo of 625 spars, 300,000 feet of lumber and
300.000 shingles, and put into Bermuda Nov.
1!) with her cargo shifted and rudder broken.
Fernandina, Nov. 25. Captain Holden,
of schr. Florence Leland, reports Nov. 17,
in lat. 36 35, Ion. 71 22, lie sighted a four
masted schooner, apparently full of water
and w ith no signs of life aboard. He could
not read the name, being too far to windward.
jlayport, Fla Nov. 25. Captain Fossett, of
schr. John W. Dana, from New York,reports
in lat. 30 40, Ion. 77 20, he sighted bark Elmiranda, waterlogged and abandoned and
with lumber floating around her (before
reported.) He hoarded the bark and, not
deeming her worth attempting to save, set
fire, to the vessel, as she was a dangerous

SEAItSMONT.

M. 0. Wilson and Isaac Bartlett have
been drawn as Grand Jurors to the U. S.
Court in Portland, which sits Dec. 6th.
The friends of Miss Mary McCorrison are
glad to know she is recovering from her
serious
illness.The Ladies’
recent
Church Aid will hold its annual Christmas
sale of useful and fancy articles Dec. 15th.
Supper will be served from 6 to 8 p. m„
and ice cream will be for sale_Mrs. Ruth
Lamb of lloulton is spending the winter
with her daughter, Mrs. S. S. Beau....
There was a very enjoyable gathering at
the parsonage last Monday evening when
thirty friends of Rev. and Mrs. C. II.
The
Beebes surprised them by a visit.
evening was passed socially and in singing.
Mrs.
Homemade candies were served.
iieebee was presented with a nice fur boa.
.Mr. and Mrs. Emery Bracey of Brook1 in, Me., have been visiting at Mr. William
Bryant’s and Mr. John Lane’s.Samuel
Parsons recently moved to the George
Thompson place in North Searsmont.

JOHNSONS.!

FOREIGN PORTS.

In

_

FRANKFORT.

LOCALS.

Jonas (new), Thomaston for Philadelphia.
Carteret, N. J„ Nov. 27. Ar, sch. Eliza J.
Pendleton, Dodge, New York.

Opossum,

1 Isabella

Coon,

l Isabella

Opossum,

1 Black

Martin,

was

was

was

$15 00,

$13 75,
was

.9.98
now.g

$18 oo.

$15.00,

beautiful quality Linen, st-vm
weave and spl.-n.!,.

now.

now..

-•

One of Our Best

13.78 1

Is

Isabella Opossum, cluster scarf,
i. 10
was $6 50. now.t.IV
1 Natural opossum, cluster scarf,
m
/;
was $8.50, now. U.l"

MT'N apkins to match

Buy

dozen

below

Vd

j*

111.

K‘

-in,

(t(

,i

\

Values for
89
Kegularly
Kegularly $t.'.’5

25 dozen “Oneita” Fleeced Lined
Combination Suits $1.00 each
50

s are

!>v. r

—

in.•>!

Special Handkerchief

40 Dozen “Oneita,” Fleeced Lined
Combination ; uits 50c each.

90al.(!0
Beef,corned, p ft, 8@10 Lime p bbl.,
Butter Salt, 14 ft,
4@5
20|Oat Meal p ll.,
Corn p bu.,
3a4
75jOiiions p ft,
Cracked Coni, p m, 75.Oil Kerosene,gab, 15ai6
Corn Meal, p bu.
Pollock p b,
,.«5A
75,
< lieese, p ft,
id
15@10 Pork p ft.
Cotton Seed, p cwt., 1.55 Plaster p bbl.,
1.13
Codfish dr., p lb,
3
5@8iBye Meal p It.,
Cr.• libert ies, p q\,
io Shorts p cwt.,
1.30
( lover Seed,
» A
13al4|Sugar p lb,
40
Flour, p bbl., t;.75a7.50 Sait, T. I.,pbu.,
11. G. Seed p bu
1.90 Sweet Potatoes,
4
Lard, p il>,
ill Wheat Meal.
3^4

Bargains

Your Holida } !

These price

not mentioned here to he

closed out at tu:o~third$ original v(iluee=JtZ

Retail Market.

yd

very line Irish Linen L

a

wide, extra double finish :n
pattern only. Good value ,t
yard. Special price for one c
week
0 1

now.—

1

(By-Other furs

per

very fine

cent

nimbi

eent

ip..on>

Special Va'ues

;

m

><•■■■.

t
rj

in

!r

j

Nainsooks and Lon

extra

heavy Double
Fleeced Vests and Pants, in
sizes 4 to 9, at 50c each

j

^HOLIDAY TOW til
Ninety dozen .ust reemv
fringed and hemstitchi .1.

From Vi 1-2

BORN.

cts

.*■

AMERICAN PORTS.

New York, Nov. 22. Ar, sch. Harold B.
Cousins, Jacksonville via Savannah and
Brunswick ; in port*ship Aryan from Philadelphia; 24, ar, schs. Annie R. Lewis, Bangor; Harriet C. Whitehead, do; Norombega, do; Hattie M. Barbour, do; K. C.
Bates, do; Melissa A. Wiley, Swan’s Island,
Me.; 25, schs. Izctta, Bangor: YV. R. Perkins, do; L. A. Plummer, do; Charlotte T. I
Sibley, do; Charles II. Y’alentine, do; An-j
nie P. Chase, do; Thomas P. Garland, Long |
Cove; Carrie C. Miles, Black Island; cld, !
bark Mannie Swan, San Juan ; 2(i, ar, sells.
Lizzie It. Willey, Savannah; Sadie YVilcutt, |
South Amboy for Stoiiington; sld, sch. Carrie A. Bucknam, Wilmington, N. C.; 27, ar,
schs. Myronus, Virginia; Celia F., Bangor; I
28, ar, schs. Odell, Ilyannis for Port Johnson ; Pendleton Brothers, Charleston.
Boston, Nov. 23. Ar, bark Penobscot, Rosario; schs. Van Allens Boughtou, Philadelphia; Singleton Palmer, Newport News;
sld, sells. Thomas W. Lawson and Laura
M. Lunt, Newport News; 25, sld, sch. Thenline, Brunswick;2!),ar, sells. Margaret Haskell, Philadelphia; Jacob M. Haskell, do;
Haivest Home, Bangor.
Ar, sch. C. P.
Philadelphia, Nov. 27.
Dixon, Havana; cld, sch. Edward II. Cole,
Boston; Sagamore, do; 29, ar, sch. Horace
B. Morse, High Island.
Baltimore, Nov. 23. Cld, sch. Harry T.
Hayward, llaquiri via Santiago; 29, ar, soli.
Beo. W. Wells, Camden.
Portland, Nov. 22. Ar, sch. F. C. Pendleton, Philadelphia; 25, sld, soli. * Daylight,
New York.
Bangor, Nov. 23. Ar, schs. Thomas Hix,
Weymouth; Nat Ayer, Boston; Eagle, do;
R. L. Tay, Castine; sld, sch. Joseph YV. I
Hathorn, New York; 24, ar, sch. Josie
from Boston via Searsport; sld, schs. Kit
Carson, New York; George Nebiuger, do;
25, ar, sch. Emma 11. Harvey, Perth Amboy;
sld, schs. Gertrude L. Trundy, New York ;
Hattie C. Luce, do; Puritan, Beverly; 20,
ir, sch. Stony Brook, Weymouth; cld, seh.
Carrie A. Lane, Rio Janeiro; sld, schs. Andrew Nebinger, New York; Nat Ayer,
Providence; 27, sld, seh. Penobscot, New
York ; 28, ar, sch. Lillian, Boston ; sld, sells.
II. L. Tay, New York; Josie, Bridgeport;
Eagle, Boston.
Vinalhaven, Me., Nov. 25. Sld, sch. Eugene Borda, New York.

Bhiixjks. In Tremont, November 4. to Mr.
ami Mrs. * red Bridges, a son.
(•kindle. In Penobscot, November 14. to Mr.
and Mis. Henry Grindle, a daughter.
Ecller. In Searsmonr, November 20. to Mr.
and Mrs. Clarence Fuller, a daughter.
Haruiman. In Orland, November 12, to Mr.
and Mrs. Everett W. Harriman, a son.
Kane. In Brook tin, November 17, to Mr. and
Mrs. Chester B. Kane, a son.
Leach. In Pleasantville, November 11, to Mr.
and Mrs. W. M Leach, a daughter.
Pendleton. In vulnirn, November 23, to Mr.
and Mrs. Fred S. Pendleton, a son.

FRED A. JOHNSON
The Advertiser of Facts,
MASONIC TEMPLE.

Iron and Brass

Is that we use

PATENT SHEAVES DO NOT W EaK

TELEPHOHE 54-3,

Krooksville, November 15,

fice of

J. Franklin Harris,
EYE 51GHT SPECIALIST,
BELFAST, JTAINE.
If

you have headaches,
blurs, if y< u are nervous, be

,,

,.

or

your vision
and call at

sure

my office and have your eyes examined by
the latest and most correct method. All examinations free. First class work only. ir>

for It.

years’ experience.
umce over
1 to 5.30 i*. m.

roor cv mm

s

irnig

more.

nuepnone

connection,

omec Hours

n

Open Wednesday and Saturday evenings.
KEMEMBEB, I HAVE COME HEKE TO STAY.

A

that I

charge
they prefer.

free of

You’re

looking for relief,
Searching for a cure.
Belfast people have found

to stay here, I make this very liberal oiler. To every one visitin.
fitted to glasses between tilts date Nov. IB and Dee. IB, I will gi"
l’AIK OF GOLD FRAMES, SPECTACLES, or EYE GI.ASsI

mean

having their eyes

skin,

a

BUKNHAM

Joseph Reynolds has driven piping for a
well in front of his buildings which affords
Lafore t
generous supply of water
[fathom’s hay press, which had been idle
for the past week, resumed operations
again Nov. 28th with at least one month’s
work ahead_John and Lewis Wyman,
after spending a two week’s vacation at
their home here, left Saturday to resume
their work in the shoe factory in Augusta.
_Dennis Chandler has been on the sick
list much of the time for the past three
months_A number of neighbors and
friends met at Mr. and Mrs. Wm. H. Kimball’s Wednesday evening, Nov. Kith, and
enjoyed a social game of whist, after which
They
ice cream and cake were served.
were to meet with Mr. and Mrs. Parkman’s
*
Wednesday evening, Nov. 30th.
—

..

*

|

CHRISTMAS PRESENT FOR ALL.

people

Irritating eczema, itching piles;

a cure for itching
Walcott, Bangor.
Providence, R. 1., Nov. 19. Ar„ sch. A. skin diseases.
W. Ellis, Bangor.
tell
about
this citizen says:
it.
Read
what
They
San Francisco, Nov. 22. Sld., ship Emily
Mrs. L. Boody of 21 Court, says: “I saw Doan’s
F. Whitney, Makawell.
Charleston, S. C., Nov. 24. Sld., sell. Ointment advertised and highly recommended. I
Humarock, Philadelphia; 25, ar., bark got a box at Edmund Wilson’s drug store and
Ethel, New Y'ork.
,,,
gave it a trial. 1 am pleased to sav that it gave
Fernandina, Nov. 25. Ar., sch. Horence me great relief. I used salves and ointments
York.
New
Lelaud,
almost without number but none of them brought
Savannah, Nov. 25. Ar., sch. Wm. E.
like the satisfactory results obtained
Downes, New Ilaven ; passed out by Tybu, anything
—; 27, sld., from Doan’s Ointment.”
sch. Gladys, Savannah for
Price 50 cents a box.
For sale by all dealers.
sch. Maggie S. Hart, Port Royal.
Machias, Nov. 23. Sld.sch. Mollie S. Look Foster-Milbiun Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents
(new), Providence and Fall River.sch.
for the United States.
MagPort Royal, S. C., Nov. 28. Ar,
Remember
gie S. Hart, Farrow, Savannah.sch. E. Starr substitute.
Frankfort, Me., Nov. 28. Ar,

#

and

tXAMiNtu

Evts

In Deer Isle, November 16, Mrs. HepDean, aged 87 years, 8 months and 23

If you have any itchiness of the

BELFAST

Glasses fit ed same
as in hospital, using
the Opthalmoscope at the of-

Wheeler, aged 75 years, ll months and 12 days.

Newport News, Nov. 23. Sld., sch. Gov.
Ames, Portsmouth, N. H.; 25, sld., sch.
Horace A Stone, Boston ; 27, ar., sch. S. P.
Blackburn, Bangor; 28, ar, sch. George E.

SHIP

Thb WELLMAN AND MclNTIRE

Bridgeport, Ct., Nov. 22. Ar., sch. Menawa, Bangor.
San Francisco, Gal., Nov. 22. Ar., ship
Emily F. Whitney, Goodman, Makawell; 2(1,
sld, bark Edward May, Honolulu.
Perth Amboy, Nov. 23. Sld., schs. Miuoola, Southwest Harbor ; Clara E. Rogers,
SOME BELFAST CITIZENS CAN TELL
Searspprt.
Sld., from Fort
Jacksonville, Nov. 20.
YOU WHERE IT’S FOUND.
for
Jacksonville
BarGeorge, sch. Scotia,

bados.

\

a

Machines, Stone Pol

GALVANIZING and

Conner.

Searching

I II h

PLOWS, SHAFTING, WINDOW WEIGHTS, SLED SHOI

Colby. In stoningtou, November Li, Oliver
Lane Colby, aged 78 years, lu months and 20days.
Coi.K. In llfuehill, November 20, Mrs. Caroline
F. Cole, aged u> years, month and 24 days.
Conner. In Last Liberty, November 16, Aggie

West

151

the best materials and know how to

Saw Mills, Stave

Anna Stevens, wife of George Green, aged 52
Millville, from Philadelphia, discharging; years.
Houston. In East Bucksport, November 14,
sld, sch. Horace G. Morse, Philadelphia.
Fred W. Houston, aged 28 years.,
Brunswick, Ga., Nov. 22. Ar., schs. Miles
In Ellsworth, November 17, Ruel J.
Leach.
M. Merry, Bangor via Hampton Roads; Leach, aged 48 years, 4 months and 20 days.
Pendleton. In Auburn, November 24. infant
Henry B. Fiske, Boston; 23, sld., sch.
James W. Paul, Jr., Philadelphia; 25, ar., son of Mr. and virs. Fred S. Pendleton.*
Pendleton, in Belfast, November 25, Hersells. Frank Barnet, Boston; Winfield S.
bert A.
55 years, t; menti s and
Schuster, Portsmouth, N. II.; 2(1, ar., schs. 29 days. Pendleton, aged
R. W. Hopkins, Boston ; Judge Boyce (new),
Snow'. In Rockland, November 23, William P.
Bath: 28, ar, schs. Edward T. Stotesbury, Snow, aged t?o years.
Boston ; Edward II. Blake, New York (and
Wheeler. In Camden, November 26, David

sailed for Xatilla).

only

LilEI>.

In

J>1 AUrJ

in New EnfraM

DUPLEX ROLLER DUSHINS CO

Hope.

Green.

Castings

Altft

"

Pkabody-Ovkrlock. in Thomastoi November 21, Frank L
Peabody and Miss Lucy E.
Overlook, both of Warren.
Kick-Guptii.i.. In Sedgwick, November 16,
Lewis Kice of Cranberry Isle and Miss Mary
E izabeth Guptill of Sedgwick.
Si icimiknson-Fren(Mi. in Belfast, November
24, by Kev. A. A. Smith, Clarence E. Stephenson
of brooks and Beatrice E. French of Waldo.
Smith-New BERT. In Belfast, November 26,
by Kev. A A. Smith, Frank O. Smith and v iss
Mary E. New’belt, both of Belfast.
Spear-Kalloch. In Warren, November .'3,
Clarence W. Spear of Warn n and Miss Lottie
May Kalloch of Koekland.
Trkw’orgy-Hkath. In Blueliill. November
12, Laimon B. Treworgy of Blueliill and Mrs.
Georgia L. Heath of Ellsworth.

days.

\

THE REASON WHY THE BEST

Ciiapi.ks-McKken. In Helfast, November 24,
by Kev. E. S. J'hilbrook, Drew H. L. ChapJes and
Miss Alice E. McKeen, both of Helfast.
Coomrs-Twombi.y. In Helfast, November 23.
by Kev. Ashley a. .smith, w uliam A. Coombs and
Miss Ella H Twombly, botli of Belfast.
Coi sins-Campbell. in Hlueliill, November
in, Leroy G. Cousins and mis. Minnie A. Campbell, Doth of Hlueliill.
Farnham-Condon. In West Brooksville, November 15, Ivan Farnham and Miss L. Jean Condon, both of Krooksville.
Johnson-Hours.
November 24, Leland ,J.
Johnson of Appleton and Grace C. Hobbs of

Dean.
zibali H.

BELFAST

PROSPECT KERRY.

Mr. George Gruby of Boston "
last Friday on business..
Averill of Frankfort called on M,
W. 1). Harriman last Sundar
Batchelder is confined to the b'
attaca of rheumatism, lie is air
I)r. Emerson of Bucksport.
Avery came from Winthrop, 1 _"!
teaching school, to spend
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs >■ "
_Alfred Fry oame home from
to spend Thanksgiving with Ml
G. B. Brown ...Miss Delia M'1
Lamaine is visiting Mr. and
"
Brown_The Ladies’ Club met
Annie Devereaux Nov. llith.

w
'■

h

\|i»

